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TRENDS IN LONG-TERM CARE
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1975

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON LONG-TERM CARE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m. in room 235,
Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Frank E. Moss, chairman,
presiding.

Present: Senators Moss, Percy, and Schweiker.
Also present: William E. Oriol, staff director; Val. J. Halamandaris, associate counsel; William A. Recktenwvald and David L.
Holton, investigators; John Guy Miller, minority staff director,
Margaret S. Fay6, minority professional staff member; Patricia G.
Oriol, chief clerk; Eugene R. Cummings, printing assistant; and
Dona Daniel, assistant clerk.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR FRANK E. MOSS, CHAIRMAN
Senator Moss. The subcommittee will please come to order. I want
to welcome all of you here this morning to the Subcommittee on
Long-Term Care of the Senate Committee on Aging.

Today's hearing was set aside for an examination of the activities
of State- or county-owned and operated nursing homes. In this arrangement, county and State-owned facilities receive reimbursement
of Federal funds for the services they provide. Frequently, this system has been criticized for its inherent conflict of interest because
the entity which owns the facility also has the responsibility for the
inspection of it.
We had planned to examine the services of three county facilities
in three States, but the number of witnesses and the time problems
proved unmanagable. Instead, we have decided to limit today's discussion to an examination of the care and services of John J. Kane
Hospital, a 2,200-bed nursing home in Pittsburgh, Pa. which is in
many ways typical of all the problems we have seen in the nursing
home field.

Kane Hospital -was brought to our attention by the Action Coalition
of Elders of Pittsburgh and by the Grey Panthers of Philadelphia.
(3317)
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The committee was introduced to a group of former employees from
Kane Hospital who had written a report. The report was critical but
full of hope for the kind of care that could be offered in the wonderful physical plant constructed in Allegheny County.
We were startled by the allegations of the report. The committee
staff set out to learn whether the report was accurate and if the
abuses were continuing. The staff answered the questions in the
affirmative. Our investigator, Mr. David Holton, a licensed nursing
home administrator, made nine visits to the facility in the past
several months. Mr. Recktenwald made eight unannounced visits and
Mr. Halamandaris made two visits. The committee staff interviewed
current employees and examined inspection files.
INVESTIGATORS VISIT KANE HOSPITAL

On December 1, the team of investigators accompanied by committee consultants, Dr. Robert Butler* and registered nurse, Margaret
Cushman, met with the administrator of the facility and after securing his permission, completed a detailed inspection of Kane Hospital.
At that time, the administrator, Mr. Edward Deverson, was informed
of this hearing and invited to testify. By subsequent telegram and
letter, 1 informed him of this hearing and of the nature of the
charges and again invited him or his representative to be present
here today.
As a courtesy, we have informed the offices of Senators Scott and
Schweiker, Governor Shapp, and Congressman Heinz of today's
hearing. We have also informed and received cooperation from Mr.
James Flaherty, chairman-elect of the Allegheny Board of County
Commissioners.
The U.S. General Accounting Office is currently undertaking a
financial audit of Kane Hospital. When the audit is completed early
next year, we may want to arrange a subsequent hearing.
I know that today's hearing will provide us with valuable information which we can use to influence legislation with respect to the
care of the aged.
We have a number of very important witnesses to hear today, and
I do appreciate the presence of those who have come, as well as those
who have come to listen.
Our first witness will be Mr. William C. Cobbs, Sr., president,
Action Coalition of Elders, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Will you come forward and be seated at the table here in front
of that microphone, Mr. Cobbs?
If you have others that you want to bring to the table with you.
you mav do so.
Mr. Cobbs, before you begin, will vou introduce the other people
who have come to the table with you?
*On May 1. 1976. Dr. Butlpr wns anpointed Director of the National Institute on
Agine. Tie also recently received a Pulitzer Prize for his book "Why Survive? Being Old
in America."
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Mr. COBBS. On my right I have Mary Lewin, a former employee of
Kane Hospital and coauthor of the Kane report, Pittsburgh, Pa.;
Joseph Nagy, former employee of Kane Hospital, coauthor of the
Kane report, Pittsburgh, -Pa.; Emily Eckel, former employee of
Kane Hospital, coauthor of the Kane report, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Senator Moss. Thank you very much.
We are pleased to have all of you here.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. COBBS, SR., PRESIDENT, ACTION
COALITION OF ELDERS, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Mr. COBBS. Good morning, Senators. My name is William C. Cobbs.
I am president of the Action Coalition of Elders in Pittsburgh, Pa.
With me this morning are Emily Eckel, Joseph Nagy, and Mary
Lewin, coauthors of the report we are presenting, and Harold E.
Silverstein, corresponding secretary of the Action Coalition of Elders.
With your permission we will present testimony and answer questions about the report before you entitled, "Kane Hospital, A Place
To Die."* This report details many of the abuses and problems at
Kane.
The Action Coalition of Elders is an alliance of nearly 30 organizations of older people in the Pittsburgh area. Several months ago the
report, "Kane Hospital, A Place To Die," was presented to us. After
careful study it was clear to us that the information in the report
demanded an immediate, complete, public investigation. The conditions described in the report are terrifying examples of our society's
structured rejection and isolation of old people. The crimes illustrated in these pages are intensified by the fact that Kane Hospital
is a public institution. Most older people and their families in our
area depend on Kane as the only available long-term nursing care
they can afford. Kane Hospital was constructed by and is operated
with, tax dollars from residents of Allegheny County and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the Federal Government. The Allegheny County Board of Commissioners is directly responsible for
the functioning of Kane.
The report describes Kane Hospital as local evidence of a national
crisis. Americans have been relying upon the Federal and State
governments to protect us from abuses in the entire long-term care
system. For the last several years, your committee has examined the
failure of the regulatory agencies to control this system. This report
is another indictment of those agencies.
Because it indicts a public nursing home, the report must be made
a public issue. We appreciate the subcommittee's response to our
request to investigate Kane Hospital. We are looking forward to the
continuation of these hearings ihat you plan to hold in Pittsburgh
in January.
See p. 3321.
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LONG AND DTLFFICULT BArruE ENVISIONED

The Action Coalition of Elders views these hearings as the beginning of a long and difficult battle to stop the tragedies described in
the report. This battle will require the support and participation of
many people. We are confident that the battle will be won, and that
older people in Allegheny County will be protected from these abuses.
Today, the three authors of the report will summarize its contents.
Following that presentation, Harold Silverstein will describe the
lack of adequate community services for older people in the Pittsburgh area that force people into Kane and lock them in once they
arrive.
With your permission I will supply some background information
about Kane Hospital. Almost 2,200 chronically ill and elderly people
live at Kane. The county claims that it is the second largest institution of its kind in the United States. The hospital is located in a
suburban area southwest of the city of Pittsburgh. It opened in 1958.
Will the members of the committee please turn to page 7 of the
report and take note of the diagram there? Kane is made up of an
eight-floor tower which houses 480 patients who are declared to need
skilled nursing care. The convalescent and infirmary areas are in
long low buildings that stretch out from the tower. About 570 people,
most of whom are said to be debilitated or terminally ill, are in the
convalescent area. The largest number of people, over 1,000 are in
the infirmary area. Kane Hospital claims these residents require
skilled and intermediate nursing care.
In point of fact, as is noted on page 90 of the report:
Most of the hospital's patients are over 65 years of age and suffer from a
chronic, although not necessarily disabling, disease such as hardening of the
arteries, diabetes, or emphysema. Other Kane patients are permanently disabled, some are in the terminal stage of their illness. All Kane residents are
"medically indigent" and cannot afford care elsewhere. The hospitai's annual
reports show that the average length of stay at Kane is nearly 2 years. Although
the expressed purpose of Kane is to rehabilitate patients, less than 200 patients
are discharged each year. In the same period, over 1,000 Kane residents die.

That is a huge number. It must be reduced.
A great number of people have contacted us to offer support for
our effort, and this was while A.C.E.'s phone number was not public
knowledge. They had to search out various members to enlist aid for
our effort.
Two of these people who did try to reach us were former employees.
Many of them had relatives in Kane, and one is the head of the
department at Kane Hospital.
Manv of these individuals are willina to testify about their experience of the terrible conditions at Kane Hospital.
We did expect two of them to be here from Pittsburgh. Thev decided to come at their own expense. They would probably like to
speak to the committee, if nossible.
Mr. Chairman, I would like this report entitled "Kane Hospital,
A Place To Die," made a part of the record.
Senator Moss. So ordered.
[The report follows:]

KANE
HOSPITAL
A PLACE TO DIE

DISTRIBUTED BY
THE ACTION COALITION OF ELDERS
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA
(3321)
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FROM THE ACTION COALITION OF ELDERS
October 14, 1975
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
To the residents of Allegheny County,
The Action Coalition of Elders is distributing this report on John J. Kane Hospital because it demands a serious,
public investigation. The conditions described in it are terrifying. Kane Hospital is a public institution, controlled
by county and state officials. The quality of its operations are an issue of public concern and responsibility. The
residents of Allegheny County pay for this institution and depend on it to rehabilitate their chronically ill parents
and grandparents who have no where else to go.
The Action Coalition of Elders studied this document carefully and after much discussion voted to make it a
public issue. The three authors of the report are prepared to testify under oath to the truth of their observations.
In addition four individuals, current and former employees of the hospital have stated that the substance of the
report isaccurate. The issues and questions raised demand an open and complete investigation.
As a coalition of organizations of older people from the Pittsburgh area we are well aware of the hardships forced
on us by this society. The quality of care at Kane Hospital cannot be separated from the quality of care provided
older people living outside institutions. Again it is the responsibility of government officials to provide community services to help older people stay in their own homes as long as possible. They have failed to supply the
level of services necessary to keep people out of nursing homes, and to keep them alive when they are able to
leave nursing homes. Kane Hospital is a part of society's structured neglect of older people.
This structure must be changed. The Action Coalition of Elders calls upon the people of Allegheny County to
join with us in our battle for this change. A.C.E. needs the support of community and professional groups concerned about a decent life for older people. Organizations and groups of older people are important allies in this
fight. The Action Coalition of Elders is also anxious to talk to employees and past employees of Kane Hospital
and the families of patients or former patients. All communications about conditions in the hospital are welcome. They will be kept in strict confidence.
Only by organizing a large public effort can the older people of our community be protected from the conditions
described in this report.
Sincerely

William C.Cobbs, Sr.
President
Action Coalition of Elders

ACTION COALITION OF ELDERS
P.O.BOX 7587
PITTSBURGH, PA. 15213
PHONE: 682-4501
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WOMEN LEFT FACING SOLARIUM WALL

2
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PREFACE
Kane Hospital is a terrible place. We have written this report to draw attention to the inhuman conditions
there. We are people who have worked at Kane Hospital over a two year period - two of us asnurses aides and
the other as a social worker. Our efforts and the efforts of others to change the hospital from within have failed.
With the contributions and help of people who live and work at the hospital, we have written this report. Some
of these people fear they will lose their jobs or be mistreated if it is known that they talked frankly about the
conditions at Kane Hospital. For this reason individuals who are quoted are protected by the use of only their
position title or substitute names. We are hoping that a first hand account of conditions within Kane Hospital
will create public outrage - enough outrage to force the Allegheny County Commissioners and the state and
Federal governments to change their policies and improve the hospital.
But changing Kane Hospital is not enough. Growing old in the United States today is frightening. Nursing
homes, like Kane Hospital, are only part of that fear. Small fixed incomes, lack of public transportation, poor
housing, lack of social opportunities, and inadequate health services all add to the nightmare of becoming old.
There is not much to look forward to after age 65. There are no special duties or jobs the elders of our country
perform. Older people are excluded from anything important, and then told that they are burdens. This country
fails to make available basic community and social supports older people need in order to live. The lack of these
necessary provisions makes living in an institution or nursing home the only available living arrangement for many
older people.
As we wrote this report outrage about nursing homes has surfaced in many places around the country. Likewise the terrible conditions many older people are forced to endure while living in the community are being publicized. More and more people are becoming angry - realizing that there is no dignified way for the great majority
of Americans to grow old anywhere in our country.
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INTRODUCTION TO KANE HOSPITAL
This report is about the results of putting people
who are growing old in institutions. It isa description
of one institution, the people who live there, and the
people who operate and sustain it - John J. Kane
Hospital. Kane Hospital is a public, government-financed, extended-care facility for people who cannot
afford private nursing care or care in their own
homes. It is the second largest institution of its kind
in the United States - housing nearly 2,200 elderly
and chronically ill people. The hospital is a modern
looking facility, opened in 1958, and located in
Allegheny County near Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. It
is part of the Allegheny County Institution District,
and the Allegheny County Commissioners are in
charge of its administration and supervision. In a 30
page pictorial brochure, published by Allegheny
County entitled Kane Hospital Cares,the hospital is
described as:

Staisey included in the Kane CaresBrochure:
It is my earnest wish that this brochure
will introduce you to the wonderful
things that are being accomplished at
John J. Kane Hospital. I do not believe
that county government has a more essential duty than to care at the highest
level for our aged and chronically ill citizens of Allegheny County.
Top rate medical services are provided,
but more than that is the emphasis that is
placed on the way in which they are administered. The medical executive director, the staff and volunteers have been instructed that in the carrying out of their
duties, compassion for the patient must
be the first order of every day. Sympathy
and understanding are essential ingredients in treating and prescribing for
these older women and men who may
well have a feeling that society has forgotten them. At John J. Kane Hospital,
one of the finest of its kind in the nation,
these patients are not forgotten people.

one of the most advanced hospitals in the
United States today for the care of the
chronically ill and aging. . . It has
achieved a national reputation in the field
of rehabilitation and restorative care, and
serves as a guide for similar programs in
hospitals nationally. . . The goal of Kane
Hospital is the restoration to health of
the geriatric and chronically ill patient
and his return to the community. 1

I do hope you will find time to visit this
outstanding institution which really belongs to you, the taxpayer. I think you
will find it worthwhile and I am certain
the patients will welcome your interest.
Sincerely,
Leonard Staisey, Chairman
Allegheny County Board of
Commissioners 2

Kane Hospital's annual reports reveal that of the
2,200 people hound in Kane Hospital, about 200 are
discharged each year while nearly 1,000 Kane residents die each year. The averagelength of stay at
Kane is nearly two years. This situation hasexisted
unchanged for 10 years. Kane Hospital is failing to
meet this goal.

Patients Talk About Kane
The men and women who live each day confined
in Kane Hospital describe their situation in adifferent
way:

The County Commissioners have alleged their personal concern for the aging citizens of Allegheny
County in a letter from Commissioner Leonard

Social Worker: Mr. Myers, could you tell me a
little about yourself.
6
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KANE HOSPITAL: FLOOR PLAN AND PATIENT AREAS

(3 Floors - A Lovnl, lIt &2nd Floor)

(3 Floors- A Leoel li &2nd Floor)

TOWER - 480 PATIENTS
Houses the specialty clinics, the laboratories, the 130-bed Rehab Program, and
patients requiring skilled nursing care.
CONVALESCENT -576 PATIENTS
Houses mostly debilitated and terminally ill patients requiring skilled nursing care.
INFIRMARY - 1056 PATIENTS
Designed for independent and ambulatory patients -

but is now used com-

pletely for patients requiring skilled and
intermediate nursing care.

70-080

0 - 76 - 2
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Harry Myers: Well, where do you want to begin?
What age? (he says humorously).

W:

How long has it been since you've seen a
doctor?

Worker: No particular age. How old are you?

H:

I haven't seen or had any discussion with ;
doctor for a year and a half.

W:

What happened at that examination?

H:

Nothing really, because he needed a doctor
about as bad as I did. He just asked me three
or four questions and wrote something down
on my chart and said "good-bye".

W:

You talked to me the other day about the
way the hospital staff treat the patients.

H:

I guess a lot of poeple wouldn't call it
abuse - but its quick, rough handling of patients that are not fit and not capable of
moving fast, or anything like a healthy, ablebodied person. And they're not too careful
about helping you into bed at night either they don't take very much time about that.
They want you in there in a hurry. . . and
they lots of time don't use the best language.
The other thing is the stealing. It goes on
every day. If you have anything of any valte
or possibly with any use to someone else
you better keep it right with you, or you're
not goin' to have it.

Harry: 71.
W:

Tell me a liitle about what you did for a
living, what happened that you had to come
here, what it was like coming into Kane...
How did you feel about it?

H:

To start off with, when I first started my
workin career, I was driving a horse and
wagon hauling coal and freight. . .my father
and I was in the transfer business. And then
later on, I started driving long distance
freight. Then I stopped that and went into
the race horse business and I was in that for
18-20 years, and done alright according to
their standards, but got hurt a few times. Decided to get out a that and I went into trucking again. Then I went from there to road
construction and operating heavy equipment. I was in that for a long time. Then at
the end, I was in an automobile accident and
got my hip broke, and I was sent to Allegheny General, and from there to Kane.

W:

Who recommended that you come to Kane?

W:

Who do you think is doing the stealing?

H:

Well - I don't know definitely - I would
imagine one of the doctors at Allegheny

H:

Employees. . . usually. (He goes on to tell
several incidents of theft.) . . .A birthday
card with five dollars in it from my son. It
had been torn open and the money taken
out before I even got it. .. they tore my mail
open, which is not in the book according to
the law. ..

W:

You said a few days ago you were unhappy
here.

H:

Well, it's a little like Bing Crosby's song
"Don't Fence Me In" - and that's what I
am. You can't go no place - no place to go.
And it's a little tiresome looking at the same
faces, going through the same action, the
same routine 365 days a year. It gets a little
tiresome after a while.

W:

Mr. Myers, tell me something. When you go/
into the "mushroom" corridor, you see lo,
of people just sort of staring into space not talking to each other. Why is that - vhy
don't people talk more to each oter?

General.

W:

When did you come into Kane?

H:

In 1969.

W:

What were your impressions of the hospital
when you came? Tell me about the care you
receive here.

H:

I don't get much medical attention here. I
only took medication for a couple amonths,
when I first got here (5 years ago), and I've
never received any since... seeing the doctor. . . Well, that's been a rare occasion. I
only seenhim three times while he was on
duty here and there wasn't anything mentioned about the hip or anything. He just
wanted to know how old I was and how I
was feeling. And it was just written down, I
never moved out of the wheelchairi
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H:

Well, I suppose. . .I don't know. It don't
seem like their mind's on any one topic or
subject of interest - a hobby or what have
you. People seem to rather sit and think
about whatever they're thinking about-- I
don't have any idea why that is.

W:

What do patients see as the reason for their
being at Kane?

H:

I would say quite a few of them are here because they don't have any other place to be.
It's certainly not because they want to be
here.

W:

You said something the other day about
them seeing it as the last stop.

H:

Yeah, I feel that way about it myself. And I
know there's lots of others who feel the
same way. . . high bridge (he gestures with
his hands).

W:

High bridge?
(He hesitates. I ask him to tell me, to tell me
in words.)

H:

End it all, get it over with. Get to the happy
hunting ground. And then stay there and
you're out of your worry and misery. 3

following interview, Mrs. McAlberts describes living
at Kane Hospital:
Kate McAlberts: When I first came in I was terribly unhappy. I cried and didn't seehow I
was going to make it. I stayed in my room
and wouldn't do anything. I slowly began to
realize that I might be spending some time
here. I saw how most of the other women
sat staring at the walls and each other - and
decided I had to force myself to begin
moving around and taking part in as many
things as I could. I try to keep my mind off
things. . . how horrible it is around here. I
have to keep myself up and moving. It's hard
and it's painful, especially when I get these
sores on my good foot, and you know I
sometimes have trouble moving this good leg
'cause of arthritis, but if I were to stop
trying, I'd reach a point where I wouldn't be
able to do things for myself, and I don't
want to be in that position: I see other patients who are dependent on the aides and
nurses for things and lots of times they don't
get the help they need, like taken to the
bathroom, that sort of thing. . .On my area
there are patients who give aides cigarettes
or storebook coupons. This is a way of
making sure they'll get the things they need
and be treated half-way decent...
You know, Nancy used to be able to walk.
She had to walk real slow and careful. There
were acouple of days about a year ago when
Nancy was dizzy and had an upset stomach.
She wanted to go to the drinking fountain
and she needed help. Nobody gave her help
and she fell. She's been in a wheelchair ever
since. Nancy seems so shaky and scared all
the time. I think it has a lot to do with her
falling the way she did.

Since this interview, Mr. Myers has died. He was
not eating well for several months and began losing
weight. The nursing personnel took no action. His
legs and feet became swollen to twice their size. The
doctor responsible for Mr. Myers' care minimized his
medical problems despite repeated requests from a social worker to re-evaluate his condition.

W.: What medical care do you get?

Mrs. Kate McAlberts entered Kane in 1967. She
was born and raised in the South and was educated at
a prestigious southern college, majoring in English
literature. Mrs. McAlberts, her husband and two children eventually settled in Pittsburgh, where she
worked for several years at a school for handicapped
children. Mrs. McAlberts has had a stroke, which left
her left side stiff, numb, and hard to move. She also
has arthritis, from which three fingers on her right
hand are badly crippled. Now she wears a brace on
her left leg, and her left arm, which is paralyzed, is
bent at the elbow and held close to her body. In the

K:

9

The toes on my good foot sometimes get
these sores on them, and it makes it hard for
me to walk. I've been asking to seethe foot
doctor for about a week now and I can't get
anybody to take me up. So they give me aspirin, but that doesn't help much. When I
ask, they tell me they're not sure if the doctor's in today. I've been down here about
2%-3 years, and I can remember going upstairs once to see the doctor - that's when I
cut my leg and he put some ointment on it.
You know that doctor is in his 80's. He can't
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see what he's doing, he can't hear very well
and he really doesn't seem to know what
he's doing.
W:

Does the doctor ever come down here to see
the patients?

K:

No, I've never seen him. He should, it would
be a lot better. The aides don't have time to
take every patient all the way upstairs. If a
patient can't make the walk to the steps
from here and then up that long flight of
steps, it means that the nurses aides have to
travel half-way around the building to get to
the right floor to get to the doctor. That's a
lot of hard leg work and a lot of time spent
in taking just one patient up. And then
sometimes I don't think the doctor is there.

W:

What about the nursing supervisor - does
she make daily rounds and try to see patients?

K:

Well, I sometimes see her walk through but
she doesn't talk to patients. 4

The publication of this letter in the Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette was followed by these events. A highranking administrative official ordered a re-evaluation
of her admission file to determine if she could bedismissed from the hospital. Prior to her admission in
1969 there was a question about her financial eligibility. It was thought she was in possession of property that would prevent her placement in a public
facility. Negotiations, however, between her lawyer
and the admissions department resulted in her admission on the condition that when the property was
sold, she might have the financial resources to get
care elsewhere. This matter had not been investigated
for two years, despite the patient repeatedly expressing interest in leaving to various hospital employees.
Then on December 9, the County Solicitor was directed to contact the family's lawyer to determine if
the patient's financial resources made her ineligible
for care at Kane. This proved ineffective. On December 28, she was transferred to one of the -most inaccessible and depressing areas in the female infirmary wing of the hospital. Finally, on January 2 a
psychiatric evaluation was ordered to determine if the
patient could be committed to a state mental hospital. The psychiatrist's report reads as follows:

Mrs. McAlberts died a few months after this interview took place. She had been complaining of
having pain and stiffness in her right leg. In trying to
get out of her wheelchair, she slipped and fell and
broke her leg. She never recovered.

This 62 year-old lady is said to have
written articles to the paper criticizing
food, etc. She is also said to createdissension, etc. on all levels. Mental status reveals good cooperation, coherence, and
relevance. Questions were answered directly and there was no indication of
blocking or of association disorder. There
was superficial indication of paranoid
ideation. Insight was adequate and judgment superficially appears adequate.
There was some indication of concretism.
She seemed oriented and there was some
indication of memory disorder superficially. . . In my opinion, this patient has
Organic Brain Disease involving the right
cartoid and right middle cerebral artery.
There was the suggestion that this might
be associated with paranoid behavior at
this time. Would recommend continued
Dilantin, physiotherapy and present management. I do not feel that this patient is
commitable at this time.6

Another hospital resident wrote a letter to the
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette about the conditions at Kane
Hospital. It was published as a letter to the editor on
November 16, 1971. She is still at Kane Hospital and
feels little has changed since she wrote the letter.
I am an educated woman having graduated from Pitt in 1929. 1am writing this
letter for public consumption. Due to a
stroke, I landed at Kane and must say it is
terrible. We do not get one good meal a
day. If the patients received as much attention as the grounds, it would be okay,
but we do not get any attention at all. As
I am partially blind I cannot compose nor
write a decent letter. We need you. Please
publish this letter so the public, knows
how their tax money is being wasted.
This is a horrible place to have to spend
your time. Much of the food goes into
the garbage. No one can eat it. Please excuse the writing as my eyes are so bad I
can't see.Your help in this matter will be
greatly appreciated. Something should be
done but what I do not know. 5

The hospital administration -and staff have responded in threatening, punitive ways when patients,
patients' families, or staff criticize the hospital. Patients are given psychiatric evaluations and moved to
10
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sore back. We used to talk about support
hose and girdles during our breaks. The lifting we were required to do day after day, especially around bathing, took a toll on
everyone. We were always careful to lift like
the people from the "rehab" department
taught us to, but it didn't help much. Often
I would go home and be so tired and sore
that I would eat supper and go right to bed.
It's hard to work here...

lessdesirable areasof the hospital. Families are told,
"if you don't like it here, put her somewhere else."
Hospital staff are threatened with the lossof their
jobs and told they have not learned to accept death
and suffering.
An Aide Talks About Kane
A female nurse's aide describes the working conditions at Kane Hospital:

Aides watch people sit and stare day after
day. Aides watch people lose their ability to
talk and participate in the world. We have to
be with people who are unhappy and have
no more chances. Aides watch people die
alone and have to handle the bodies. So,
Debbie says to me one day, "All these patients disgust me" but the next day she says
"we must really frighten these people, the
way we walk up to them and strip them
naked and stand them, up, it must be like a
bad trip." Yet she tells Mary, a patient, if
she doesn't 'stop whimpering' she will make
her 'eat shit'.
Aides have to do the monotonous work
of making beds and serving meals, cleaning
up, mopping puddles; lifting, moving, and
bathing people who have difficulty caring
for themselves. . . I was treated like I was
dumb and I felt dumb. We had to be servile
to our superiors, many of whom obviously
didn't take their jobs seriously. Aides have
to do things that could get them fired, when
a superior tells them to. We take the risk
when isolation technique is not done, but
the decision is not ours. Aides have nothing
to say about how things are run, and yet we
have all the day to day contact with the patients and do all the dirty work...
As an aide I averaged between $60$65
for a week in take home pay. Aides are told
in many small ways that they are worthless
people who are insensitive to sad and terrible
things. Aides know that words of concern
about patients from the administration are
hollow lies. It is clear there's little concern
for the patients...
Every aide I met worked for financial
reasons. Every one said they would jump for
a better or even equally paying job somewhere else. My anger islet the situation that
changes people who come out of training
wanting to do what is right for the patients
and end up having to make themselves callous to be able to face an impossible situation day after day. 7

I feel a responsibility to talk about what
it is like to work as a nurse's aide at Kane
Hospital. I think the neglect and abuse of patients are a product of the situation aides aie
forced to work in. I think people have to become callous and insensitive to get through
week after week of work at Kane Hospital.
I found the nurse's aide training at Kane
inspiring. Most of the other people in my
classof trainees did too. But, when we were
sent out on the floors during training, we
would come back shocked and upset by
what we had seen. We discovered there
weren't enough wash basins, sheets, laundry,
bedpans, urinals, linen, catheter plugs, and
silverware. We discovered that things were
done very, very differently on the floor than
in class. Diet cards were often neglected.
Mouth care was unheard of, as was sterilizing
bedpans; cleanliness procedures for connecting and unconnecting catheters were
often disregarded. As a group, our class
talked about what we could do. We decided that if we could be assigned to areas in
groups of two we could be stronger and do
things as they should be done. None of us
wanted to be disliked by everyone that we
worked with. If we could be assigned with
someone else who wanted to do their job
well, it would be a little easier to resist the
shortcuts. We sent a request to the nursing
administration and we were turned down. So
we were assigned to areas alone.
When I was assigned to my regular area
the impact of the lack of supplies and lack
of nursing staff really hit me. It was physically impossible to do the job that I wanted
to do. If we washed every patient that wet
themselves we would not have time to get
the rest of the work done. Taking a patient
to the bathroom means lifting them several
times. It is much easier on your back to just
move their chair and mop the puddle. The
work was very tiring and every aide had a
12
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WOMEN CONFINED IN GERI-CHAIRS

The nurse's aide goes on to describe the floor on
which she works:

Didn't talk too much. Sometimes was put to
bed in the afternoon.
Geraldine Proter - Did not talk much
around the staff. Didn't trust them. Couldn't
walk. Would go to the bathroom if helped,
but won't ask to go. She does not like to depend on anyone.

A lot of people on my floor are tied with
restraints in geri-chairs. Geri-chairs are like
the high chairs babies eat in, except they are
for adults. They have foot rests and trays.
that clamp around a person. Once someone
is clamped in, they can't move around or get
out. Geri-chairs have roller wheels so the
nurses aides can move people to where they.
want them. About one-quarter of the people
at Kane Hospital are confined in geri-chairs
all day long. People who have difficulty
walking or are troublemakers, are kept in
geri-chairs. They are lined up in hallways,
against walls and around tables. Often they
stay in one place all day long. Often the staff
doesn't have time to make regular bathroom
trips with all the people on the floor, so geri
chair patients sit in wet and dirty clothing.

Mary Miller - Can walk well. Never taken to
the bathroom. If she gets out of her gerichair,'she will let other women loose. Does
not like the hospital.
Elsie Sawer - Called "Big Elsie". Disoriented. Can not walk. Usually incontinent.
Bedsores developing. Is sometimes moved
to the solarium and given a cigarette.
The usual dress for women is a white hospital gown and a pair of white sweat socks.
No underwear is used. The geri-chairs ate in
very bad condition. They are sticky with urine, food and saliva. They are seldom cleaned. Most of the foot rests are stuck. It takes

Frances Adams - very weak. Could walk
with one assistant. Was developing bedsores,
13
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"Many patients could be discharged if suitable supportive and home
care were available in Allegheny County. . ."
"Kane Hospital Cares" Brochure
Allegheny County Bureau of Public Information

Part of the problem isthat we have no organizational framework based on the
needs of the elderly which would allow
us to designate amounts of money needed
in various categories. 10

months to get anything repaired at the hospital shop, so a lot of the women sit with
their feet dangling all day long. This cuts
circulation to their lower legs, causes their
foot arches to drop, and leads to a loss of
strength in their legs. Patients confined in
geri-chairs and not given any exercise, soon
lose their ability and desire to walk. .,8

The result, according to the study is the widespread neglect of the health, social service, recreational, transportation, and other needs of the
County'sl86,000 older residents.
More surveys and co-ordination of services will not
reverse this situation. New and expanded programs
must be developed. Social and community ties must
be preserved as people grow older. The Pennsylvania
State Institution District Act revised in 1965 requires
that:

Failure In County Government
Irvin Foutz, Director of Social Services and Admissions at Kane acknowledges that Allegheny
County has "institutionalized 8-10% of its aging
population, while nationally 5% of the over-65 population has been confined in institutions. . even 5%is
too high a figure to have institutionalized. . . but it's
easier to do than set up home maintanence programs. . . probably only 2% of the aging population
needs to be in institutions." g
According to a study by the Health and Welfare
Association of Allegheny County (HWA) released
March, 1974, Allegheny County had missed out on
Federal money that could have been used to help its
elderly citizens outside of institutions. Edith King,
director of the HWA study, said the exact amount the
district has failed to apply for has not been determined:

County Institution Districts must provide
or contract to provide services to help dependents and potential dependents to live
outside County Institution District facili1

ties. 1

Allegheny County has failed to provide such opportunities for its older citizens.
In the 1971 Kane Hospital Cares brochure county
officials acknowledge that "many (Kane Hospital) patients could be discharged if suitable supportive and
home care programs were available in Allegheny
2
County." 1 'These needs of older persons recognized
by County government over ten years ago remain
unmet. The County Commissioners have failed to
appropriate the necessary funds to support older
citizens in the community. In 1973 less than
$500,00 was budgeted for Adult Services (Allegheny
County's community-based services to older people)
while $7.5 million of county funds was budgeted for
Kane Hospital. Additional federal and state monies
increased the Kane Hospital budget to $15 million
annually (1/10 of the entire county budget) while

Of five federal educational programs for
the elderly, carrying a possible $44 million, none was applied for from 1971 to
1973.
Of three possible sources of funds for
health facilities for the elderly, carrying a
possible $2 million, none was applied for.
Of nine possible federal sources of money
for specialized housing, including nursing
homes, none was applied for.'
14
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ALLEGHENY COUNTY PROPOSED EXPENDITURES - 1975

Allegheny County
Government
1975

and how the money is used.
Fl. Tulning
ungy PoIn-a P011.&
_
-0
m

-

---

Con.oI.tl nIbftbal ContyJll S2.7a.u

1975 BUDGET

COUNTY.159.404,022.05
31,420.884.71

INSTITLUTION
DISTRICT.
TOTAL

..

190.824,906.76

Ch.t ppn.dbyNiho. Stbil., BudqntDUe-On,B-U
of A-out" cod wIcd.b., Alleqgny County,P-nnylnoni
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(HEW) regulations, and the Life Safety Code of the
National Fire Association. These government regulations define minimum acceptable levels of care, services, and personnel, provided in nursing care facilities. In some areas these regulations are weak, but for
the most part the existing regulations clearly define
the minimal treatment patients have a right to expect
when entering a government operated, long-term care
hospital or nursing home. There are over 100 pages of
government regulations which apply to Kane Hospital. Kane Hospital isin violation of over 80 sections
of these regulations.
What follows in this report isan in-depth look at
Kane Hospital, The report describes how the older
people confined at Kane Hospital must live in degrading, humiliating and inhuman conditions. It
shows the services provided at Kane Hospital to beinadequate and in violation of Federal and state standards. The report explains Kane Hospital and the
County Institution District as a source of patronage
and political power for the Allegheny County Commissioners. This document isa call for all of usto demand and work toward changing these unacceptable
conditions.

Adult Services' total annual budget was only $1.5
million. The Commissioners' budget ten times the
amount of money for Kane Hospital than is budgeted
for all the county's community-based services to the
elderly.

t3

These figures indicate where the Allegheny
County's priorities for older persons lie. The figures
contradict the Commissioners' assertion that "county
government does not have a more essential duty than
to care at the highest level for our aged 4and chronically ill citizens of Allegheny County."1 Providing
many older persons in this county with no other
choice but institutionalization at Kane Hospital is not
providing the highest level of care for the aged and
chronically ill citizens.
In Pennsylvania, county government is responsible
for providing both community-based and institutional
services to older persons. Medicare and Medicaid reimburse county governments in Pennsylvania for
providing institutional services required by law. Both
the Federal government and the Pennsylvania state
government have established guidelines and regulations for these programs. Kane Hospital must comply with Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare
regulations, Federal Health, Education and Welfare

4
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ADMINISTRATION OF KANE HOSPITAL:
A FAILURE IN COUNTY GOVERNMENT
Kane Hospital is administered by Allegheny
County. The three elected County Commissioners are
responsible for its functioning, and they are required
by law to maintain Kane Hospital "in compliance
with the applicable laws and regulations." They have
failed to do this.
Instead, the County Commissioners have minimized the hospital's budget at the expense of the
health and safety of Kane residents.

Supervisory personnel have' stated that employees
who resign but do not submit letters of resignation
are kept on the active payroll. Employees consistently absent from work (some only working 34 days
a month) are maintained on the payroll. All of these
practices cover-up the lack of hospital personnel and
enable Kane to "pass" Federal and state inspection.
In addition to under budgeting for staff, the
County Commissioners have consistently under budgeted essential services, equipment and supplies to the
hospital. Thus:
1) The laundry is operated only Monday
through Friday, creating a clean linen shortage every weekend.

Under Budgeting Kane Hospital
While publicly denying that Kane Hospital is understaffed, the County Commissioners have consistently allowed too little money to staff the hospital.
Low salaries compared to other hospitals, and the
large work load makes it difficult to attract and keep
qualified people for the positions that are budgeted.
Year after year, essential vacant positions go unfilled
at Kane Hospital. The Rehabilitation Department is
understaffed to the extent that it cannot provide the
ongoing rehab and restorative treatments for 600 to
1,000 of the Kane residents in need of these services.
Counts of employees during working hours show the
lack of nursing personnel.
Clear and complete employment records that
would show the Kane Hospital staffing patterns are
unavailable. Such records have been denied union representatives during contract bargaining with the
County Commissioners. Part-time nursing personnel,
part-time high school students and untrained "limited
aides" have been used to falsely inflate the full-time
staffing figures at Kane Hospital.
It has been asserted by many people that Commissioners Staisey and Forrester maintain ghosts on the
county payroll, further confusing the staffing situation. Minority Commissioner Hunt during this year's
primary election stated he could. not find "15 to 20
1
percent of the employees on the county payroll.'

2) There isa daily shortage of linens, towels,
pillow slips and clothing in the hospital due
to the short supplies actually in use.
3) There are not enough wheelchairs in the
hospital.
4) Food is not appetizing and is of low quality. Menus are repetitious.
5) Recreational equipment is unavailable and
activities programming is infrequent.
6) At times, personal supplies (bedpans,
combs, urinals, towels, etc.) are unavailable
and must be shared by patients.
7) Personal aids (false teeth, eyeglasses,
hearing aids, orthodpedic shoes, braces, etc.)
supposedly provided by the hospital take residents six months to a year to obtain.
8) In some areas of the hospital there are no
beds with bedrails for patients who need
them.
18
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dining room or participate in the movies and other recreational activities in the central part of the hospital.
The photographs and reports released by the county
public relations staff show only these 300 people.
There are not photographs or descriptions of the conditions in which the majority of Kane residents must
live.

9) In some areas of the hospital bed curtains
are not provided for the patients' privacy.
The County Cover-Up
Furthermore, in order to pass state and Federal inspections, county government officials and the Kane
Hospital administration are covering-up the inadequate services and understaffing at Kane Hospital.
During inspection periods, there are more hospital
staff scheduled to be on the job. Special meals are served to cover-up the usual poor quality of hospital
food. The hospital undergoes a major clean-up. Utilization review forms, patient charts and nursing care
plans are hurriedly updated - often falsely.
Efforts have been made at the request of the
County Commissioners, to up-grade the reputation of
Kane Hospital. The county public relations staff has
produced photographic booklets, provided the news
media with periodic press releases and sponsored a
documentary film on county services for the elderly
and Kane Hospital. Much of this information is misleading. Services, activities, and a way of life that is
available to only a few of the nearly 2,200 occupants
at Kane get stressed. Nineteen-hundred of the residents at Kane are confined to the ward and nursing
areas of the hospital. During the day, many of these
people are confined to geriatric chairs. Other patients
are in wheelchairs and some remain in bed. Only approximately 300 of the 2,200 residents at Kane Hospital leave their nursing areas to eat in the main

ALLEGHENY

COUNTY

The Hospital As Patronage
Commissioners Staisey and Foerster have been in
office for eight years. In this time, they have built
and control a party machine that extends throughout
Western Pennsylvania. Kane Hospital isa part of this
machine. While they under budget the hospital, the
County Commissioners usethe hospital's service contracts and the 1,800 hospital jobs aspatronage. PeopIe who work toward and contribute to the re-election of the County Commissioners are appointed to
administrative, supervisory and higher paying jobs at
Kane Hospital. Often these people are less qualified
than other applicants. At times, completely unqualified people are appointed to positions at Kane Hospital. Many of the lower paid hospital employees have
received their jobs through friends already involved in
the County Commissioners' machine. Employees
occupying favored positions often are not required
to attend work regularly or do afull day's work.
The patronage system produces clear raceand sex
discrimination in the county hiring practices. There is
only, one black person and four women in the thirty-

INSTITUTION

TO:

All Employees
John J. Kane Hospital

FROM:

E. R. Deverson, M.D.
Director

DATE:

January 23, 1974

RE:

Civil Rights Policy, John J. Kane Hospital

DISTRICT

In compliance with Federal Civil Rights mandates of 1964, John J.-Kane
Hospital hereby advises you of its continued policy of nondiscrimination
practices in employment and services offered to the public.

MEMO TO ALL EMPLOYEES DENYING DISCRIMINATION
19
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Kane Hospital Social Service Record

A social worker describes political interference in
the discharge planning for patients:

five department head positions at Kane Hospital. The
four women are employed in what has been traditionally unacceptable work for men - housekeeping,
nursing, etc. There are about fifteen full time doctors,
8 part-time doctors and 40 consultant doctors employed at Kane. We observed only two women and
one black man hired asdoctors over a two-year period at Kane Hospital.
Women are used as employees in over 90% of the
lower paying hospital jobs (housekeeping, nurses
aides andclerical). Even clearer evidence of race discrimination appears at this level:

Politicans have the power to get patients admitted and to keep patients in
Kane Hospital - I was involved in the case
of Mrs. Barth, a 62 year old woman, who
came into the hospital severely debilitated after having a stroke. A social
worker talked with Mrs. Barth's daughter
shortly after she came into the hospital.
The daughter said that when her mother
got better. she wanted to take her home.
Mrs. Barth made good progress on the
main rehab area and was transferred to a
rehab-maintanence area. She was reviewed by a rehab physician consultant
who periodically came into the hospital.
At the time of the review, the following
evaluation was made by the doctor: "Patient very motivated, Independent in all
ADL (Activities of Daily Living). Speech
is improving. Will cut brace down to R
(right) short leg brace. Ambulate for one
more month. Would like to review her
then. May be ready to go with family by
then." After this, I approached the patient's daughter, to discuss her mother's
progress and the doctor's evaluation. Her
daughter was not receptive to the idea of
her mother leaving the hospital. She felt
her-mother had not made enough progress to return home. I waited a few more
months and followed Mrs. Barth's progress. Again I called her daughter and set
up a time for us to meet at the hospital.
The following day the Director of Social
Services questioned me concerning the
case and told me that a call had been
made to Mr. Miglioretti's office (Personnel Director) questioning my effort to
discharge Mrs. Barth. On Mrs. Barth's
chart appeared the following: "Senator
Tom Nolan interested in this case." I

- of the over 100 nurses that we observed

none were black
- of the nearly 75 women clerical staff that
we observed none were black
- of the over 250 nursing aides that we ob-

served less than 15 were black
Neither Kane Hospital nor Allegheny County asa
whole, have a functioning Affirmative Action Program to improve this situation. This is condoned by
the County Commissioners.
It is widely known that admission to Kane Hospital is another source of patronage and favor for the
County Commissioners. Financial requirements for
admission to Kane Hospital require that.a person
must not have other resources available for nursing
home care. Time and guidance aregiven to families
with political connections to transfer ownership of
assets and savings to permit admission of their relatives to Kane Hospital. At other times admissions and
continued stays are granted when not medically
necessary as a political favor to a family. These occur
while other citizens with no real alternatives to Kane
Hospital are being placed on waiting lists and forced
to wait for admission.
20
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KANE HOSPITAL SOCIAL SERVICE RECORD

suspected that Mr. Nolan had interviewed
for Mrs. Barth's family, since Mrs. Barth's
daughter is a secretary in Senator Nolan's
office. The following day I received a call
from Mr. Miglioretti's secretary asking me
Mrs. Barth's location in the hospital and
her daughter's full name. I had a meeting
later that day with Mrs. Barth's daughter

who said that neither she nor her brother
were in any position to take their mother
home. The following day I was on my
area visiting patients and the nurse said
that the medical director had come down
to the area earlier that day and instructed all personnel to disregard any order
pertaining to discharge of Mrs. Barth. 2
21
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Failure In Fiscal Management

4) Failure to provide all patients upon admission with the $25.00 monthly allotment
for personal needs. Some patients must wait
more than six months before they are given
their monthly personal funds. The Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare requires
that the hospital provide this allotment to
each patient monthly. Not all patients are
given adequate opportunity to spend their
storebooks. At times patients' storebooks
are used by the hospital staff for their own
purchases.

While using the hospital for patronage and political
favor, the County Commissioners are failing to properly oversee and direct the financial matters concerning Kane Hospital. There is

1) Failure to provide patients and/or their
families with clear and complete itemized
bills of hospital expenses. The records of
patient accounts, which are provided upon
request to families after a relative's death,
are unclear. Many unspecified, miscellaneous
and personal expenses are included. The hospital does not clarify these charges. Kane
Hospital personnel have asserted that patients with money accumulated in their accounts are falsely billed for services already
covered by monthly Medicare-Medicaid
maintenance fees. No system of checks and
balances in the billing of Kane patients exists to prevent double billing or billing for
items and services never provided.

5) Abuse of patients' privacy by pre-screening and opening any personal mail suspected
of containing cash or check gifts. Placing all
money in the "patients"' hospital account,
while at the same time not permitting
patients access to their accounts. This amounts to denying patients the right to their
personal gifts from family and friends.

These practices are more than an oversight. All of
them systematically add to the extra monies available
to the County Commissioners for special investment
and use. At the same time, these practices deny patients and/or families their own funds and services
for which the county is paid to provide.
Also, the County Commissioners permit widespread abuse of Federally funded Medicare-Medicaid
programs by falsely declaring patients to be in need
of "skilled and intermediate nursing care" - both
covered by Medicare-Medicaid programs. The Human
Services Study Commission appointed by the County
Commissioners to evaluate human services in Allegheny County, describes the extent of these practices:

2) Failure to permit patients, patients' families, or hospital social workers to know the
balance of money with interest accumulated
in individual patient accounts. Even during
discharge planning it is sometimes difficult
to secure this information. Patients are required to sign over all monthly income to
the hospital upon admission. Hospital maintenance expenses are deducted from each
patient's income and the remainder is accumulated in the hospital account. The accumulated money belongs to the patient and
is part of his or her estate upon death. There
is usually over one million dollars of accumulated patients' money at any given time
in Kane Hospital accounts.

Kane's use of such terms as "skilled
care", "intermediate caie", and "custodial care" differs substantially from Medicare usage of these terms. Kane claims to
have no custodial beds (custodial care is
not covered by Medicare), but by Medicare definitions more than half of Kane's
2,111 beds are custodial in nature. 3

3) Failure to return money and interest
which has accumulated in the patients' hospital accounts immediately to patients' families or beneficiaries upon death of the
patient. The total interest on these funds,
some of which have accumulated since 1966,
isover 100,000 dollars.

In this way the County Commissioners are obtaining Medicare-Medicaid reimbursement for providing
"skilled and intermediate nursing care" to over 1,000
Kane patients who are in fact not in need of nor receiving such services.
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sence of in-community based services guarantees a
waiting list for Kane Hospital and maintains the existing patronage system in tact.
Democratic Commissioners Staisey and Foerster
are dearly responsible for initiating and carrying out
these policies. Minority Commissioner Dr. William
Hunt has permitted many of these practices to go unchallenged. As a medical doctor, Commissioner Hunt
has doubly failed the residents of Allegheny County
in his obligation to oversee Kane Hospital and ensure
that the hospital meets minimum state and1 Federal

Summary

Kane Hospital is administered as a patronage system rather than a hospital. Poorly delivered and inadequate hospital care is the result County officials
have covered up the poor conditions at the hospital
through misleading public relations work, and the
threat of job loss to all employees who are not "loyal to the hospital". In addition, the Commissioners
have failed to act decisively and fund essential community support programs for older people- The ab-

standards.

RECOMMENDATIONS: ADMINISTRATION OF KANE HOSPITAL
1) The 3 commissioner form of county government does not offer either sufficient checks and balances or adequate division of power. Other forms of county government must to be considered. The recent proposals of the
County Home Rule Study Commission were initial steps in this direction. A re-formulation of these proposals to
ensure fair minority representation is necessary.
2) The County Commissioners must appropriate additional funds so that Kane Hospital can be adequately staffed
and function in compliance with state and Federal regulations. This requires up-grading present salary schedules
to levels competitive with other hospitals.
3) The planning, policies, and appointment of the administration of Kane Hospital should be done by a bi-partisan, non-political hospital board composed of health professionals, social service and health planners, consumers
and health and welfare advocates.
4) The hiring of hospital personnel should be based upon qualification and work experience. The department
heads within Kane Hospital should have a major role in the recruitment and hiring of their staff.
5) The hospital Personnel Director should not be a political appointment of the County Commissioners charged
with overseeing and passing out patronage jobs. Rather she/he should be a-professional personnel director skilled
in recruitment and interviewing of prospective employees.
6) An Affirmative Action plan to correct present race and sex discrimination must be implemented.
7) An in-depth investigation and audit of the fiscal records and practices at Kane Hospital should be undertaken
by proper government authorities. New policies instituting strict checks and balances in billing and purchasing
should be instituted.
8) Patients and their designated representatives should receive quarterly itemized bills indicating all services reoeived, which services are covered by Medicare-Medicaid or other third party payments, any additional charges,
and total funds or deficit remaining in the account.
9) Prior to admission, Kane Hospital should make available to prospective patients and their families a list of services and articles provided at Kane. This list should include all nursing care, professional services and supplies, as
well as, recreational and personal care services and items Ihairnets, cosmetics, hairsetting, etc.). The frequency
of all services should be indicated. Charges for all services not covered by Medicare or Medicaid should be clearly
indicated, as well as all items that will be charged directly to the patient
10) Patients and their designated representatives should be informed, in advance, of any changes in services available, frequency of services, or costs of services.
24
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PATIENT SERVICES AND MEDICAL CARE
SHORTAGE OF NURSING PERSONNEL
Nursing Staff/Patient Ratios

Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare regulations recently increased the numbers of required
nursing personnel. They now specify the minimum
number of hours of nursing care that must be provided for each patient every day:

Kane Hospital is understaffed. The shortage of
nursing personnel is critical. The low numbers of nurses aides, licensed practical nurses and registered
nurses on staff clearly violate the Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare regulations. The regulations require the hospital to have nursing staff to
patient ratios of " 1 to 8 on the day shift, 1 to 12 on1
the evening shift, and 1 to 20 on the night shift?
Over a two month period on randomly observed 48
bed floors only 4-5 nursing personnel were present on
day shift where 6 nursing staff are required. This
means that Kane Hospital is operating with a shortage
of at least 50 nursing employees on the day shift.
Nursing personnel who work on evening and night
shifts indicate that there is frequently one less staff
person per 48 patient unit than necessary to meet the
regulations. Understaffing is an even greater problem
on the evening and night shifts. This means that Kane
Hospital needs at least 150 additional nursing personnel each day to meet minimum state standards. A registered nurse comments

General nursing care for each 24 hour
period for each patient shall be provided
as follows:
(a) There shall be a minimum of 2
hours for each patient until 7/1/5.
(b) There shall be a minimum of 2.25
hours for each patient from 7/1/75 until
1/1 /6.
(c) There shall be a minimum of 2.5
hours for each patient after 1/1fl6.3
These new standards require Kane Hospital to employ
140 additional nursing personnel daily by 1976, in
addition to the estimated 150 nursing personnel required to bring Kane into compliance with the old
standards. Therefore, Kane Hospital is in need of an
estimated total of 290 nursing personnel per day, to
meet government standards. Without these additional
nursing personnel, Kane Hospital will be providing
only 1,5 hours of nursing care per day per patient

Recently inspectors have forced the county to hire more dietary aides, housekeepers, and ward clerks. (This was required because nursing personnel had
been performing many of these duties in
addition to their nursing work - a practice specifically prohibited by government standards.) After a long fight the
County Commissioners have begun to
hire new people, but as they do so, fewer
and fewer nurses aides are being hired, It
seems to me they're just filling vacant
aide positions with dietary and housekeeping personnel. This makes the lack of
nursing staff worse. 2

Inadequate Basic Nursing Care
The practices used to cover-up the lack of nursing
staff have been discussed earlier in this report. The
only satisfactory way to determine if Kane Hospital
the extent to which
is adequately staffed, is to asses
the existing nursing staff can complete the necessary
tasks and duties for which it isresponsible. These duties are dearly defined by both state and Federal regulations asensuring that:
Each patient receives treatments medications, and diet asprescribed, and rehtili26
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tative nursing care as needed; receives
proper care to prevent decubitus ulcers
and deformities, and iskept comfortable,
clean, well-groomed, and protected from
accident, injury, and infection; and encouraged, assisted, and trained in selfcare and group activities... 4

Mr. Fitzwalt's infection, which had progressed to a
serious stage by the time he was seen by a doctor,
resulted from neglect. Kane Hospital policy requires that dressings on decubitus ulcers be checked
and changed at least once a day by the nurse or
medicine aide. If these procedures had been followed, Mr. Fitzwalt's infection might have been prevented.
This is one example of inadequate nursing care.
Situations similar to those which led to Mr. Fitzwalt's infection occur daily throughout Kane Hospital. Often patients must wait 3 or 4 days before
urine-soaked dressings are changed. A nurses aide describes the situation on her floor:

Even the most basic of these nursing measures are not
consistently provided at Kane Hospital. A nurses aide
comments:
On Wednesday I was working PRN
(wherever needed) and got assigned to
Convalescent Area ElA. I walked onto
the floor - a man was groaning and calling for help. I entered his room and recognized him from times I had worked
El A as Herbert Fitzwalt. Mr Fitzwalt is a
diabetic, who was disliked by the staff on
the floor because he continually asked
everyone for a glass of water. The staff
usually ignored his calls. He was confined
in a geri-chair and had slipped down. His
legs were extended, the back of his heals
resting on the floor in a puddle of urine. I
helped him up in the chair and he complained that his "foot really hurt today."
The dressing on his right heal had begun to come off, so I examined his right
foot more closely. His dressings were
soaked in urine. An open decubitus ulcer was draining and bleeding slightly.
I examined his lower leg and found it
swollen about twice its normal size. A red
line was visible on his inner thigh, and the
lymph glands on his groin were swollen.
After moving Mr. Fitzwalt to a dry place
in the room, and placing his foot on a
clean towel, I informed the nurse of his
condition. She assured me she would do
something for Mr. Fitzwalt.
During the afternoon changes (about 5
hours later) I found Mr. Fitzwalt still
with his same urine soaked dressing. I
went to the medicine woman, who was a
substitute on the floor for the day. She
examined Mr. Fitzwalt and was angry and
disgusted that his dressing had been neglected for "2 or 3 days" and that his "ulcer had become infected." Together we
changed the dressing and complained to
the nurse that nothing was being done
about this man. The nurse arranged for
Mr. Fitzwalt to be seen by a doctor. The
doctor confined Mr. Fitzwalt to bed with
his leg raised, and prescribed Strepomycen and Penicillen, five times aday. 5

Dora Johnson had a constant urine drip
that couldn't be catheterized. Each morning I would come in and fine her lying in
a puddle of urine, her dressing soaked;
often they had fallen off and she had no
dressings on her bedsores. . . The nurse
was the only person who could bandage
Dora's sore because it was so large - as
large and as deep as my fist. She usually
went 2 to 3 days with unchanged dressings - wet with urine. Bedsores (decubitus ulcers) develop whan an area receives
prolonged pressure causing poor blood
circulation, when the area is usually
moist, and when the patient gets little exercise. Bedsores can develop in one
month and take 4 months to intensive
care to heal. They can be prevented by
changing the patient's position, exercise,
massaging sore areas, and by keeping the
patient dry.
Because patients are not changed and
washed when they are incontinent, because many of them are confined in gerichairs all day with no exerci e, and because bed patients are not turned or positioned regularly, many patients develop
bedsores.
On my area (48 patients) there were
10 or so patients with bedsores and ten
others who were beginning to develop decubiti - getting red and purple pressure
areas and complaining about being sore.
We were supposed to report any developing bedsores to the nurse. Aides don't
like reporting bedsores to the nurse because it indicates the patient hasn't been
taken to the bathroom and cleaned regularly. They usually don't report developing bedsores so the sores are not treated
until they are progressed and open. 6
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"From 80 to 90 percent of the care (in nursing homes) is provided by
aides and orderlies. Most are grossly overworked and paid at or near the
minimum wage. With such working conditions, it isunderstandable that
their turnover rate is 75 percent a year. . ."
"Nursing Home Care: Failure In Public Policy
U.S. Senate Committee on Aging Report

effort was usually made to clean and dry
patients who had urinated. If there were
clean socks in the laundry room, we
changed the socks if they were wet with
urine. If we didn't do changes in assembly
line fashion how else could 2 or 3 aides
clean and change 30-48 patients in an
hour - that's all the time we had. 7

There are not enough nursing staff employed at
Kane to keep every patient in clean, dry clothing
and bedding, assistevery patient who needs help in
going to the bathroom. Helping a disabled patient to
the bathroom requires 2 aides, a lot of heavy lifting
and moving, and quite a bit of time. There is simply
not enough staff to do this for everyone. On most
floors patients are permitted to defecate where ever
they are at the time. Puddles on the floors are
mopped but, patients with wet and dirty clothing or
bedding, must waif until the regularly scheduled
clothing changes at 1:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. to receive clean clothing. A nurses aide describes how he
was taught to do afternoon changes:

Bed patients are sometimes "padded" with 3 or 4
folded sheets beneath the buttocks instead of being
given the bedpan when necessary. The sheets are
pulled out, one after another, each time the patient
wets the bed. "Padding" is poor nursing practice and
is prohibited by hospital policy because the prolonged pressure and wetness contribute to the development of bedsores. This practice continues at
Kane Hospital - especially on the night shift. Under
these conditions, without adequate accessto bathroom facilities and bedpans, patients confined in gerichairs, wheelchairs or bed, quickly begin to lose control of their bowel and bladder movements. Between
one-third and one-half of the patients, both male and
female, are fitted with catheters - plastic bags corn
nected to tubes inserted in the urinary tract to collect
urine. A nurse doing In-Service training for new nursesaides lectured on this problem:

We have to change 30 or so patients out
of the 48 on the area during afternoon
changes. Just those who are visibly wet or
covered with BM. We usually work in two
teams of two if there are 4 aides; if not,
all of us work together. First we push all
the patients in geri-chairs or wheelchairs
back into an aisle in the ward, and then
screen off the door. We wet a lot of
towels and leave them in the sink. We
work from one end of the line to the
other. There is no privacy when this is
going on - everybody sees each other.
Some of the aides handle patients roughly - slapping, arm twisting and jerking
goes on. Every day the patients get sworn
at - asked if they are "full of shit today"
and called "old bastards" and the like.
Some patients fight back during changes,
but most are scared and offer no resistance. The patients' restraints are untied
and his gown is unsnapped and removed
Then the aide in front, pulls the patient
by his arms to a standing position naked,
and holds him there, while the other aide
wipes his buttocks with awet towel from
the sink and puts a clean pad on his chair.
The patient is then dropped back into his
chair and a new gown is slipped over his
arms and snapped behind his neck. No

If patients were helped to the bathroom
and regular bowel and bladder schedules
were followed in this hospital, many of
the patients wouldn't need catheters.
Catheterizing patients isdone because it's
convenient, not because it's8 necessary
(given the patient's condition).
She went on to say that the overuse and improper
use of catheters at Kane Hospital is destroying the
"bladder tone" of patients who can hold their urine,
making them permanently incontinent. The experience of not having a bathroom or bedpan available;
lying in one's own excrement after being unable to
hold it any longer; and finally being fitted with a
catheter, isdeeply degrading.
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Kane patients are also not given the proper help or
opportunity to bathe and wash at regular intervals.
Residents are awakened between 6:00 - 7:00 in the
morning by aides. Their gowns are changed if they are
urine-soaked or dirty. Some patients are given
clothing. Those patients who cannot or are not permitted to walk about are placed in geri-chairs or
wheelchairs. They are then taken to a dining area to
await breakfast at approximately 8:30. Morning care
which consists of washing faces and buttocks if neceessary, brushing teeth or dentures, combing hair, and
shaving is not provided on most of the nursing areas
for residents who require this help. Patients who can
perform these taks for themselves are given little opportunity to do so. On some floors, morning washing
is prohibited because patients would be "late for
breakfast".
In some areas of Kane Hospital residents must wait
3 to 5 weeks between baths or showers. Hospital policy etates that each patients should receive one bath
per week, except in the case of patients who may require daily bed baths instead.
Ongoing bath schedules and bath books are required to be kept on each nursing unit. These records
are filled in to indicate all patients have received
weekly baths. Often two people are bathed while 6 to
8 people are checked off as having received baths.
Powder and spray deodorant are used to cover-up
body odor and the smell of urine on patients who are
not bathed. An aide describes the baths that are given
on her area:

Patients are handled roughly when put in
and taken out of the tub. Some are set
down very hard. They get jerked around
and are especially afraid of falling because
the floor is always wet. There is a lot of
abuse at bath time - yelling and slapping
at patients. . . often aides are not careful
about the temperature of the water. It
is sometimes too hot or too cold. Shampoo is not always rinsed out completely.
Hard to reach places are left unwashed, so
there are cakes of dirt under the rolls of
fat or in pubic areas. The foreskin of male
patients with catheters needs to be pulled
back and washed. This is rarely if ever
done. Several patients in Kane have developed penis infections and had to be transferred to other hospitals for surgery.
Catheter plugs are reused from patient to
patient. Fat patients are given showers
instead of baths. They are put on a
"potty chair" and rolled into the shower
and the water turned on. This saves the
aides a lot of heavy lifting but buttocks
and pubic areas never get washed. This is
especially bad for incontinent patients
9
with bedsores.
Summary
The nursing saff is clearly unable to consistently
provide adequate basic nursing care to the patients at
Kane Hospital. Patients are not receiving the proper
care to prevent decubitus ulcers and to be kept comfortable, clean, well-groomed and free from infection
as required by government regulations. This is the result of the critical shortage of nursing personnel, and
directly threatens the health and safety of Kane patients.

Bathing is very hed work. A lot of lifting
and bending. It's hot and smelly. Aides
don't like to give baths. A lot of patients
resist getting baths because they have had
bad experiences. There is no privacy. Several people are bathed once, in open
view of anyone who uses the bathroom.

Recommendations: Shortage of Nursing Personnel
1) Additional nursing personnel should be hired to meet the immediate hospital needs. Nursing staff/patient
ratios should be:
8 nursing personnel day shift/48 patient unit
5 nursing personnel evening shift/48 patient unit
3 nursing personnel night shift/48 patient unit
2) Existing salary levels for nursing personnel should be upgraded to enable the hospital to attract and keep
qualified personnel.
3) Nurses aides should not be assigned housekeeping, dietary and other non-nursing duties.
29
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WAITING FOR LUNCH
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LACK OF RELIEF PERSONNEL
an on-duty nurse. It is impossible for one nurse to
assure that 96 patients receive proper treatments
and care. Likewise, relief provisions for nurses aides
are inadequate. New aides in training are used whenever necessary (PRN) throughout the hospital for relief work. Aides from floors with full attendance
are "pulled" to floors where few staff are on duty.
"Pulling" personnel distributes the staff evenly
throughout the hospital, forcing each nursing unit
to function with one or two less employees each shift
than required by the state regulations. Pulling of
necessary staff from their assigned unit regularly
forces Kane employees to provide care to patients
with whom they are unfamiliar - highly increasing
the impersonal nature of the hospital.

Both state and Federal regulations require that
Kane Hospital have sufficient numbers of relief personnel available to cover all daily operating functions.1 Kane does not have adequate relief coverage

to meet this standard. Nursing personnel work five
out of seven days each week and alternate days off.
Relief personnel are usually unavailable to cover for
nursing personnel on these assigned days off. Likewise, virtually no relief provisions are made by the
hospital to cover the high absentee rate among
its full-time employees.
The lack of relief RN's leaves nursing units without proper supervision when the charge nurse is sick
or scheduled for days off. In this situation, on-duty
charge nurses are required to cover two nursing
units - their own and the nearby unit without

Recommendations: Relief Personnel

1) Additional relief personnel, to cover the high rate of absenteeism, assigned days off and vacations, should be
employed at the hospital.
2) Nursing staff/patient ratios should not be relaxed on weekends, due to the ongoing and skilled nature of the
daily nursing care needed by Kane Hospital patients.
3) The practice of "pulling" staff from their assigned floors to equally distribute the on-duty personnel should
be prohibited. Adequate relief personnel would make "pulling" unnecessary, and permit the maximum number
of nursing staff to work on floors where they are familiar with the patients.
31
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INADEQUATE REHABILITATION AND RESTORATIVE SERVICES
ments for its 49 rehabilitation bed unit - for
3 shifts (weekly average number of staff per
day).

Restorative services, to assist each patient to
achieve and maintain his/her highest level of self-care
and independence, must be provided by Kane Hospital in order to meet both state and Federal regulations. Minimum standards for these services require
that:

Head Nurse
R.N.'s
L.P.N.'s
Nurses Aides
Male
Female
Secretaries
Total

Nursing personnel are trained in rehabilitative nursing, and the facility has an active program of rehabilitative nursing care
which is an integral part of nursing service and is directed toward assisting each
patient to achieve and maintain an optimal level of self-care and independence.
Rehabilitative nursing care services are
performed daily for those patients who
require such service, and are recorded

1.0

9.3
8.3
5.2
5.2
3.0
32.0

Mr. Steinmetz ( Coordinator of Rehab Services) handed out copies of a survey done
Sept. 9, 1971 for minimum nursing staff
needs for all seven rehab wards, 7 days per
week, for 3 shifts. To his knowledge no
other report exists, and the nursing service
has been unable to meet those needs. Since
the time of the survey, nursing needs and responsibilities have increased at least onethird or more per ward. 2

routinely ,

There are not enough nursing personnel employed
at Kane Hospital to meet this requirement. An earlier
section in this report described how the small nursing
staff is unable to provide even the most basic nursing
care (regular bathroom visits, clean dry clothing,
treatment to prevent bedsores, regular baths, etc.)
consistently to all patients. The section described
how the nursing staff isforced to catheterize patients
because they can not help them to the bathroom
when necessary. If there are so few nursing personnel
that patients can't be helped to the bathroom, how
can the nursing staff find time to provide rehabilitative services which consist of supervising patients in
exercising and practicing to walk? The minutes of a
Rehabilitation Department meeting indicates the extent of this lack of staff.

Employee counts show that Kane Hospital has11
or fewer nursing personnel per day working with 48
patients, while St. Francis Hospital has32 nursing
personnel working with 49 patients on a rehabilitation unit. The lack of staff to do the necessary restorative and rehabilitative nursing has led to much disagreement and resentment between the Nursing and
Rehab Departments within Kane Hospital. A rehab
aide describes the effects of this problem:
We work like heck on the rehab areas
teaching people to walk again, dress
themselves, and go to the bathroom.
Then they get assigned to a nursing area
and put in a wheelchair or geri-chair
where they stay all day - without daily
exercise - and in a month they regress to

Dr. Melotti (Director of Rehab and Part-time
Consultant at Kane Hospital) and Mrs. Cassidy RN, presented St. Francis' (a private
Pittsburgh hospital) nursing staff require32

,
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the way they were before we worked
with them - or worse. 3

BothFederal and state regulations require that:
In addition to rehabilitative nursing, the
skilled nursing facility provides, or arranges for, under written agreement,
specialized rehabilitative services by qualified personnel (i.e. physical therapy,
speech pathology and audiology , and
occupational therapy) as needed by patients to improve and maintain functioning. 6

A physical therapist comments:
Rehabilitative nursing care is not an integral part of nursing service at Kane that's one of the problems. TheRehab Department and the Nursing Department
don't work together. Nurses and nurses
aides on the floors are not rehab oriented.
Nurses at Kane do not receive in-service
training that really teaches them about
the importance of daily rehab and restorative nursing care on all the floors of the
hospital. At this kind of hospital it's
essential. Nurses aides, who are providing
most of the direct nursing service don't
receive this kind of training either.
So what happens - patients don't get
even minimal rehab or restorative nursing
care. . . Standing up a patient who's in a
wheelchair or geri-chair a couple of times
a day, or walking a patient to and from a
meal or the bathroom can prevent the
patient from becoming stiff and hard to
long run it benefits the
move. In the
4
nursing staff.

Minutes of rehab department meetings document
the lack of skilled professional rehab staff:
Dr. Melotti also reported that St. Francis'
physical therapist/patient ratio is one physical therapist per patient per hour. Theraday. Mr.
pists average 8-12 patients per
Steinmetz stated that the American Hospital
Association reported that there should be
one physical therapist and assistant for every
10-20 patients. Our (Kane Hospital's) present physical therapy staff/patient ratios are:
1 physical therapist for 80 patients and one
aide or assistant per 25 patients. 7
A physical therapist talks about the rehab program:
All the patients in the hospital could
benefit from an on-going program of restorative care and at least one half of the
patients could benefit from on-going rehab services as well. There isn't enough
trained staff to do it. There are basically
three out of 46 nursing areas in the hospital where there's an active rehab program operating. Even on these areas there
isn't enough trained rehab staff to provide patients with the services they need.
There are four other areas in the two
infirmaries called rehab-maintenance. The
level of functioning that a patient reaches
on the rehab floor is supposed to be
maintained on these areas. There is one
physical therapy aide trained by the hospital, for each of these areas. Regular
Occupational therapy (training in daily
living skills) is minimal. One physical
therapist is assigned to the 192 patients
in these areas. Rehab outside of the four
maintenance areas in the infirmary is
minimal - about 30 patients out of
800 - provided by a physical therapy
aide. No rehab services are provided to

Nursing personnel state that they do not have time
to walk and exercise patients and do all the other
necessary work. These inadequacies are apparent to
the staff of the hospital. A nurse talked about several
people recently transferred to her floor:
George over there. . . There's no.reason
he should be a bed patient - he can't
even feed himself now. After his leg was
removed he should have been put back in
rehab. There are stroke patients here too
who should have been in rehab. With
stroke people it's important - the longer
you wait after the stroke, the less you can
do. If the rehab begins right after the
stroke, often normal functioning can be
restored. The right things just aren't being
done here. 5
In addition to the lack of nursing personnel, there
isa significant shortage of personnel with specialized
skills in the Rehabilitation Department qualified to
supervise and direct ongoing rehabilitation services.
33
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"Kane Hospital has achieved a national reputation for excellence in the
field of rehabilitation and restorative care. . ."
"Kane Hospital Cares" Brochure
Allegheny County Bureau of Public Information

on the effects of the lack of rehab speech theraphy:

patients in convalescent areas of the
hospital.
The turnover of staff is a big problem
in the Rehab Department. Many people
won't stay because the salaries and benefits are way below what they are at other
hospitals. Rehab staff caseloads are high
and there's frustration because of the
lack of coordination and cooperation
among different departments, particularly Rehab and Nursing. Staff see their
efforts going to waste when they aren't
continued after the patient leaves the
main rehab area. The indifference on the
part of some people in administrative
positions isalso frustrating.
Once a patient leaves the main rehab
area, their rehab needs are supposed to
be evaluated by the staff on their area.
The staff physician and nursing personnel
on the patient's area have the responsibility for this. But it isn't done. Patients
who need specialized services or basic
rehab equipment (walkettes, canes,
braces) go without it. I've seen some patients who just needed a new tip for a
walketie, in order that it could be used,
go without it because the staff on the
patient's area didn't do anything about

I was working PRN (wherever needed) in
the hospital. . . on a different floor each
day. There were always some people on
the floor who couldn't talk and let us
know what they needed. They were forced to pound with their fists, groan, or
kick to get attention. We couldn't figure
out what they wanted. These people
should be helped to communicate some9
how.
There are no special provisions made in the hospital
for deaf or hard-of-hearing patients. An aide describes this situation.

I was working PRN in a convalescent area
and was told to give a woman a bed bath.
The aides told me that she was a little
confused. I found that she could not
hear. A friend that I was living with knew
sign language and had taught me a few
signs and part of the alphabet. I gestured
my name to her to see if she would be into working a few signs between us. She
repsonded with a series of signs that I
could only partly understand. Later I
asked my friend what some of the gestures she kept repreating meant. She said
that they meant that the woman knew
sign language and that she wanted her
hair washed. My friend taught me some
useful signs like bedpan and how do you
feel?, etc. I was never sent back to that
area and I never saw her again. Something
should be done to help patients like this
woman at least let the staff know the
things they need. 10

it. 8

Speech therapy is often critical in the rehabilitation of patients, especially stroke patients. The regulations quoted above demand that the hospital employ qualified personnel to provide the necessary
rehabilitative services for patients with speech, hearing and language difficulties. Kane Hospital does not
have sufficient personnel to provide these services to
all patients who need them. A male aide comments
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Lack of Rehab Equipment

Inadequate Rehab Plans
Ongoing rehabilitative planning for individual patients is also required by government regulations.

In addition to the lack of rehab staff and the lack
of consistent rehab planning, it is hard to obtain rehab equipment. Wheelchairs, walkemes, braces, canes,
and other equipment patients need to be able to remain mobile are often unavailable to them. A social
worker describes her effort to obtain orthopedic
shoes for one patient:

Rehabilitative services are provided under
awritten plan of care, initiated by the attending physician and developed in consultation with appropriate therapists
and the nursing service. . . A report of the
patient's progress iscommunicated to the
attending physician within 2 weeks of the
initiation of specialized rehabilitative services. The patient's progress is thereafter
reviewed regularly, and the plan of rehabilitative care is re-evaluated as necessary,
but at least 30 days, by the physician and
the therapists. 11

A 61 year old woman living in the infirmary needed a new pair of orthopedic
shoes. She had not had new shoes since
coming to Kane. Her shoes were worn
and tattered and stretched from constant
use. She had a limp, and the loose fitting
shoes made walking cumbersome for her.
Previous requests for shoes by the patient
had produced no results. I took her request to an infirmary nurse and asked
how to get Mrs. Aldrich the shoes. The
nurse suggested that a requisition slip be
filled out and sent to the Rehab Department. After a few weeks, the Rehab Department contacted an infirmary nurse
and told her they could only order orthopedic shoes for patients who were on the
active rehab programand that the doctor
on the patient's area should order the
shoes. I went to the area doctor, explained the situation, and asked if he
would see the patient. He refused saying
it was not his job to do anything like
that. I told him that the Rehab Department had already been contacted, that
they could not see the woman, and recommended that he order the shoes. The
doctor still refused. It was necessary for
me to arrange to buy the shoes from a
store and use the patient's personal
money - even though the hospital receives government Medicaid money to
provide patients with such things as orthopedic shoes. While making arrangements to take Mrs. Aldrich to the shoe
store, she fell in the dining room and
broke her ankle. 13

Rehabilitation plans are not established in conjunction with the nursing service at Kane Hospital.
Review and re-evaluation of patients rehabilitative
needs are not systematically done at least every 30
days on nursing care areas, as required by law. The
failure of Kane Hospital to provide ongoing rehabilitative services while admitting patients who need
them is a serious form of patient neglect and directly
threatens the health of the hospital's patients.
If necessary rehabilitation services are not available
at a facility, the state and Federal regulations both
clearly state what must be done:
If the facility does not offer such services
directly, it does not admit or retain patients in need of this care unless provision
is made for such services under arrangement with qualified outside resources under which the facility assumes professional' and financial responsibilities for
the services rendered. 12'
Kane Hospital has not made arrangements with outside providers, but continues to admit and retain patients in need of services it cannot provide.

The failure of hospital saff to evaluate patients for
and order necessary rehab equipment for patients on
regular nursing areas continues to be a major problem.
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Summary
The absence of necessary personnel and equipment
and the overwhelming neglect of the rehabilitation
needs of patients in many areas of the hospital flagrantly violates both state and Federal regulations.
Much of the work that theRehab Department is able
to do is undone when patients are transferred to understaffed nursing areas, where they are confined in
wheelchairs and geri-chairs and given no opportunity
to exercise. The expense and effort devoted to patients by the Rehab Department is often wasted. Too
often patients are simply permitted to become dependent when in many cases higher levels of functioning
are possible. Public relations work and political pressure, initiated by county officials, continue to coverup this situation. "Prize patients" are being displayed
as typical Kane residents to the media and visitors,
while the majority of Kane residents must go without
continued and adequate rehabilitative and restorative
services.

RECOMMENDATIONS: REHABILITATION SERVICES
1) The staff of the rehabilitation department should be doubled.
2) The existing salary levels of rehab personnel should be increased to attract and keep qualified personnel.
3) Physical Therapy and Occupational Therapy personnel should make daily rounds to nursing areas to continue
rehab work with patients. They should be responsible for assuring that nursing care practices are in accordance
with the rehab needs of the patients.
4) A written rehab plan should be part of the patient's chart. Rehab progress notes should be recorded in the
nurses' notes by attending rehab personnel.
5) Doctors with rehabilitation experience should be available to evaluate patients, and participate in formulating
a written discharge plan.
6) An oral/hearing rehab program under the direction of a speech and hearing specialist with sufficient trained
staff should be established.
7) Restraining patients in geriatric chairs and wheelchairs should not be used as a substitute for restorative and
rehabilitation treatment.
8) Additional training should be provided to the nursing staff in follow-up rehabilitation care.
9) The rehabilitation needs df all hospital patients should be regularly evaluated, and the required treatments and
equipment (canes, walkettes, braces, etc.) should be ordered.
36
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INADEQUATE SUPERVISION OF EXISTING STAFF
Administrative and supervisory personnel are not
providing adequate direction and supervision for the
medical and nursing staff at Kane Hospital. Patient
neglect, poor nursing practices and continued patient
abuse are results of the lack of supervision.

the nursing care forms. That's their work.
How do they expect the aides to know
what to do if they don't prescribe treatments and say what each patient needs.
But in this hospital the nurses aides know
more about the patients than the nurses
and the doctors, so maybe we aides
ought to be the ones writing on the nursing care plans. 2

Poor Nursing Care Plans
Government regulations require that:

In recent inspections, Kane Hospital's nursing care
plans have been cited as incomplete and in violation
of state and Federal regulations. This has been a repeated violation. The lack of relief personnel and high
staff turnover rate at Kane force nursing personnel
to work on floors where they are unfamiliar with the
patients. In this situation the lack of complete, and
written nursing care plans is a direct threat to the
health of hospital residents.

a written care plan for each patient
shall be developed and maintained by the
nursing service consonant with the attending physician's plan of medical care, and
is implemented upon admission. The plan
shall indicate care to be given and goals to
be accomplished and who is to give each
element of care. The patient care plan is
reviewed, evaluated, and updated as necessary by all professional personnel involved in the care of the patient. 1

Poor Medication Practices

At Kane Hospital the nursing care plans are incomplete and often inaccurate. A nurse's aide comments

The medication practices at Kane Hospital are
poorly organized and supervised. The prescribing of
medication is usually done by the doctor at the request of the nurse. Frequently Kane Hospital doctors
do not seeor examine the patient to make an independent judgment in determining the necessity for
medication and the dosage and type required by the
patient. An aide talks about the situation.

I never use the nursing care plans - neither does anyone else. The only time they
make out nursing care plans isjust before
an inspection. In between inspections the
names and bed numbers on the plans
sometimes don't even match with the real
person assigned to the bed. . . a while
back I was working PRN (wherever necessary). It was my first time on an infirmary area. The charge nurse came around
with nursing care forms and told us they
had to be "filled out for the inspectors".
She gave each of us some forms (me included - even though I was new to the
floor) and told us to fill out "one for
each patient and make it look good". She
and the doctor should have been doing

On all the floors I've worked, the nurse
and the doctor get together about once a
month. She tells him a little about the patient and what kind of medicine she
thinks the person needs. Usually the doctor signed medicine orders without seeing
the patients. Often the medicine for the
whole floor (48 patients) would be ordered without the doctor visiting a single
patient. And, on one floor I knew of, the
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nurse just wrote out the medicine orders
and the doctor signed them without even
reading them. 3

Poor Treatment of Infectious Diseases
It is essential and basic in any hospital that proper
treatments are first prescribed and then administered
as prescribed. It is the responsibility of the supervisory personnel to assure that this occurs. The treatment of people with highly infectious diseases demonstrates more dearly the failure of medical and
supervisory personnel in prescribing and demanding
proper treatment for patients. Federal regulations require that:

On some floors, "PRN" or "Standing Orders" permit
the nursing staff to give medications to disruptive,
sleepless, or problem patients without calling upon
the doctor in charge for his evaluation of the situation.
The distribution of prescribed medication to patients offers ample opportunity for mistakes and
theft A nurse's aide describes the medication system:

Provision is made for isolating infectious patients in single rooms,'ventilated
to the outside (and) having separate toilet
and hand washing facilities. Procedures in
asetpic and isolation techniques are established in writing and followed by all personnel. Such areas (where infectious patients are housed) are identified by appropriate precautionary signs. 6

Medication is ordered in bulk from the
central pharmacy and stocked in bulk
containers in medicine rooms on each of
the 46 nursing units. Nurses aides, trained
at the hospital to pass out medicine, give
the medicine to patients. Cards with each
patient's name, bed number and medication are filed on a "medicine cart". The
"medicine aide" fills small paper cups
next to each medicine card with each patient's medication, and then pushes the
cart around passing out medication to patients. 4

Usually there are more than 25 patients at Kane
with diseases requiring isolation. Most of these
patients have a form of staph infection. Isolation is
required to prevent the transfer of the infection to
other patients or hospital personnel. While working at
Kane Hospital we have seen patients with staph infections in double rooms, 5 person rooms, and 22 person ward rooms. The doctors, nursing supervisors,
and charge nurses fail to require the proper procedures to be carried out - ignoring both hospital
policy and Federal regulations. The lax treatment of
patients with staph infection occurs daily at Kane.
Usually people with staph infection are permitted to
remain in their regular accomodations. They are never
provided with separate toilet and bathing facilities.
Nurses aides who have not been trained in the
special procedures required to work with staph infection patients are at times ordered to do so by the
charge nurse. At other times, nursing personnel unfamiliar with the patients are assigned to administer
nursing care to staph patients unaware of the dangers
to themselves and other patients. A nurse's aide describes the treatment of patients with staph infection:

A nurse working at the hospital comments:
The way medicine is passed out around
here ischaotic. No general hospital would
stand for it. I have to teach classes of medicine aides. How can I do it when we go
onto a floor and the names and bed numbers on the medicine cards don't match
the patients in the rooms? What about
the days the regular medicine woman is
off and somebody who is not familiar
with the floor has to pass medication?
And they call this ahospital. ..5

Strict Pennsylvania State regulations govern the
medication practices of hospitals and nursing homes.
State law permits only Licensed Practical Nurses or
Registered Nurses to passmedication. However, at
Kane Hospital unlisenced nursing aides have the primary responsibility in passing medications and giving
injections. The medication practices at Kane Hospital
clearly do not meet state standards and no effort is
made by state agencies to ensure the hospital's complianoe.

When I was in training we spend time on
different floors throughout the hospital.
One day I was assigned to aconvalescent
area and told to get the patients in a 5
person room "out for breakfast". Mr.
Geonig, one of the men In the room, was
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covered with BM and it was necessary to
clean him before he could go to the solarium to eat. Half-way through the cleanup, a regular aide told me not to touch
the patient while I was cleaning him (an
impossible thing to do) because he had a
bad staph infection.
I reported this incident to my In-Service teacher, since we had been told that
only specially trained aides could work
with staph patients. Other students were
having similar experiences on other
floors. Our teacher was outraged.
The next day I was assigned to the
same floor, my teacher accompanying
me, and she confronted the RN in charge.
The nurse responded that "the doctor
didn't require these people to be put in
isolation and sometimes we had staph patients in the ward ( a 22 person room).
There is too much work to do. Everybody has to chip in - if you don't want
your students to work, don't send them
here." They argued and nothing was
settled.
Later my instructor told me that the
floor had been evacuated twice in the last
month and sprayed to eliminate the staph
germs but the patients there are still developing the infection. She said she now
understood why 7

Other Poor Nursing Practices
The lack of adequate supervision permits poor
nursing practices to continue. Untrained personnel
are assigned
specialized nursing duties. The dressing
and packing of large decubitus ulcers, the changing of
ileostomy and colostomy bags,and other aseptic and
sterile procedures are assigned to aides not trained in
these procedures. These are the responsibilities of the
RN and the medical personnel or aides trained in
special procedures classes. Assigning these tasks to an
untrained aide is aviolation of both state and Federal
regulations, disregards hospital policy, and threatens
the health of Kane Hospital patients.9
Often asecptic and cleanliness procedures required
by hospital policy are ignored by the hospital staff.
The same catheter plugs are used from person to person without sterilization, especially when patients are
being bathed one after another. During catheter care,
the use of alcohol sponges to clean tube ends and
joints is often neglected. Catheter plugs once used are
sometimes left in holes in the bedframes to be used
again the next day instead of being sterilized. These
shortcuts contribute to the high incidence of urinary
tract infection in Kane Hospital patients. Charge
nurses and nursing supervisors tolerate these practices.
Other treatments and procedures, although prescribed by the amending physician or required by
hospital policy, are not being administered. Dressings
for bedsores are not being changed as required.
Patients sometimes wait more than a month for baths
which hospital policy requires be given to each patient at least once a week. Rehabilitation exercises
and restorative nursing practices are not carried out
as prescribed. Morning care (brushing teeth, washing
face and hands, changing soiled clothing, etc.) is not
provided on most nursing areas. Patients who can care
for themselves in the morning are often denied the
opportunity to do so by the nursing personnel in the
haste to "get everyone out to breakfast". Bedpans
and urinals are not sterilized before being given to patients.
In addition, supervisory personnel are not assuring
that Kane patients receive privacy during treatment a basic right guaranteed patients by law:

Another aide talks pbout' the treatment of staph infection on her floor:
Nobody likes to do the staph patients because of the risk of getting the infection.
The older aides usually try to get the
newer aides to do this work even though
they haven't been trained to do it. The
nurse often sides with them saying
"There aren't enough trained people and
somebody has to do it." The RN and the
medicine woman were the only ones on
our floor trained to work with.staph infection patients so I got all of the aides
together on my floor and we told the RN
we weren't going to do the staph patients
because it was against hospital policy and
it was her and the medicine woman's
work anyway. She didn't like us muchafter that but she knew we were right. This
doesn't happen on most floors. Usually
the older aides just pawn the staph patients off to someone new and the RN ignores what's going on. 8

The patient shall be treated with consideration, respect, and full recognition of
his/her dignity and individuality, including privacy in treatment and care for
his/her personal needs.t 0
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Privacy is seldom provided patients during clothing
changes, bathing and other nursing care. A nurses
aide comments:

of supervisory personnel, staff known to report misconduct or newly hired personnel.
In an article, "What Constitutes Abuse of Patients" (Journal of the American Hospital Association, December 1973), Wanda Nations RN and
L.L.B. writes:

I have seen patients stood up in the main
hallway and their buttocks cleaned and
their pants changed. On most nursing
areas, patients who are incontinent are
lined up in their wheelchairs or geri-chairs
once a day, in assembly line style, and individually stood up, cleaned, and changed
-each in full view of the others. On some
areas, 15 to 20 patients at a time are
cleaned up and changed in this way. On
some areas, patients are bathed or must
bath themselves in full view of anyone
entering the lavatory. Although the hospital has folding privacy screens for such
purposes, often the staff does not take
the time to use them. When nursing care
like bed baths, clothing and linen changes
are done for bed-ridden patients, most of
the staff does not draw the bed curtains
and the care is given in full view of the
hallway. Some RN's and supervisors try
to get the aides to use curtains and give
the patients privacy. The aides know who
these people are and when they come
around everybody acts right. But that's
for only 5 minutes every day or so... 1

Physical abuse can be classified legally as
assault and battery or both. . . battery is
intentional, harmful, or offensive touching of another person, and assault is an
intentional placing of another person in
reasonable apprehension of immediate
battery. . . both are prohibited by law.
Court action can result in criminal sentencing and for filing of a judgement for
damages. t2
The examples of abusewhich follow are taken
from the authors daily notes, written while employed
at Kane Hospital. Only incidents which were witnessedfirst-hand have beenincluded.

Convalescence Area

Supervisory personnel are in a difficult position.
To demand quality and consistent nursing practices
from the staff would mean asking for more work than
the small staff could possibly do. Nursing supervisors
are responsible for nearly 500 patients. It is impossible for them to maintain the close contact with all
the patients and personnel necessary to adequately
oversee so large an area. There isinadequate supervision on many nursing areas.As a result, patients are
not being prescribed the proper treatments and those
treatments prescribed are often not administered pro-

The RN requested that I help the male
aide assigned permanently to the floor
give patient baths. I went with the aide to
the bed of a young multiple sclerosis patient who was unable to walk and considerably overweight. The aide said in a
threatening manner, "I'll take care of him
myself," and roughly pulled the man out
of bed and dropped him into a wheelchair. The patient groaned. The aide
smiled at the patient and said, "You
know I hate dagos don't you?"
The patient was taken to the bathtub
and sat quietly asthe aide continuted to
berate him. "You know I hate you. Now
that you are in the tub, I ought to drown

perly.

you.

The lack of supervision permits patient abuse to
occur. On some floors patient abuse isa continuous
and daily practice of the hospital personnel; on other
floors it occurs infrequently or not at all.
Abuse of patients is a controversial subject - it is
difficult to define what constitutes abusive conduct.
Likewise, it is difficult to substantiate cases of patient abuse, for abuse seldom occurs in the presence

The aide soaked a washcloth in the
water and slapped the patient on the head
and the shoulders several times with the
cloth. "The headlines in tomorrow morning's paper are going to read 'Aide Kills
Patient In Bathtub', you dago son of a
bitch. . ." and slapped the patient with
the wet washcloth again. This time the
patient grabbed hold of the washcloth.
The aide punched his arm forcing him to
let go of the cloth, and decided the bath
was finished.
The man, not wanting to be dropped

Physical Abuse of Patients
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stiffened up as the aide lifted him out of
the tub. He was punched in the stomach,
pushed back into the wheelchair, hastily
dried and returned to his room. The aide
returned with another wheelchair patient
to bathe. This was a black man, in his

picked up her skirt. They held onto her
skirt and wouldn't let her walk away. She
tried to hit the janitor and swore. There
was a lot of laughter. One of the aides
asked her where her purse was and turned
to me and said she was always losing it.
"We get it back from all over the infirmary." The woman became frantic and
tried to walk away to find her purse. The
janitor would not let go of her skirt. She
became very agitated and almost fell.
They let her go. Throughout the afternoon, I saw the janitor walk up to her
ocassionally and she would try to hit him
with her purse and tell him to go away.
There was a lot of laughter among the
employees.

70's also unable to walk. While undressing

him for the bath, the aide discovered the
patient had a mild case of diarrhea. The
aide lifted the man into the empty tub
and began to spray him in the face with
cold water from the sprayer used to clean
out the tub after baths. The man cried
out begging him to stop. The aide told
him, "You better learn never to shit yourself again, nigger," and sprayed the man
with cold water again.
The aide looked over to me (I had
been bathing other patients in the second
bathtub) and said, "Hey, watch him
jump." He adjusted the sprayer so a forceful 1/2 inch jet of cold water came out,
turned it on full, and sprayed the man's
genitals. The patient screamed and
covered his genitals with his hands. The
aide whispered, "Do you know why I
hate you?. . . cause you're a nigger."
Holding the man's hands the aide
sprayed him again with cold water, this
time with the sprayer less than a foot
away from the man's genitals. The aide
then questioned the man.
"Are you a black man?"
The patient did not respond.
The aide (louder) "Are you a black
man?"
Patient: (softly) "Yes."
Aide: "Are you a nigger?"
Patient: No repsonse.
Aide: (very loud) "Are you a nigger?"
Patient: "Yes"
Aide: "Is this nigger ever going to shit
again?"
Patient: "No"
Most Kane employees do not abuse patients in this manner. This aide had been
reported several times for his daily abusive conduct. He was permitted to go on
working at the hospital for over 1%years
before he was terminated.

Convalescence Area
I transferred a patient from theTower to
a convalescent area. She was obese. When
we got to the convalescent ward, the aide
on the floor and myself tried to transfer
her to another wheelchair. She was very
limp and hard to handle. We had her halfway up and the other aide shoved her
back into the chair and slapped her. The
aide yelled, "You want to break my arm
and my back too. You people come in
here and don't do nothing but sit around
and eat."
Convalescence Area
A patient stands up slowly. The aides yell
at her to be quicker. Several times when
she was accused of not standing up fast
enough they told her that if she didn't
say "fungola" (which an aide said meant
fuck in Italian), they would drop her. She
refused the first time. They let her slide
to the floor and stay there for a minute.
After that she said fungola when shewas
told to.
Some forms of physical abuse are not so easily
noticed.
Convalescence Area
There was one woman patient who Diane,
an aide, didn't like. The aide would put a
heavy blanket across the patient's feet
and say to her, "Oh, I can just feel my
feet getting squashed." The woman was
not strong enough to remove the blanket

Female Infirmary
After lunch, we were taking a break and
one of the janitors began teasing awoman
named Edith, Others joined in; they
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herself, so when no one was looking, I
would take it. But the aide always piled
another one on the woman's feet. (In addition to being uncomfortable, constant
pressure from blankets causes a foot deformity [foot drop] , and the loss of the
use of the feet). Diane would also tell patients, "I know you shat, I knew an hour
ago. We'll clean you up when we're
ready." She called this her "sit in shit
punishment."

call me too often for unimportant things,"
and "Why do you think you should have
more attention than anyone else?" may be
construed as implying athreat of harm or reprisal. Threat of bodily harm is the extreme.
Words of correction: tend to leave a patient without the freedom to act or choose
because of fear of threat or force. Such a
threat might be to deprive a patient of a
meal, a bed or dignified and adequate treatment such as tyinb a confused, hyperactive
geriatric pateint to a bed or chair and leaving
him alone, when more humane treatment
might alleviate his hyperactivity.
Words of vulgarity: include curse words,
profanities and obscenities. Such words may
be acceptable in certain social situations in
which the persons involved can choose their
conversational companions. Hospital patients are conversational captives and may
construe such words as offensive and threatening.
Derogatory words: cause a patient to feel
ridiculed and can include teasing, rude or
harsh words, words of scorn or contempt,
and deliberate lies. 13

Convalescence Area
On my first day on the floor Sharon and
Bonnie gave me a show. Two patients, Jo
Parkins and Bessie Blake, were put next
to each other in geri-chairs. Sharon got a
sheet and covered herself like a halloween
ghost and squatted behind the chairs. She
grabbed Josephine's hand and hit Bessie
with it. Both of them got frightened and
yelled. Sharon hit Bessie on the side of
the head and hit her with Josephine's
hand again. Bonnie told Josephine to stop
it and Sharon kept it up. The two patients began scratching, hitting and yeling at each other. Sharon uncovered herself and asked them what the matter was.
Sharon covered herself again. This time
when the fight was going she took the
sheet and covered both of them with it.
They began yelling so loud that Sharon
was afraid the nurse would hear. She took
the sheet off and separated the chairs.

Verbal abuseof Kane Hospital patients isa daily
occurence on almost all floors of the hospital. Hospital policy forbids employees to swear at patients
and requires hospital personnel to report abusive employees to their supervisor. This policy is not enforced.
Convalescence Area
Audrey Pope is a pretty, young, severely
crippled arthritic. During the day she is in
a large wooden wheelchair.with her feet
up. She cannot move the chair around by
herself. She wears the same nightgown
day after day. It is dirty with food and
has been soaked with urine many times.
Audrey won't let it go down to the laundry because her last one didn't come
back. Audrey does not like the hospital
or how she is treated by the staff. When
she thinks that no hospital employees are
around, she hisses and swears about the
way she is treated. When staff is around
she is real nice and says things like,
"Thank you for the lovely lunch, honey."
And, "Hi, pretty girl.:' Audrey receives a
lot of abuse because of her two ways of
talking. Aides ask her what swear words
mean - 'What's a cocksucker?" "Does

Verbal Abuse of Patients
Verbal abuse is more difficult to define than physical abuse. In the article referred to earlier, Wanda
Nations states:
Words alone cannot constitute a crime
against a patient but can be abusive. Any of
the following types of words spoken to or inthe presence of a patient is verbal abuse unless such treatment is prescribed or is used
therapeutically by professional personnel:
Words of extortion: are used in attempts
to illegally deprive a patient of his money or
property. The act of extortion is a crime.
Threatening words: cause a patient or
member of his family to feel fearful or intimidated. For example, "Shut up," "You
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"Ab'uses of patients in nursing homes have been well publicized and
well documented. And yet they persist, perhaps because of the belief
that they are exceptions to the rule. However, subcommittee transcripts
are replete with examples of cruelty, negligence, lack of human dignity,
and unnecessary regimentation. . ."
"Nursing HZme Care: Failure In Public Policy
U.S. Senate Committee on Aging Report

throws a wet washcloth at Mr. Stobbs hitting him in the. face) Better answer, or
you'll be in here all day."
Mr. Stobbs: "Yeah"
Aide: "Yeah what?"
Mr. Stobbs: "I'm a cocksucker."
I;ve worked on that convalescent area on
four different days. Each time Mr. Stobbs
was harrassed in a similar way.

your mother blow?" Her response to
them is always, "I don't know honey,
what's that?" Aides tease her about sex"I had a good fuck last night, did you?"
She is told that masturbation is part of
her therapy and asked if "she has done it
yet today?" Aides always take new employees on the floor back to Audrey's
bed after the curtains are drawn and listen to her swearing about the hospital.
When she says something choice they pull
back the curtain and scream, "We heard
you." She always responds to them,
"What, honey?" They tell her she is "Disgusting and a dirty pig."

On some floors in Kane Hospital payment in the
form of cash, storebook coupons, or cigarettes is required of patients in return for a bath, dean underwear, a shave, or help in going to the bathroom. The
practice is referred to by the hospital personnel as
"tipping". This is a form of verbal abuse, and constitutes the crime of extortion punishable by law. Likewise, acceptance of money or gifts from patients is
forbidden by Kane Hospital policy.

Convalescence Area
Four or five patients on each area get
most of the physical and verbal harrassment. Usually they are either the patients
who stand up to the staff, or patients
who are the most helpless. The rest of the
patients see what happens, and offer no
resistance to the hospital staff. Patients
who need a lot of care are humilated in
front of other patients. Take Mr. Stobbs.
He's a double leg amputee on a convalescent area. The aides on the floor don't
like him and one male aide especially.
Any time Mr. Stobbs does not make it to
the bathroom in time, the aide puts him
on the commode and won't take him off
for an hour or longer. When other patients come in the bathroom the aide
makes fun of Mr. Stobbs to them. Aide:
"You know Stobbs chart says he blows.
Do you want to see what he can do?
(pointing to another patient). . . His
daughter does a good job. I had her in the
back seat of my car last night. Jeanette
is her name, ain't it Stobbs? Hey, Stobbs
is what the chart says true - are you a
cocksucker? Hey, Stobbs (The aide

Convalescent Area
A patient said that the week before she
fell in the bathroom because no one
would help her and she did not want to
mess herself. She had cut her back from
the fall. She said that some of the aides
on her floor demanded tips for trips to
the bathroom. Up to three dollars from
store books. She was slapped if she had
no tip.
Later the same day, I went into the bathroom and found two women trying to
help each other go to the bathroom. One
could not walk, the other could walk
only with support. Both were soiled with
BM. Neither had been wiped recently. I
got help from another PRN aide. We got
gowns and got the woman who could
walk cleaned up first. When she left we
cleaned up the other woman. She offered
us three dollars from her store book. She
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Poor Working Conditions:
A Major Factor In Patient Abuse

said to come around to her bed in the
afternoon and she would have it ready for
us. We refused the tip. She started crying
and apologized for making a mess for
such nice people. She cried and cried. She
said we would go to heaven if she had
anything to do about it.

Staff abuse of Kane patients is a direct result of
the intolerable working conditions in the hospital.
The inadequate staff and supportive services required
for decent care reminds the employees daily that the
County Commissioners and the hospital administration have no commitment to the goals of the hospital. The lack of facilities and resources necessary
to maintain even a minimal level of concern for
patients forces the staff to harden themselves emotionally against the suffering around them. Because
the large majority of Kane patients have chronic
diseases and most of them will die before they leave
the hospital, it is a highly depressing place to work.
The work is repetitive, physically exhausting and
dirty; often unhealthy.
Hospital employees have been traditionally underpaid. The salary ranges for many job classifications at Kane are lower than in other hospitals in
the Pittsburgh area. Kane Hospital employees are
subject to the unpredictable and confusing maneuvers
of the political patronage system. The race and
sex discrimination in hiring and promotion practices at Kane creates resentment among employees
and fear in others. These factors combine to make
Kane a depressing and frustrating place to work.
Employees are often distraught, bitter, angry and
callous. Too frequently they release these emotions at the nearest targets - patients. Physical
and verbal abuse is a product of the working conditions at Kane, which are dictated by the policies of the County Commissioners. Individual employees zhould be held responsible for their own
treatment of patients. However, the abuse situation
at Kane will not change until the working conditions at the hospital improve and the employees
aswell as the patients are treated ashuman beings.

Male Infirmary
Shaving men today. Several offered me
tips from the storebooks in return for the
shave. When I refused the tip one man responded, 'You usually have to pay to get
anything around here.'

Patient "tipping" to ensure decent treatment from
hospital personnel occurs on one-third or more of the
nursing care areas at Kane Hospital. The monthly personal funds allotment for Kane patients is $25.00.
That is hardly enough for a patient who smokes regularly to buy cigarettes. On floors where tipping is
common, patients simply understand that they must
pay for what they.get. On days when few staff are
working - patients offer a "tip", wink and say "don't
forget about me later". Many patients "tip" unwillingly, knowing that only if they become floor favorites will their life at Kane Hospital be bearable. If
a patient is not on the "good side" of the staff, it
means no bath or shave, fewer clean clothes and
linen, no socks, no help going to and from the bathroom, and sitting in urine and BM longer.
It is criminal for hospital staff to take what little
personal money patients have in return for basic nursing services. Likewise, the authorities who supervise,
administer and inspect Kane Hospital must be held responsible. The hospital staff is too small to provide
decent and complete care. The patients of Kane Hospital are forced to compete among themselves (offering what ever they have as tips) in an effort to
get limited but necessary hospital services. There is
not enough hospital personnel to do all that should
be done - there is not enough nursing staff to help
everyone when they go to the bathroom. Each day,
due to understaffing, patients are forced to deficate
on themselves while in bed or sitting in chairs. To a
visitor or an inspector it simply appears that these
people are incontinent. For these patients tipping is
their last effort not to be forgotten.

Institutional Abuse of Patients
Other forms of abuse aremore institutional. The
overuse of medication and restraints are examples.
On some floors there are standing PRN (whenever necessary) doctors orders prescribing sedatives to patients at Kane. The use of PRN sedatives is often left
to the discretion of the charge nurse. Whenever a patient is deemed demanding or disruptive, PRN medication is given. Often no effort is made to discover
what isdisturbing the patient. Medication is frequent45
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MEN CONFINED IN GERI-CHAIRS ALONG A CORRIDOR
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before restraints are applied to patients.
Some patients are confined in restraints daily for
months - the attending physician is not notified, and
no alternative measures are tried. Restraints are not
removed for supervised free periods - often patients
remain in restraints 8.10 hours in the same position.
This practice contributes to the development of decubitus ulcers, the loss of circulation and the loss of
ability to stand and walk.
The abuse of the right to restrain patients at Kane
Hospital is extensive. Usually 500 or more patients
are placed in someform of restraint each day. At
times it is necessary to protect weak and frail patients
from falling and hurting themselves. Now and then a
patient is a danger to other patients and must be temporarily restrained. Too often though, restraints are
used as a substitute for restorative nursing care in
order to make the staff's work load more manageable.
A rehabilitation aide comments:

ly dispensed based on the needs of the hospital staff
to reduce their work load and create a quiet, calm, orderly environment. The needs of the patients are often only covered up with sedative medication.
The use of restraints is another way the hospital
staff restricts patient movement and activity. About
M of the patients at Kane Hospital are confined in
geriatric chairs for the full day. As described earlier,
"geri-chairs" are like a baby's high chair - with a
large tray that clamps around the waist holding the
patient into the chair. The chairs have small wheels so
the hospital staff can push geri-chair patients from
place to place; but once confined in the chair, the patients cannot move themselves about. Sometimes patients in geri-chairs are additionally restrained by a
cloth restraint Jooped around their waist and knotted
behind their chair. Patients in geri-chairs are moved to
a hallway or solarium in the hospital and left sitting
there all day except for meals. Sometimes if they resist or try to move to another place, their chair is tied
to a railing or pole, and their arms tied with cloth restraints to the chair. Restraints are also used on
patients in wheelchairs and bed. Clear Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare regulations
govern the use of restraints:

We take a patient and put him through
the rehab program. He has begun to walk
again and take care of himself. So we
send him to a nursing area with instructions to encourage him to walk and care
for himself. They put him in a wheeltie a restraint around his waist,
chair.
and never bother to let him exercise, It's
easier for them - one less patient moving
around. They can move him out to lunch
ten times faster in a chair than he can
walk with supervision. In a couple of
weeks all the rehab work we've done is
undone. His desire to walk is gone. He
doesn't want to try any more. You
wouldn't feel like doing much if you were
tied in a chair all but a few hours aweek,
not let out and wheeled around everywhere you had to go. I've seen it happen
time and time again here. 15

The patient shall be free from mental
and physical abuse and free .from chemical and (except in emergencies) physical
restraints.
Restraints shall be applied only when
in the opinion of the attending physician
it is necessary to prevent injury to the patient or others and used only when alternative measures have failed to accomplish
these purposes. If it is necessary to continue the use of restraints, the physician
shall evaluate the physical and mental
condition of the patient to determine
what care or treatment needs to be prescribed.
There shall be a signed order for any
physical restraint including justification
and duration of application.
Restraints shall not be used or applied
in such a manner asto cause injury to the
patient. 14

A nurses aide replies
We don't have enough time and staff to
do daily rehab exercise sessions with the
patients and do everything else we have
to do. Sure - patients regress when they
leave the rehab program and are assigned
to another floor... but other patients are
screaming to go to the bathroom, beds
have to be made, puddles mopped, lunch
trays passed - everybody has to eat. We
don't have time to supervise and enoourage walking and do everything else... and
if we don't tie them into chairs, they'll

Kane Hospital is in violation of the above regulations regarding restraints. The physicians at Kane
Hospital are not consulted when patients are restrained. Usually the nurses' aides make the decision
to restrain aomeone without even consulting the
charge nurse. Seldom are alternative measures tried
47
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try to walk themselves and fall and break
a hip. What are we supposed to do? 16
The lack of nursing and rehabilitation personnel
leaves the extensive daily use of restraints and medication as the only available means of managing the
hospital's patient. Tying people with restraints who
could regain their ability to walk and care for themselves and neglecting to give them the opportunity
and help necessary to regain their normal functioning
is physical abuse. Abusive restricting and restraining
of patient is wide-spread throughout the hospital.
These practices are condoned as necessary by the
Kane Hospital administration, making them institutionally acceptable forms of abuse and neglect.

Summary
The inadequate supervision of hospital staff permits neglect of patients, poor medical practices and
patient abuse to continue. The chain of command
and responsibility is poorly defined. Often supervisors are unwilling to demand that employees perform their duties due to the political nature of the
hospital and the lack of support from the hospital
administration. Employees are frequently unable to
perform their duties because of tremendous overwork and inadequate resources and supportive services. The coordination between day, evening and
night shifts is poor. Some supervisors do not have the
experience and training required for supervisory
positions. Most supervisors obtain and hold their jobs
with the help of political connections, The failure of
the Kane Hospital administration to demand
complete and good nursing and medical care leaves
the supervisory staff powerless. At times, supervisors are forced to act to maintain their jobs at the
expense of decent patient care. These factors produce
poor staff morale at all levels. Supervisors and employees are victims of the patronage system and
terrible working conditions. Patients are victims of
the resulting pervasive staff attitude; "Nobody else
cares so why should U'
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

SUPERVISION OF THE STAFF

1\ Clear and effective channels must be established through which supervisory personnel can deal with staff
members who are not performing their duties.
2)A clear and effective grievance procedure must be established to permit employee grievances to be heard and
resolved fairly.
3) The chain of command and responsibility should be more clearly defined within the nursing teams. The day
duty registered nurse should co-ordinate the activities of all 3 shifts, and be responsible for assigning duties and
ensuring that they are accomplished. At this time no mechanism exists to effectively work out disagreements between shifts.
4) Additional registered nurses should be hired. The registered nurse/patient ratios should be:
2 RN day shift/ 48 patient unit (tower and convalescent areas)
1 RN day shift/ 48 patient unit (infirmary areas)
I RN evening shift/ 48 patient unit
1 RN night shift/ 48 patient units
5) Ward clerks (I to each 48 patient unit, day and evening shift) should be assigned to each nursing unit to relieve
the RN's of paperwork and give them adequate time to do their patient care and supervisory duties.
6) Supervisory nurses and the Director of Nursing should be hired based on experience and ability to supervise
and direct the nursing department. The Director of Nursing and the supervisory nurses should be responsible for
assuring:
-nursing care plans for each patient are appropriate, accurate, up-to-date, and show
evidence of sufficient input from the attending physician.
-

prooer nursing care practices are followed

special procedures (isolation of infectious patients, changing of colostomy and
illeostomy bags, catheterizing) are done when necessary and only by trained personnel
-

- sufficient numbers of trained nursing personnel are available to provide the
necessary nursing care
-

nursing practices are consistent with efforts to rehabilitate and discharge patients

7) Employees abusing patients should not be tolerated.
Employees found physically abusing patients or soliciting tips should be terminated. Employees found verbally abusing patients should receive disciplinary suspension;
and if repeated suspension is necessary, termination should follow. Employees should have the opportunity to
appeal such cases through clear grievance procedures.
8) Restraining and medicating patients, instead of providing supervised rehabilitation and restorative nursing for
patients should not be permitted.
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INADEQUATE SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
Supportive services are essential aspects of any
long term care hospital. They include laundry, inhalation therapy, housekeeping, recreation, dietary, and
social services. At Kane Hospital the supportive services are poorly organized and in violation of state
and Federal regulations. Without these basic services
functioning properly it is impossible for a hospital
to provide a healthy environment conducive to good
medical and nursing care. In the following section the
problems in these services at Kane will be described
and specific recommendations relating to each will be
offered.
I. Laundry
Monday there is no clean linen available. People often
remain in soiled bed linen and clothing for 11 to 18
hours until dean laundry arrives on the floors between 11:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. on Monday (the exact time depending on the area of the hospital). On
week-days, most floors run out of certain linens part
way through the day. There are seldom enough dean
washcloths and towels for morning use. Some mornings there were only 3 washcloths and 1towel for 22
people in award.
Even when clean laundry comes there are frequently not enough socks and underwear to go
around. Socks are often worn by patients for two
weeks at a time before clean ones are available. On
most floors underwear is not used at all. Kane Hospital patients are given institutional uniforms to
wear - hospital gowns, green pants and tops, housedresses or grey pants and shirts. This clothing is often
torn, without buttons or strings, and generally unattractive. It isalso in short supply.
Women who are given only short hospital gowns to
wear, complain that their genital area is exposed
when they are seated. Men wear similar gowns or
green pants and tops. Incomplete dress occurs in
mixed male and female areas aswell as all male or fe-

Clean clothing and linen are a basic need at any
hospital. There is a serious lack of dean laundry
creating an imminent health hazard at Kane Hospital.
This health threat is especially bad for patients who
are bed-ridden or incontinent Wet and dirty linen
and dothing contribute to the development of bedsores, the spread of infection, and an oppressive odor.
Patients forced to wear or sleep in soiled clothing lose
their dignity and become resentful and bitter. Federal
regulations require that:
The facility shall have available at all
times a quantity of linens essential for
proper care of patients. The facility
should have available at least three (3)
changes of linen per patient per day. Each
bed shall have clean linen (at all timesk 1
Kane Hospital fails to comply with this regulation.
There is not enough linen in use to meet the daily
needs of the 2,200 occupants. Over 90% of the days
we worked in Kane Hospital there was not enough
clean laundry. The laundry operates with one shift
per day (day shift), Monday through Friday and does
not operate on week-ends. By late Sunday or early
50
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each other so they will have enough for the next
day. The day shift on one floor hides laundry in the
night stands of isolated patients, with contagious
staph infection, because as one aide said, "the night
shift will never think to look there." The lack of
clean laundry at Kane makes it impossible for the
staff to maintain good nursing care practices.
The administration at Kane Hospital and the
Allegheny County Commissioners are clearly aware of
the inadequate laundry supply and laundering policies
at the Hospital but fail to improve the situation. A
nurse comments:

male wards. The people confined at Kane Hospital
find the lack of proper clothing deeply degrading.
Patients are actively discouraged from wearing
their own clothing. Often personal clothing is lost or
sent to the wrong floor after being wnt to the laundry. For this reason, few of the residents with personal clothing have it laundered. Some patients go for
a year or longer with the same clothing - never
washed. There are no washers or dryers available for
the resident of Kane. Pennsylvania State Department
of Public Welfare regulations require that facilties be
provided "for patients who desire to do their personal
2
laundry." Kane Hospital is in violation of this regulation. The patients have been requesting such services
for many years and the hospital administration has refused, stating washers and dryers would be too costly.
On many floors no slippers or shoes are provided
and socks are the only foot covering. Pillow cases are
frequently not available and bed sheets must be used
to wrap pillows. Employees steal laundry from other
floors to use on their own areas. Nursing personnel

Several years ago the County Commissioners were about to make available
funds to permit the laundry to operate 2
shifts a day, 7 days a week, but the employees who worked in the laundry (some
of whom were holding patronage jobs)
refused to work swing shifts and weekends - so the County Commissioners
3
didn't do anything.

working different shifts hide clean laundry from

RECOMMENDATIONS: THE LAUNDRY
1) The feasibility of employing a professional linen service (as used in most hospitals) to provide clean linen and
clothing, to the hospital on a daily basis should be investigated.
2) If in-house processing of the laundry is the best option, additional personnel should be employed to operate
the laundry 7 days a week to provide clean laundry on weekends.
3) Sufficient amounts of clothing, linens, sheets, towels, washcloths, and pillow slips should be purchased for
daily use.
4) Equipment should be installed in accessible places throughout the hospital for patients who wish to do their
own laundry. Patients should be taught to use this equipment.
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11.Inhalation Therapy
that is needed in the hospital on those shifts must be
obtained from the oxygen storage room by a nurses
aide assigned to the floor where the oxygen is needed.
It is then administered by the RN on that floor. The
nurse is required to write out a requisition order to
inform the IT department that another patient has
been put on oxygen. The Inhalation Therapy Department will then attend to the patient the next
day - checking the equipment and changing the oxygen tanks when necessary. He complained that nurses
frequently do not submit these requisitions, and
often the IT department "doesn't know who has the
oxygen and who doesn't," To his knowledge, this resulted in the death of one patient who was placed on
oxygen at night, and suffocated in the oxygen tent:
the next day because no one irn the IT department
knew that the time on the oxygen tank had expired.
The charge nurse, when questioned by the member of
the IT department, replied that the patient "would
2
have died anyway."
The critical understaffing of the Inhalation Therapy Department and the resulting disorganized and
unprofessional way oxygen is distributed and administered, and the minimal respiratory care provided to the patients threatens the health and safety
of Kane residents and deeply disturbed the employee
quoted above.

The Inhalation Therapy Department isresponsible
for distributing and administering oxygen and administering treatments for respiratory ailments. This department isstaffed with only 3 people - 2 inhalation
therapy technicians and 1 aide. These three people
must provide respiratory care for nearly 2,200 patients. The Inhalation Therapy Department is located
in a drab basement-like room. It is usually empty. At
times patients can be seen in the IT room, administering their own treatments, with no one from the IT
Department present. A member of the Inhalation
Therapy Department disclosed:
We're not doing a lot of things we should
be doing, because we're not being given
the proper staff or equipment. We're understaffed and no certified inhalation
therapist would work here for the pay. 1
Patients at Kane Hospital who have emphesema
and other diseases never get treatments that are standard, daily practices in other hospitals. The therapist
went on to say, "too many people handle the oxygen
here. We're running one shift a day when we should
be running three shifts. . .like other hospitals." This,
he explained, leaves no one from Inhalation Therapy
on duty for the evening and night shifts. Any oxygen

RECOMMENDATIONS: INHALATION THERAPY
1) The staff of the Inhalation Therapy.Department should be increased to include sufficient personnel skilled in
handling oxygen and providing inhalation therapy treatments on duty all three shifts, seven days a week.
2) Salary scales should be upgraded to attract and keep qualified inhalation therapy personnel.
3) A certified inhalation therapist should be hired to supervise the department.
4) A systematic method for evaluating hospital patients to determine if individuals need respiratory treatments
should be established by the inhalation therapy supervisor in conjunction with the medical and nursing staff.
5) Inhalation therapy treatments should be given only by registered inhalation therapists or inhalation therapy
technicians. Untrained hospital aides should not be allowed to provide inhalation therapy treatments.
6i A systematic and orderly procedure for handling and administering oxygen must be developed to provide
around the clock coverage.
7) The equipment necessary to provide complete inhalation therapy services should be purchased by the hospital.
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111.
Social Services
Federal Extended Care Facility regulations and
state Department of Public Welfare regulations require Kane Hospital to "have satisfactory arrangements for identifying the medically related social and
emotional needs of the patients... (and) social services offered by a facility must be provided under a
dearly defined plan, by qualified persons, to assist
each patient to adjust to the social and emotional
aspects of his/her illness, treatment and stay in the
facility!' 1
Kane Hospital's social service staff is made up of a
director, a supervisor, a foster-home coordinator and
eleven caseworkers. It is impossible for the eleven
caseworkers to provide the necessary services to the
2,200 hospital patients. On approximately eleven
areas or one-third of the hospital there are no regularly assigned social workers. These areas includeConvalescent areas (where the conditions are some of the
most depressing in the hospital) and approximately 5
areas in the Tower, for patients requiring intensive
nursing. Where social workers are assigned, their caseloads are high. For example, three workers are available to 450 patients in the Female Infirmary and 2
workers for the same number of patients in the Male
Infirmary. Even in the Admissions and Rehab areas,
where social workers are responsible for an area of 48
patients, it is impossible for workers to provide adequate social services.

staring ahead or down, not talking. Some sit silently
in green hospital clothing strapped into geri-chairs or
wheelchairs lining the walls. The people at Kane live
in Theseconditions for months, sometimes for years.
The majority until they die. Many are isolated and
alone. A common reaction of Kane residents to the
conditions at the hospital is to withdraw into themselves. With nothing to do, and nothing to look
forward to, some residents retreat into the past and
become pre-occupied with the times in their life when
they were happier and more productive. Others stop
talking to those around them, become bitter and resentful about the way they have to live.
An aide describes some of the people on her floor:
Emma Geiser - is a walking patient. She
dresses herself and goes to the bathroom
herself. She wears street clothes her
family brings in. She is always frightened
and whimpers a lot. She whimpers when
anyone goes up to talk to her. She stays
in her room as much as possible and
comes out to eat at the last minute. She
sits at the table and stares straight ahead
often quivering. If I would approach her
and offer to set her hair or clean her ears,
she would refuse. When it came time for
her weekly bath, one of us would have to
get her and she would whisper all along
the hall, "I don't want to - all these people will see me." She would quiver during
the whole bath and as soon as she got
enough clothes on to go back to her
room, she would and finish dressing.

Ignoring The Long Term Patient
In addition to a lack of sufficient caseworkers to
meet the social needs of Kane Hospital patients, the
role of social workers is defined in narrow terms by
the hospital administration and Director of the Social Service Department. Social workers' primary
function is considered to be planning for patient discharge. As a result the social service staff is able to direct little of its energies to meeting the social and
emotional needs of the majority of Kane patients
who have no immediate potential for discharge. These
patients, many of whom live at Kane for 2 to 6 years
face the complex problems of growing old and institutional living. They confront the loss of their friends
and family, boredom, feelings of worthlessness, physical disability, and impending death. Little, ongoing
support is provided for these patients who remain at
Kane.
To visitors the sights at Kane Hospital are shocking
and sad. There are corridors as long as football fields
with men and women lined up in chairs sitting idly,

Louella Henry - Another aide and myself
were told to give her a tub bath. She
didn't want to go. We had to take her-we
were told to. She is really old - in her
90's. When we got into the tub she started yelling - "go ahead and kill me. .
please get it over with - stop this torture." We got her finished quickly and
back in bed. She looked me in the eye
and said, "I curse you, I curse you - that
you will live to feel ninety years old in
your bones and will know what you've
done to me."
Mary Washington - A large woman, paralyzed on one side. She is heavy and hard
to move. Most of the staff think she can't
hear well. They yell at her. She is often
skipped on afternoon changes and isn't
taken to the baihroom very often, so she
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"Through individualized counseling techniques and the utilization of group
discussions for mutual support and encouragement, patients reach a level of
self-esteem with dignity and self-respect."
"Kane Hospital Cares" Brochure
Allegheny County Bureau of Public Information

the arteries in their brains. Senility is viewed simply
as a physical disease, characterized by mild confusion
and depression which often progresses over time to
disorientation, loss of memory, and incoherent
speech.
The adequacy of this conception of senility has
long been challenged by doctors and other persons
investigating the aging process. As early as 1948, M.
Gitelson writing in Geriatrics magazine, stressed that
his findings indicated that "there is no one-to-one
relationship between cerebral arteriosclerosis (disintegration of arteries in the brain) and the degree of
mental failure." 3 Other studies of aging primarily
done in Great Britain and Eastern Europe, indicate
that older persons who remain an active part of their
community and family can withstand considerable
cerebral artery damage and continue to function.
Other older persons confronted with the loss of their
community ties, family, friends, home, and meaningful work and purpose, exhibited the symptoms of
senility with only mild arterial deterioration. Much of
the recent study of aging indicates that often the
signs of senility are stress-related and indicate withdrawal from new and unbearable situations rather
than a physical disability. This despair-induced senility is a threat to all older persons confined in nursing homes and institutions.
The Social Service Department and the hospital as
a whole do little to combat this disabling dispair and
hopelessness. Within the hospital only small efforts
are made to involve residents in meaningful social
groups and activities. Most Kane residents become
isolated and withdrawn. As a result they remain unacceptable candidates for discharge.

is wet. I once found her false teeth in her
mouth upside down. It looked like they
had been in that way for a month or longer. She pretends she can't talk. After I
spent a month on the floor she would
talk to me. She usually sat next to a blind
woman at meals and would tell her where
things were on the tray.
Aide: Mary, this is my last day here. I
won't be back anymore. I want to tell
you that I'm glad to have known you.
You are a very strong woman.
Mary Thank you.
Aide: I know that the staff is mean to
you. I wish there was some way you
could speak up about it.
Mary: It would get worse. Do you have
another job?
Aide. Yes, closer to where I live.
Mary: Good-luck.
Anne Lubechek, Dorothy Russell, Gladys
Esserman, Myrtle McGivern, Nellie
Gorey, Ella Madden and Gladys Garner
were our walking patients. They dress
themselves - go to the bathroom themselves. They spend the morning sitting in
their rooms. A couple spend the afternoon in the solarium. Once a week they
get a bath. 2
When a person living at Kane Hospital withdraws
to escape the depressing surroundings they are frequently stereotyped by all levels of hospital staff as
being senile. Assumptions are made that patients are
old and therefore confused. This attitude is widespread at Kane Hospital and is apparent in the way
patients are treated. Staff respond to patients as
either children who are talked down to, ordered
around, or scolded; or like persons without feelings
who are teased, laughed at and insulted. Usually staff
that patients are senile due to deterioration of
assume

Obstacles Preventing Patient Discharge
Even though the 'hospital administration restricts
social workers' efforts almost entirely to discharge
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Kane. To qualify, a person must have:

planning, fewer than 200 patients are returned to
community living each year. There are numerous obstacles which frustrate social workers' efforts to discharge patients who could live outside of an institution. Barriers to social workers' facilitating patients
return to the community include insufficient medical,
rehabilitative and nursing services provided to patients. Successful physical rehabilitation of patients
has to be achieved before planing for a return to the
community can be implemented. Although solutions
to this problem are continually presented by the Social Service Department Director, it has remained unchanged for 15 years.
A second barrier to working with patients towards
discharge are the politics influencing the admission
end discharge of patients. A social worker comments:

(a) Less than $500 in cash or assets
Ib) No more than $800 in escrow or cash value of
insurance for burial.
(c) Equity in a domicile (home) of less than
$7,500 if single or $12,500 for a married
couple. 6
Before a person enters Kane, arrangements must
therefore be made to transfer or dispose of a person's
property, savings and other assets, to conform with
admission requirements. The admissions investigators
and/or the families of patients make these arrangements. The Department of Public Welfare requires the
hospital to make every effort possible to maintain a
person's home or apartment for a period of time after
admission to encourage the patient's return to the
community following their rehabilitation. However
most persons who enter Kane lose their homes or
apartments either prior to admission or soon after admission because hospital personnel responsible for
maintaining patients' property do not make a conscientious effort to do so and/or because the hospital
fails to rehabilitate patients quickly enough. Consequently, patients who can leave the hospital are faced
with the problem of finding suitable housing in the
community. Most patients at Kane have relatively
low, fixed incomes. They require housing that takes
into consideration their physical disabilities, and
many also require some level of assistance with such
things as shopping, cleaning, cooking, transportation
and health care. Low-income, public housing for
older persons in Pittsburgh and Allegheny County is
scarce and much of it is inadequate. Speaking about
the housing situation for older persons, David
O'Laughlin, City of Pittsburgh Housing Co-ordinator,
said, (Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, Feb. 14: 1975),
"27,000 of the 67,000 elderly families are living in
conditions that are inadequate and 2,500 elderly fam-7
ilies are on the City Housing Authority waiting list."
Although some patients leave the hospital and live
with a family member, this arrangement is not feasible for most patients and their families. Often, before a person entered Kane, their families were forced to care for them because sufficient supportive
social services were not available. The effort required
of a family close to a sick or disabled older person often taxes them beyond endurable limits. Frequently
families are unwilling to have older relatives return
home knowing this situation will likely reoccur. In
addition many patients prefer to live independently
of their families, as they did before entering Kane.

Often when families were contacted in regard to their parent or relative leaving the
hospital, they responded by saying they
were assured by an Admissions Department investigator that Kane would be a
permanent living arrangement for their relative. Many times, the family would tell
the social worker that it was through the
help of a certain politician that their
parent was admitted to Kane and they
would use the4 politician to keep their
parent in Kane.
The minutes of social service staff meetings further
reflect discussion of this situation:
In discussing problems surrounding
Kane's rate of patient discharge, staff
members cited the problems of encountering hostility and angry verbal barrages
from families who were assured prior to
admission that Kane would be a longterm living arrangement for their family
members. . . the reality of the political
admission. . . and families who threaten
the social worker with this wedge rendering them ineffective in making discharge arrangements. 5

The documentation of a state senators' interference in rehabilitation and discharge of patients was
presented earlier in this report.
A third barrier to patients leaving the hospital is
the serious shortage of housing and living situations
for older persons in Allegheny County. Only persons
considered "indigent" (poor) can be admitted to
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"There is no firm national policy with respect to alternatives to institutionalization. This glaring lack of policy is all the more evident when
the American health delivery services are compared with European
systems where home health is a full partner in a genuine contiuum of
care. Older Americans, more than any other group, have been adversely
affected by this failure."
"N6rsing Home Care: Failure In Public Policy"
U.S. Senate Committee on Aging Report

Even when a patient and family agree to living together, the family often doesn't have the resources to
provide adequately for a relative in their own home.
The Foster Home Program, operated by the Kane
Social Service Department, was set-up to provide
Kane patients with an alternative to remaining in the
hospital. A foster home is defined as a "family-type
abode.. .wherein a patient at Kane Hospital might be
placed for room, board, personal needs, and other requirements." The homes are limited to the "care of
two patients not members of their family." 8 There

blems inherent in moving an older person
used to living in a certain way for a long
time into a new and strange situation. It
requires a lot of give and take. Often the
arrangement just didn't last. Finally there
was the question of the adequacy of some
of the homes, and the motives of the
foster homemakers. 9
Thus, the foster home program offers an alternative to only a small number of Kane patients. Of
the patients who do try to live in a foster home,
many do not find it a feasible, long-term alternative
to hospitalization.
A fourth obstacle to the effective discharge of hospital patients is tne lack of community support services. To live adequately in the community, older persons often times require other kinds of assistance.
Help with maintaining a household, shopping and preparing food, supervision of medications and diet,

are currently between 80-90 patients in foster homes;
however the homes in most cases do not offer a permanent or even long-term living situation, and patients
return to the hospital. Regular contact with the patient or supervision of the home by social workers
seldom occurs. Thereisnodepartment policy which
requires it and the time limitations of the small
social service staff are great. A social worker talks
about the problems with foster home placement:

home-health care and day centers to meet recreational and social needs are just some of these services. The
need for community based services for older people
in Allegheny County was recognized long ago. In
1966, the Kane Hospital annual report discussed the
failure of the hospital to discharge patients because of
a "lack of facilities and services within the communities to permit acceptance of discharges from the hos10
pital."
In the same annual report, the need for community services in Allegheny County receives greater
emphasis:

To begin with, for many patients, going
into a foster home is a last resort. Most
patients' first choice is to live in an independent situation. Patients have reservations about moving into a living situation
with people they don't know; or moving
into a home where they fear they won't
fit in and maybe not like the family.
Many patients were suspicious of homemakers' motives - and questioned
turning over their personal income to
someone without knowing what kind of
treatment to expect.

For years, we have been taught that adequate medical care could only be provided in a hospital. Likewise, with Kane
Hospital, we accepted the assumption
that the proper disposition for dependent
oldsters was in County Homies or Nursing
Homes. Today, we are sympathetic to the
rights of the aging to remain in the community and maintain their human dignity
by supplying needed supportive ser-

Often foster homes are unable to meet
the special needs patients have, such as
few or no steps in the house, a bathroom
near their bedroom, a special diet or help
in the bathroom. Many of these needs
either couldn't be met by the available
homes or homemakers were unwilling to
deal with them. There are additional pro-
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vices. . . No longer will correct ministrations of Kane Hospital be sufficient in
keeping with modern concepts of care,
home services must be offered to help patients remain out of Kane Hospital or to
effect their return from Kane Hospital to
normal community living.. 11
The serious lack of community based services for
older persons throughout Allegheny County, and the
failure of County government to fund such services
were described in the Introduction of this report. Important services that made assistance with cleaning,
shopping, cooking, etc. available to older persons
were eliminated in county public housing in 1972. At
the same time, these services were severely cut-back
in theCity of Pittsburgh public housing.
The following observations were made about
county Adult Services by the Allegheny County Human Services Commission (a commission established
by the County Commissioners to evaluate county
social service and health agencies) in November,
1974
(1) Adult Services acts more asa "holding
company" and "fiscal agent" for Federal
and State programs than as a comprehensive system of services to the elderly.
(2) Design of services within Adult Services is based more on available funds
than an assessment of community needs 12
In 1974 the County Commissioners set up an Area
Agency on Aging in compliance with Federal funding
guidelines. But no significant effort to expand and
improve the community-based services for the elderly
has been endorsed by the Commissioners. The Allegheny County Commissioners' negligence in instituting and funding community-support programs for
older persons continues to force unnecessarily large
numbers of Allegheny County's older citizens to be
institutionalized, and severely hinders discharge of
Kane patients. This leads directly to poor staff morale, and the prevailing staff attitude that "there's nowhere for them to go, so why try. - they're at the
end of the line." The policies of the Allegheny County Commissioners concerning both community based
services for older persons and the operation of Kane
Hospital, renders the Kane Social Services Department ineffective.
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RECOMMENDATIONS: SOCIAL SERVICES
1) There should be an increase in the social service staff so that all patient areas in the hospital have aregularly
assigned social worker. Caseloads should not exceed 48 patients per worker.
2) Admission to Kane Hospital should not be influenced by the political patronage system in the county. Persons
should be admitted only when it is medically necessary.
3) Admissions personnel should not be permitted to allow political favor and patronage to influence the admission of patients.
4) Serious efforts should be made by the Admissions Department to systematically evaluate each person applying
for admission to determine if institutionalization is necessary or if an alternative living arrangement in the
community exists. In order to do this, admission personnel should be knowledgeable about community resources
for older people.
5) Admissions personnel should work under the assumption that when patients improve they will leave the hospital. They should not indicate to the person being admitted and/or to their family that Kane is a permanent
arrangement.
6) Undue pressure should not be put on families to take their relatives into their own homes after the patient has
been admitted to Kane, but if a Kane resident wants to leave and an alternative living situation exists, there
should be no interference by family and/or politicians to discourage or stop the relative from leaving.
7) The Allegheny County Commissioners must develop and fund the long needed system of community based services to older persons to enable them to live outside of county institutions and nursing homes.
8) The social service staff should address the needs of Kane residents who have no potential to leave the hospital.
The number of patient groups that are already operating on 1-2 areas in the hospital should be increased. Resources of other hospital departments such as Rehab, Recreation, and Volunteers as well asstaff on patient areas
should be used to develop activities for long-term residents.
9) To ensure that foster homes are adequate living situations for Kane patients, the homes should be more carefully screened and the social service supervision of the homes should be improved. Foster home makers should receive financial reimbursement that reflects increases in the cost of living .
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IV. Housekeeping
blood. Where there are curtains around the beds they
are similarly stained. The solarium dining areas on the
nursing units are dirty and often smell of urine. The
food preparation and storage areas accompanying
some of the dining areas in the infirmary wings of the
hospital have been cited by health inspectors forviolations of cleanliness regulations. This atmosphere is
not conducive to eating.
Kane Hospital has no fans and is not air-conditioned. The air smells of urine, and in the summer
heat the odor is very bad. It is necessary to keep the
doors to the outside open on nursing areas in the
summer to maintain some flow of fresh air throughout the building. This permits field mice to enter the
hospital causing a year round rodent problem. In the
summer months the dirty conditions permitted by
poor housekeeping practices attracts flies. Flies are
intolerable annoyances to patients who are restrained,
bedfast or paralyzed. The irritation of a fly is unbearable when a person cannot move to brush it away.
The insufficient numbers of housekeeping staff,
and the poor housekeeping practices create adisgusting environment, and threaten the health and safety
of the people who must live and work at Kane
Hospital.

There are not enough housekeepers and janitors to
maintain all nursing areasof the hospital. The floors,
walls, tables, chairs and equipment at Kane aredirty.
Federal and state regulations require that sufficient
housekeeping staff be employed to maintain the hospital in a "safe, clean and orderly" 1 manner. In addition, the regulations demand that "nursing personnel are not assigned housekeeping duties" 2 as aprecaution against the unnecessary transfer of disease.
Some housekeeping duties are routinely assigned
to the nursing staff (mopping puddles and bathroom
floors, cleaning tables and chairs, cleaning geri-chairs)
in violation of state regulations.
The housekeeping practices at Kane Hospital are
poor. On some nursing areas, urine puddles are spread
out with a dry mop rather than cleaned up. In these
puddle-stained areas there are dark circles of dirt
stuck on floors, and the soles of your shoes stick to
the floors. Bathroom floors are often wet and slippery. Patients complain about being afraid of falling
in the bathroom and avoid using them. The bathroom
and bathroom equipment isespecially dirty. Stall curtains, toilet seats, tissue dispensers, floors, etc. are
spotted and stained with fecal material, urine and

Recommendations: Housekeeping
1) Housekeeping personnel should be hired to provide one housekeeper each shift/48 patient nursing unit, in
addition to housekeeping personnel to maintain all other areas of the hospital.
2) Supervisory personnel should clearly define the chain of responsibility, improve the cleanliness practices at the
hospital, and demand housekeeping employees properly maintain the areas to which they are assigned.
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V. Recreation Department
I took Mrs. Hershel down to a birthday
party in the main dining room. I was told
to leave her there. After the party I went
down to help her and the other women
back to the floor. The party disoriented
and frightened her. When I told Mrs. Hershel that I knew the way back to the area,
she grabbed onto my arm and would not
let go. When we got back she did not recognize her bed and would not let go of
me. She cried and cried. I took several
women to this party and most of them
were very frightened that they would be
lost. Most of my patients had never left
their area before. Two were so upset that
they abandoned their wheelchairs and
tried to walk back. Once a'month all the
patients who had a birthday in that
month and are able, go to the main dining
room for a party. They get a piece of
cake or a cookie and listen to a polka
band. Patients from each area are grouped
together, but the staff that the patients
are familiar with are not with them, The
patients who go to the parties are sometimes upset for days afterwards. 3

Patients at Kane Hospital sit idle, staring blankly
at the opposite wall. Now and then someone breaks
the silence with a word or two. There is nothing to
do - day after day, month after month. For the majority of Kane residents boredom is a major problem.
Government regulations demand that:
Provision is made for an ongoing program of meaningful activities appropriate to the needs and interests of patients, designed to promote opportunities
for engaging in normal pursuits, induding
religious activities of their choice, if any.
Each patient's activities program is approved by the patient's attending physician as not in conflict with the treatment
plan. The activities are designed to promote the physical, social, and mental
well-being of the patients. The facility
makes available adequate space and a variety of supplies and equipment to satisfy
the individual interests of patients. 1
Kane Hospital is in violation of this regulation.
Only about 200 Kane residents are regularly involved
in the Recreation Department's programs. The activities are not suitable for the remaining 2,000 residents. The director of the Recreation Department,
Wes Parker, is aware of this situation and comments
on it in an orientation session for nurses aides.

The Recreation Department provides virtually no
activities on the nursing areaswhere moat of the hospital's patients are forced to stay. In a typical three
month period, one such activity was scheduled - an
easter eggcoloring contest in which patients colored
an egg shaped circle on asheet of paper with crayons.
It took less than half an hour.
The recreation activities at Kane Hospital are paid
for out of the profits from the hospital snack bar. Department of Public Welfare regulations require that all
Kane residents be issued a $25.00/month allotment
for personal needs. The hospital provides residents
with a $25.00 storebook each month, which must be
spent in the snack bar. Snack bar prices are high equal to or higher than prices at a local snack bar or
store outside of the hospital. Since profits are being
made off the storebook sales, Kane residents end up
paying for the recreactional activities provided at
the hospital out of their own monthly, personal allottment
The large parties and affairs (summer folk festival,
Christmas party, etc.) photographed and described in
county publications are infrequent and repetitive

We have 200 steadies that participate in
our recreation programs - it's the other
people (2,000) that's the problem... After patients eat supper on their areas,
they are given sedatives and put to bed
when they could be going to a movie,
church or something..2

Parker went on to blame the nursing staff for not
encouraging patients to attend recreation programs.
Mon of the Recreation Department's activities are
large spectator affairs (movies, montly birthday parties, etc.) occuring in the central corridor, and cafeteria on the A level of the hospital. The majority of
Kane residents are unable to move themselves from
their areas to this central area, These activities are unsuitable for moat of the hospital residents A nurses.
aide describes attempts she made to involve women
on her floor in these activities:
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from year to year. At times, 4-5 months pass between
these activities. Movies are attended by only 20-50
residents because the auditorium seating and sloping
floors are not suitable for residents in wheelchairs and
geri-chairs. Also there is not sufficient staff to help residents get from their floor to the movies. Kane Hospital also has equipment for shuffleboard, billiards
and other games but it is rarely available for the residents to use.

Recommendations: Recreation Department
1) The full-time staff of the Recreation Depatment should be increased to ten people trained in recreational
programs.
2) The Recreation Department, Occupational Theraphy Department, and the volunteers should provide activities
on the nursing areas of the hospital where most patients are confined.
3) Mobile activities carts, traveling snack, tobacco and magazine vendor cats, and a mobile stage and performance cat should be built and circulated throughout the hospital making daily visits to all floors.
4) The Recreation Depatment should provide an ongoing program of events and activities outside the hospital
to keep patients able to travel in contact with the community.
5) The hospital should not arrange a profit on snack bar items (tobacco, health aids, snacks, etc.) which patients
purchase with their $25.00 monthly storebook. These items should be available to hospital residents for cost.
6) The Recreation Department, in conjunction with the Social Service Department should approach schools
and invite them to establish ongoing training programs in recreational and creative therapies (art, music, drama,
poetry, etc.) involving students in supervised hospital residencies.

"Recreation is not an extra-curricular activity, but a necessity for improvement of the health of the patient. Inactivity results in muscle
weakness, stiffness, fatigue, heart inefficiency and mental deterioration.
In the chronically ill and aging these patterns are hard to reverse. . ."
"Kane Hospital Cares" Brochure
Allegheny County Bureau of Public Information
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MEN SITTING IDLE

"John J. Kane Hospital maintains an extensive recreational program in
an attempt to minimize the institutional problems of idleness, loneliness, and worry...
'Kane Hospital Cares" Brochure
Allegheny County Bureau of Public Information
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VI. Dietary Services
Some of the most frequent complaints of the people who live at Kane Hospital concern the meals.
Major deficiencies exist in the dietary. services and
practices at Kane. Low quality, unappetizing food has
serious physical and physchological consequences for
an older person confined in an institution. The
symptoms of a deficient diet were described by the
Commissioner for Aging before a Senate hearing in
1969: "loss of appetite, fatigue, anxiety, irritability,
loss of recent memory, insomnia and mild delusion
states. Lack of vitamin B produces severe depression
1
and confusion." Kane is failing in several food-related areas to meet the minimal standards established
by the Federal and state governments.
One large kitchen and bakery area is located in
the basement of Kane Hospital. All the food is prepared in the kitchen and distributed to nursing
areas throughout the hospital in large metal carts
called steamers. Following the meals, the trays are
collected and the dishes scraped. The steamers and
dishes are returned to the large kitchen area for
cleaning.

and didn't always cover their bodies.
Patients that were bowel incontinent
were sometimes cleaned up but I saw
patients eating lunch while sitting in their
feces. If a patient became incontinent
after we started serving, we waited until
after the meal was over to clean it up. ..
so we had meals with puddles on the
floor. . . the odor in the solarium was
bad, the place was never clean and the
things that patients had to look at while
they ate weren't pleasant. 2
Another problem is overcrowding in infirmary
solariums at mealtimes. On some areas96 patients
must uselunch room spacedesigned to accomodate
lessthan 50 people. In addition, infirmary solariums
were built for patients who could walk and useregular chairs. Now many patients in wheelchairs and
some in geri-chairs must use them. An aide
comments:
Patients are packed around the tables so
tightly that they can't get out unless
they're given help. Even then, it's difficult. When someone had to go to the
bathroom often five to eight other people in wheelchairs had to be moved into
the aisle before the person could get
out. Usually nobody wanted to create
such a stir so they just went in their
seat. 3

Mealtime Environment
There is one large centrally located room which is
used as a cafeteria. It serves about 400 patients. The
remaining 1800 people are served their meals in solarium rooms located on each of the 48 nursing areas.
In the Tower and Convalescent sections of the hospital, each nursing unit (48 patients) has a solarium.
In the Infirmaries, residents from two nursing units
(96 patients) share one solarium. In most areas of the
hospital solariums are the only space available to patients other than their rooms. Geri-chair patients are
moved into the solariums for breakfast and spend all
of their day there. The smell and atmosphere in solarium areasarenot conducive to eating. An aide describes the solarium atmosphere on her area:

Shortage of Staff
Federal and state standards require "a sufficient
number of dietary personnel to meet the dietary
4
needs of patients." Kane Hospital, under pressure
from government inspection teams, recently employed more dietary aides. Until this time nursing,
personnel were assigned
the dietary duties of setting
up trays, dishing out food from the steamers, serving
trays, collecting trays, discarding garbage, and pre-,
paring dishes, silverware and trays to go back to the
kitchen. These practices significantly cut into time
nursing personnel could usefor patient care and violatedgovernment regulations. Current Kane Hospital
employees report that the recent hiring of additional
dietary staff was accompanied by a reduction in the
number of nurses aides. This shift hasled to no net

Most of the women sat in the solarium
all morning and were there when lunch
was served. Patients continued to sit in
the solariums untildinnerwas served with
a break when afternoon changes were
made. Every day, many of the geri-chair
patients would wet themselves during the
morning. The floor under their chairs
was mopped, but their clothing was not
changed nor were they cleaned up. They
sat in gowns and pajamas that were dirty
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gain in the amount of nursing time available to Kane
patients.
Poor Food Quality and Handling
The food served to Kane Hospital patients is repititious, tasteless and of low quality. Patients continually complain that they do not get enough of
the right kinds of food. The meals are starchy and inexpensive. The same breakfast - mush, two slices
of white bread (untoastedi, butter and jelly, milk,
coffee, and a small glass of juice - is served four or
five days a week. A typical lunch is mushroom soup,
a cheese sandwich, milk, coffee and a bowl of canned
plums. A typical supper is macaroni with stewed tomatoes on top, two slices of white bread, butter and
jelly, milk, coffee and ice cream. Fresh fruits and
vegetables are rarely served. Poultry, meat and fish
are seldom served and when served usually appear
in the form of a casserole. Often salt, pepper, sugar,
ketchup and mustard are not available to the patients.
Large amounts of food go uneaten. The food isserved
hurriedly, carelessly, and in a manner that is unsanitary and unappetizing. Often food is lukewarm or
cold.
The hospital has plate covers to keep food warm
but they are used only when inspectors are present in
the hospital. Federal regulations state that "foods
are to be prepared by methods that conserve nutritive value, flavor and appearance and are attractively
served at the proper temperature and in a form to
5
meet individual needs.'
The regulations further
require that not more than 14 hours pass between
a substantial evening meal and breakfast. At Kane
Hospital there is often a 15-16 hour time period between evening and morning meals.6 An aide
comments about she meals that are served on her
area:
The dishes, glasses and silverware were
often dirty. Big particles of food were
stuck to them. Most aides washed anything they used themselves to avoid
getting sick they said. I saw one nurse
who ate cake with her fingers. . . she
wouldn't use the silverware. We were always short of silverware. . . everyday
we'd have about ten trays short of one
or two pieces of silverware. How do you
eat with just a knife? I saw patients eat
cereal with their hands. Silverware and
plates were put on the trays to there
was no front or back to them. The plates

didn't have dividers and because the consistency of the meals was often mushy,
the food would run together. Half the
time napkins weren't used. Bread was put
right on the trays. . . milk and coffee
would be spilled on the trays soaking the
bread and making the trays generally
messy. Covers for the trays to keep the
food warm were never used even though
we had a big stack of them irnthe kitchen.
The trays for patients that needed help in
eating were dished out at the same time
as the others. . . they just sat until all the
trays were served (usually 10-20 minutes)
so that people who needed help in eating
ate cold food. 7
Federal regulations state that nursing personnel
have the responsibility of assisting patients who need
help in eating. This is to be done "promptly upon receipt of meals."8 An aide comments:
On areas where there are a number of
handicapped patients, the nursing staff is
not large enough to give the kind of help
in eating that the patients require. While
the patients who could feed themselves
were eating, we would feed the people
who needed help. Most aides did feeding
quickly and sloppily. Aides decide for the
patient when the meal is over. Some aides
take patients' trays before they are
finished eating. Sometimes there was
physical struggle between an aide and a
patient, each trying to get the tray.
Usually there's a compromise and the
aides leave the patient a piece of bread
and take the rest of the tray. One patient
on my area would throw her food on the
aide rather than give up her tray. Aides
try to get the meals over with in a half an
hour so they can get on to the other
work. 9
A practice common in some areas of the hospital
involves aides taking the best food from the steamers
and eating it themselves. Kane Hospital policy forbids hospital staff from taking food intended for the
patients, nonetheless, this practice continues. An
aide comments:
It's a very common practice for aides to
fix themselves toast with butter and jelly
for breakfast. There were toasters on
most areas, but patients never got toast
because it took too much time. When
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setting up the trays, aides saved half the
jelly and butter for themselves. Bread is
from the loaves stashed around the
kitchen, which is taken from the steamer.
Milk from the milk machine, and boxes
of cereal that was saved from the steamer.
Cans of juice were stored in the kitchen
and oftentimes aides drank it, which
meant there wasn't enough for patients
(for meals, with medications, and at
night). Often aides have a share of the
best food like pudding, applesauce,
canned fruit and ice cream. It's taken
from the steamer before the patients
get anything. 10

diet cards are still not used.
Often the special food needs of patients are met
by serving patients only part of the regular diet.
For example, if ice cream wassent up as a desert,
diabetic patients would not be given ice-cream and
no substitute, sugar-free desert would be given to
them. A social worker comments:
A woman who had a bad gall-bladder
could not eat greasy or fatty foods. She
informed the nursing staff of her problem. She usually had to choose something from the regular diet to eat. There
were a number of times she left her meals
hungry and was forced to go to the snack
bar and buy a sandwich. Each time this
happened, she told an infirmary nurse
that the kitchen was not sending- up
food that she could eat. The nursing staff
called the kitchen and reported the problem. But the kitchen continually failed
to provide her with adequate meals. 14

Patients With Special Dietary Needs
The Federal and state regulations require that
"therapeutic diets are prescribed by the attending
t
physician".11 At Kane Hospital, the charge nurse
usually determines the special diet needsof the patients on her floor without the consultation of the
doctor. The regulations further state that "nursing
personnel are to assurethat each patient receives
t
treatments, medications and diets as prescribed." 12
Frequently, therapeutic diets are served
to the wrong
patients. A nurses aide describes this situation:

Federal regulations require that "a patient beoffered
t
substitutes when food is refused." 5 No effort is
made to provide patients with substitute foods at
Kane Hospital. A second Federal regulation requires
that patients be offered between-meal or bed-time
snacks of nourishing quality. At most some patients
receive a small glass of juice at night, however this
is not a regular practice in all areas of the hospital. It
is of critical importance that patients who are not
eating be encouraged to do so by providing patients
with assistance and offering substitute foods.
Federal regulations require that "food and fluid
intake of patients be observed and deviations from
normal be reported to the charge nurse. Persistent,
unresolved problems are to be reported to the physician."1 6 On many nursing areas,failure to eat isa
daily occurrence and no notice of it is taken. Only
after long periods of refusal to eat, is attention
given to the patient. A social worker describes one
such incident:

The state requires diet cards identifying the patient and the kind of diet- (regular, mechanical soft, diabetic, low salt
and high calorie) to be included on every
food tray. This was done on our floor
only when inspectors were in the hospital. Without the cards, it makes it difficult to know who is to get what diet.
PRN aides and aides pulled from another
floor who weren't familiar with the patients have no way of knowing who
should get special diets. The regular aides
must tell them as best they can remember. This usually means trays are mixed
up and given to the wrong people. I've
worked all over the hospital and the same
thing happens on most floors. Mix-ups
and errors in passing out the trays occur
at every meal. Diet cards aren't used except during inspections - then all the
floors use them. 13

One day I was on the 7th floor where
very sick patients are sent. I saw Mrs.
Riley lying on a stretcher in the hallway.
I stopped to talk with her and asked her
why she had been transfered to the 7th
floor. She was weak and seemed very confused. I asked the nurse on the floor why
Mrs. Riley had been transfered there from
the infirmary. She said that Mrs. Riley
hadn't been eating. I wondered why that
resulted in her being sent up to the very

The recent addition of more dietary aides, some of
whom regularly use diet name cards on each tray,
has reduced tray mix-ups -although on some floors
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sick floor. The nurse said she hadn't
been eating for the last two weeks. The
nurse didn't understand why they waited
so long before doing anything about it.
didn't live long following this
Mrs. Riley
1
incident. 7
Summary
The food at Kane Hospital and the conditions in
which it is served, are offensive. Poor quality food
servedsloppily and cold, in crowded, dirty rooms
smelling of urine dearly threatens the physical and
emotional health of the patients. The hospital administration and county officials are aware of this
situation and continually budget too little money
for food and nursing personnel.

Recommendations: Dietary Services
1) Additional money should be budgeted by the County Commissioners to provide Kane patients with nutritious
meals. The quality of food should be improved and the kinds of food served should be varied.
2) Special attention should be given to the planning of therapeutic diets to ensure that patients with special
diet needs receive complete meals.
3) Diet cards should be used at all meals, to ensure patients who are prescribed therapeutic diets are receiving
them as ordered.
4) Substitute foods, as required by regulations, should be provided patients who find the meal as planned unacceptable.
5) Two dietary aides should be provided each 48 patient nursing unit per meal. Nursing aides should not be
assigned dietary duties.
6) Sufficient time should be allowed patients to eat their meals, without being rushed or hurried.
7) More care should be taken in preparing trays, serving food and feeding patients who need help eating.
8) Tray covers should be used to keep food warm while serving.
9) The hospital policy not permitting employees to take patients' food before, during, or after serving should
be enforced.
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INADEQUATE PHYSICAL PLANT AND ACCOMODATIONS
Kane Hospital was completed in 1958. It is a modern looking building constructed of glass and steel.
Although from the outside the hospital's landscaping
and architecture look dramatic, the patient accomodations and fire/safety provisions are inadequate.
The infirmary areas of Kane were designed for ambulatory patients who could care for themselves. Over
one-half of the hospital's patients, 1,000 people, live
in infirmary areas.
Many of these patients are receiving skilled nursing
care and are in wheelchairs or geri-chairs. Others are
not mobile at all. The physical accomodations are inadequate for these people. Beds with bedrails are not
available for all the patients who need them. Bathroom and toilet facilities do not meet state and Federal standards. There are not enough bathtubs,
showers and toilets to meet the Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare regulations. Infirmary areas
have one bathtub and one shower for every 49 patients. A minimum of one tub and two showers is
required. This means that an additional 26 showers
are needed in the infirmary areas to enable the hospital to meet the standards. I Likewise, over 150
additional toilets are needed in infirmary areas to
meet government standards. 2
Safety provisions (grab bars, handrails, etc.) have
not been properly installed in these areas. The entry
way and space within the bathrooms is cramped and
wheelchair patients have difficilty turning and
moving to use the facilities. Likewise, other adjustments (mirrors, positioning of equipment, etc.) for
handicapped patients required by government standards have not been made. Privacy in the infirmary
bathrooms and other bathrooms throughout the hospital is minimal. State and Federal requirements for
bathroom privacy are not met. Most toilet stalls have
no doors or curtains, and users are in open view.
Baths and showers are frequently given to patients in
open view of other patients using the bathroom. Cubicle curtains required by Pennsylvania State regula-

tions to ensure privacy around beds, are absent in
some areas of the hospital. 3
Sleeping accomodations for Kane residents are
equally poor. Forty-six large, 22-bed ward rooms
house almost half of the patients at Kane. Both state
and Federal regulations require that no more than
four persons be housed in one room. 4
The State Department of Labor and Industry
has required Kane Hospital to partition and subdivide these ward areas which are cited in violation of Federal Life Safety Code Standards. The
hospital administration and the County Commissioners have refused to comply with these standards
saying the partitions would limit the mobility
of the patients and restrict the staff efforts to provide
nursing care.
The Department of Labor and Industry has also required Kane Hospital to remove window glass which
could shatter during a fire and substitute safety glass
in many patient areas throughout the hospital. Likewise, four long hallways which connect the infirmary
areas, housing over one-half of the hospital's patients
are cited as being smoke hazards if a fire would occur
(most deaths in nursing home fires result from suffocation due to smoke inhalation). The hospital has
been asked to erect partitions and doors at intervals
along the hallways to provide smoke and fire barriers
in the event of an emergency. The County Commissioners have resisted making these changes for several
years, but due to threats to cut off Federal funds,
have consented to erect the smoke barriers and shatter-proof glass. 5
The ventilation in all areasof Kane Hospital is
poor. Both state and Federal regulations require adequate ventilation. 6 Although Kane Hospital is a modern-looking building, no air-conditioning or fan system bxists at the hospital. The lack of ventilation requires that doors be left open during hot weather,
creating the rodent and pest problem described earlier
in this report.
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So the nurses usually keep the hand bells
and put them out during inspections.
Some areas have taken the clappers out of
the bells and leave them hanging. It's a

Both state and Federal regulations require that a
nurses call and signal system (both emergency and
routine) be provided for "each bed. . . each patient
toilet, bath and shower area" 7. State regulations further require all calls "activate a visable signal in the
corridor at the patient's door." 8
An emergency call system connects the bedrooms
at Kane Hospital with the nursing stations, although
no visible signal outside the patient's room is part of
the system. Usually the system is not operating and
the call buttons are placed out of reach of patients.
There is no emergency call system between the toilet,
bath, and shower areasand the nurses stations as required by the government standards. A nurse comments:

farce... 9

Summary
Kane Hospital was not designed to accomodate the
large numbers of disabled and partially disabled people now living and requiring extended care at the hospital. The hospital is in violation of major aspects of
the Federal Life Safety Standards. In addition, the
physical accoMiodation and living environment isinadequate and does not meet state and Federal requirements. Major changes in the physical plant and
accomodations are necessary to bring the hospital in
compliance with the existing regulations and provide
a safe and decent home for extended care patients.

The inspectors once made the hospital
put hand bells in the shower and bathroom areas, but the patients took the
bells and were walking around with them.

Recommendations: Physical Plant
1) The 46 existing 22-person ward rooms should be sub-divided into six semi-private (2 person) rooms or the
equivalent. All other rooms housing more than four persons should be converted to four person rooms asrequired
by government standards.
2) As the above recommendation is implemented, the patient population of Kane Hospital would be reduced
by 25%. This would enable the hospital to comply with government standards without altering the existing
bathing and toilet facilities.
3) Grab bars should be appropriately installed in all bathrooms.
4) Ventilation in the hospital should be improved by the installation of a system of mechanical ventilation engineered to provide adequate air flow.
5) Emergency Call Systems should be installed connecting the nurses' stations with the bathroom and shower
areas. This system should include visible signals located in the hall.
6) Hospital policy should require the Emergency Call System to be operating and in use at all times.
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INADEQUATE MEDICAL SERVICES
Shortage of Doctors

at Kane Hospital have a medical doctor "who prescribes a planned regimen of total patient care. The
patient's total program of care is reviewed during a
visit by the attending physician at least once every 30
days for the first 90 days land thereafter at least once
every 60 days). There must be a written and signed
progress note in the clinical record documenting the
physician's visits." 1 Kane Hospital's by-laws further
define the responsibilities of doctors employed at the
hospital:

Kane Hospital's medical staff is comprised of approximately 15 full-time physicians and 8 part-time
physicians. These physicians havethe major responsibility for providing medical treatment and supervision for the nearly 2,200 patients at the hospital.
For many physicians, Kane Hospital is a last resort
in their career. The nature of the hospital, the nature
of patients' medical problems (chronic - largely geriatric), and the poor reputation of Kane Hospital discourage doctors from practicing there. Doctors who
work at Kane do so often because they cannot practice elsewhere. Three or more of the doctors are not
licensed to practice medicine. Several physicians are
very old and some have physical handicaps that prevent them from working in a general hospital or private practice situation. As with other positions at
Kane Hospital, physicians are often hired on the basis
of their political affiliations and political contacts.
Their jobs are protected by the patronage system regardless of their performance. Six full-time doctors
are given rent-free homes by the county in addition
to their salaries.
Physician caseloads at the hospital are large. In
theTower areas, doctors can have caseloads of 50-100
patients: a 100 patient caseload being the more common. In the Male Infirmary, three doctors are responsible for providing medical services to approximately
450 patients, while in theFemale Ilpfirmary, two physicians are responsible for approximately 450 patients. The part-time physicians cover primarily Convalescent and Rehab-maintenance areas in the Infirmary sections of the hospital. Their caseloads average
100 patients. The present physician caseloads make it
difficult for doctors to provide patients with individualized medical attention.

Patients shall be seen daily. A physician
visit has been defined as the personal appearance of the physician at the patient's
bed, preferably with the attending nurse
at which time and place necessary orders
will be written. 2
It is the exception for the medical staff at the hospital to conscientiously visit patients and evaluate
their medical condition. On many areas of the hospital, doctors are never seen in the patient areas, visiting, talking to or examining patients. In the infirmaries, for example, when physicians are present,
they stay in small offices at the entrance to the infirmaries, far removed from patient areas. If patients
need medical attention, staff on the patients' areas
(usually aides), decide when a patient should be seen
by the doctor and the patient is taken to the dispensary, located next to the doctor's offices. No attempt
is made by the doctors to make rounds and regularly
evaluate patients. It is not uncommon for patients to
have no contact with a physician for a year or longer
while residing in the infirmaries.
On other areas of the hospital, doctors make brief
visits to patient areas. Usually the visits involve the
doctor sitting at the nurses' desk, and reviewing patients' medical status based on information provided
by the nurse or nurses aides. The doctor completes
this review without seeing the patients. Because of
this arrangement, nurses and nurses aides are eva-

Failure Of Doctors To Perform Assigned Duties.
Government regulations require that eachpatient
71
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uating the patients medical needs,deciding what
warrents medical attention, and at times determining
what procedures and medications should be ordered.
The physicians then write this information into the
charts usually without making any independent assessment of the patient's condition. On some areas
doctors' notes and medication orders to be included
in the charts are pre-written by the nurse. The doctor
simply copies the information into the charts. A
nurse on a convalescent area comments:

times until it gets too late for anything to
be done.
Nursing personnel have trouble finding
some doctors and getting them to a floor
for an emergency. .. sometimes they wait
up to three hours for a doctor to look at
the patient and transfer them to the seriously ill floor. No one was really sure
where the doctors were when they
weren't on the floors. Some social workers and hospital personnel commented
that doctors frequently gathered to play
cards, spent time in the doctors' lounge,
their offices, or sleeping rooms that doctors had on one floor of the hospital. One
unlicensed physician who was responsible
for doing histories and examinations on
newly admitted patients had a sculpture
studio and living quarters in the hospital.
He spent most of his time there. And
then there was always the possibility of
doctors not coming into the hospital at
5
all when they were scheduled.

I know more about the patients on the
floor than the doctor. He doesn't know
any of these people. If I didn't do it, nothing would be written on the charts.
I've complained three
times to the
Medical Director about him not visiting
the patients or doing his work. The last
time Burns (Clinical Director) said nothing could be done, because the doctor
had ties with the Commissioners. 3

In some cases, doctors who are present on patient
areas will not cooperate in seeing patients. A social
worker comments on two incidents she witnessed involving the doctor on her area:

An aide discusses the situation on her Convalescent Floor:
I worked on this same area for about 5
months, 5 days a week, Monday through
Friday, 7:30-3:30. The doctor was scheduled to come in three mornings a week,
for three. hours. All I can say about the
doctor is that he just wasn't around very
much. When he was, he usually stayed at
the nurses' desk. I worked on the area
two weeks straight before I saw him. It
seemed like he came in about once a
week for maybe an hour. I guess the
nurse did most of the things he should
have been doing. He wasn't in any way a
part of what happened on my area. 4

A nurse knocked on the doctor's
door. . . said that she wanted to ask him
something. He opened the door and she
apologized for disturbing him. His response was, "Well, what do you want,
you've been bothering me all day." She
said that it concerned him writing a medication order for a seriously ill patient. He
suggested that it wait until Monday. The
nurse was new and didn't know quite
how to respond. She questioned the other
nurse on duty about it. The nurse said
that it couldn't wait. She returned to his
office, knocked on the door, and said
that it couldn't wait. She told him what
medication to order. A medicine woman
who had brought the chart to the front
desk told him that the patient was very
sick. He told her to bring the patient to
his office. She said that the patient could
not be moved. The doctor said no more.
He wrote the order, returned to his office
and locked the door.
Another time at 10 a.m. there were
three patients lined up waiting to be seen
in the dispensary. I knew one of the patients, Mrs. Ella Ludwig. Mrs. Ludwig had

A social worker comments:
The general inaccessibility of doctors
is a problem that most social workers ran
into on their areas. Social workers and
other hospital staff often discussed the
problem of families who wanted to talk
to the doctor, visiting or calling the
hospital for long periods of time trying to
find out something about their mother or
father. It is even difficult for a social
worker to talk to the doctor about a patient or get a doctor to look at a patient.
Often patients get sicker and sicker without the doctor even seeing them, some72
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"Physicians have, to a large degree, shunned the responsibility for personal attention to nursing home patients. . ."
"Nursing Home Care: Failure In Public Policy
U.S. Senate Committee on Aging Report

had so much trouble seeing a doctor as I
do here. I'm fed up and tired of pushing
myself onto the doctor." 6

the toes on her right foot removed because they had become gangrenous. She
had come to Kane following the amputation. I stopped and talked with her for
20 minutes. She told me about the problems she'd been having getting a doctor
to look at her foot.
I left Mrs. Ludwig and went to talk to
the nurse about her. The nurse told me
that when Mrs. Ludwig first came down,
about a month ago, she was up on her
feet and able to get around with a cane.
"But the dressings on her foot weren't
being changed often enough and the foot
became re-infected. A daily change of
dressing was necessary, but it wasn't
being done on her area and she wasn't being brought up to have it done. So we decided to have her moved up to this level,
so she could wheel herself up to the dispensary to have the dressing changed."
At 11:15 Mrs. Ludwig was still waiting. The doctor came out of his office
and as he passed, Mrs. Ludwig called out
to him. He paid no attention to her. On
his way back to his office, she called out
to him again, and asked if he would see
her. Seeing the bandaged foot, he told her
he couldn't help her - that she would
have to see the foot doctor.
The nurse approached Mrs. Ludwig
and told her the foot doctor wouldn't be
in for the rest of the day - they would
try to have somebody go back on her area
in the afternoon and change the dressing.
The nurse told her that she should have
been at the dispensary at 9:30 if she
wanted to be seen by the foot doctor (podiatry clinic is scheduled for five mornings a week, 9-12 noon, in the infirmaies). The doctor was not present and Mrs.
Ludwig became angry. "No one tells me
when I should be here. I had to wheel
myself up. Never before in my life have I

In addition to the serious problem of doctors being inaccessible, there is also a probleni with the
quality of medical care that patients receive from
physicians. One physician had recently retired from a
local university where he taught in a public health
department. A social worker talks about her experience with the doctor:
The doctor had been asked to work with
infirmary social workers to evaluate patients ability to leave the hospital and live
in some capacity in the community. The
doctor was asked to do this after infirmary workers complained to the Director
of Social Services and the Medical Director that the other doctors were unwilling to see patients. The doctor's procedure for evaluating patients was to simply review the patient's chart with the
social worker. He did not visit the patient. I was surprised the first time this
happened. He was looking over the patient's medication sheet and reading off
the medications. I asked what one of the
medications was for. He didn't know. I
asked him about some of the others. He
didn't know. This happened a few times
and another social worker experienced
the same thing. Besides this, the doctor
approved every patient for discharge
without seeing or talking to them - to
evaluate how well a patient could walk,
7
climb stairs, take care of herself, etc.
There are physicians at the hospital whose physical disabilities seriously interfere with their providing

competent medical services to the patients. There are
also physicians whose language difference interferes
with their ability to communicate verbally and in
73
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gical procedures are done at Kane. Patients must be
transferred to general, acute-care hospitals for such
medical care. The 13 specialty clinics are set up to
provide services in the following areas: dental, eye,
ear, nose and throat, dermatology, neurology, orthopedics, podiatry, surgical and physical therapy. The
clinics are staffed by part-time physician consultants
affiliated with hospitals throughout the county. The
hours that the clinics are open vary from clinic to
clinic. According to a hospital clinic schedule, the
dental clinic ii to operate 5 days a week, the eye
clinic 4 days a week, the podiatry clinic 5 days a
week in the mornings. The other clinics operate 1 to
2 half days a week, once every two weeks or once a
month.
Many patients at the hospital do not benefit from
the services of the specialty clinics. The full-time medical staff assigned to individual patient areas is
charged with monitoring patients' medical condition,
and determining when a patient should be evaluated
in a clinic. Since many doctors fail to do this, patients
who require specialty care in the clinics often do not
receive it. A social worker comments:

writing with patients and staff. A physician, described
earlier in this section, was 84 years old. His eyesight
and hearing were so bad that it was difficult for him
to read charts and converse with patients and staff.
This, coupled with his general unwillingness to see patients, meant that medical services provided to
patients assigned to his area were grossly inadequate.
Staff and patients were aware of his limitations. A
patient describes an examination that this doctor gave
her after she fell and hurt her leg:
I was taken to the dispensary. The doctor
came in and looked at me; moved up
close to my face, motioned the nurse over
and asked her what was on my nose. The
nurse told him there was a small sore. He
had her put methialate on it. I told him
about my leg. He told me it would be
fine, and left the room. I had the sore on
my nose because my glasses fit too tight.
It didn't have anything to do with my leg
hurting. 8
Doctors' failure to carry out their professional responsibilities has serious consequences for the patients. The limited medical care that patients do receive is frequently incomplete and of poor quality.
Patients with emergency medical problems do not receive any medical attention at all. Less acute medical
problems go untreated or are mistreated, resulting in
physical deterioration of patients that becomes irreversible. The lack of physician responsibility and
supervision in the area of prescribing medication
permits patients to be over-medicated or to be given
medication for extended periods of time unnecessarily.
Neglect of patients' medical needs by staff physicians is wide-spread. The County Commissioners and
the hospital administration are aware of the situation
and yet, serious efforts to improve the quality of
medical care, are not undertaken. Doctors, clearly incapable of and unwilling to give medical attention to
patients are permitted to work year after year at
Kane.

A woman in the infirmary had a hearing
aide when she came into the hospital.
Over a six month period, her hearing got
worse and worse. It got to the point
where it was difficult for her to talk to
anybody. The staff on her area was aware
of the problem. Nothing was done for
her. The situation existed for at least a
year and a half. She eventually left the
hospital to go to a church home. There
were a number of patients that I enomuntered whose poor hearing made it difficult, if not impossible, for them to communicate with other people. No efforts
were made to get these people to a clinic
to see if they could be helped.9

Even when the staff is aware of a problem, the patient is not always referred to aclinic. Sometimes it is
not until a patient's condition has progressed to a
critical stage, that they are refered.
When a clinic physician diagnoses a condition and
prescribes treatments, the responsibility for monitoring the patient and administering the treatment returns to the doctor and nursing staff on the patient's
area. Because of the lack of medical supervision on
patient areas, the ability of staff to adequately follow-up on the clinic physician's recommendations to

Specialty Clinics
Kane Hospital operates 13 specialty clinics to provide diagnostic and some direct care to patients.
However the clinics are equipped to do only a limited
number of diagnostic tests and procedures. No sur74
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"John J. Kane Hospital is nationally recognized as one of the most
advanced hospitals in the United States today for the care of the
chronically ill and aging. . ."
"Kane Hospital Cares" Brochure
Allegheny County Bureau of Public Information

hensive medical services offered to patients, yet in
actuality the patients are receiving only limited
services. The specialty clinics cannot operate effectively unless the full-time medical staff ensures that
patients are given regular and competent medical
attention. The hospital administration must supervise
the medical staffs' performance and take action
against physicians who do not perform their duties.
The hospital administration must also monitor the
operations of the specialty clinics to ensure that all
patients receive the treatment they need without long
delays.

ensure the patients' improvement, is limited.
Long waits are another problem encountered by
patients who are referred to clinics. At some clinics
patients must wait months to be seen. Also transportation to and from the clinics is a problem. The
escort staff at the hospital is not large enough to
cover the needs of all the nursing areas in the hospital. The nurses aides on the patient's area become responsible for moving patients the long distances to
specialty clinics.
Summary
Kane Hospital's literature discusses the compre-

Recommendations: Inadequate Medical Services
1) Physicians should be recruited, hired and reappointed to the staff on the basis of their ability and willingness
to deliver competent medical services to patients, and not on the basis of their involvement in the County Commissioners' patronage system.
2) All doctors employed at Kane Hospital should be licensed; be able to speak, read and write English; and have
no disabilities that would interfere with the responsible practice of medicine.
3) The number of full-time doctors employed at the hospital should be increased from 15 to 30. Special attention should be given to recruiting and hiring doctors who have medical expertise in the field of geriatrics, rehabilitation, and chronic diseases. Doctors' salary levels must be increased.
4) The hospital should explore the possibility of developing a program in conjunction with medical schools to
involve interns and residents at Kane Hospital.
5) The Medical Director of the hospital should more closely supervise doctors to ensure that patients receive
needed and competent medical care. When the director finds that a doctor is not performing his professional
responsibilities as defined by ECF regulations and hospital by-laws, the director should have the authority to take
immediate steps to correct the situation.
6) The part-time staff and the hours available in the specialty clinics should be increased to meet the needs of hospital patients.
75
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FAILURE OF ULTILIZATION REVIEW PROCEDURES
The Purpose of Utilization Review

monthly or once every three months, depending on
how long the patient has been hospitalized. These reviews are to be conducted by a physician, other than
the doctor directly responsible for a patient's care. In
this way, monthly evaluations by a second physician
are to serve as a check to ensure that a patient is receiving all appropriate and necessary hospital services,
and to verify the level of care a patient requires. Patients can receive three levels of care: skilled, intermediate and custodial. The amount of Medicare-Medicaid reimbursement Kane Hospital receives depends
on the level of care patients require. Earlier in this report Kane Hospital's practice of falsely declaring patients to be in need of skilled nursing care in order to
increase this reimbursement was documented. Doctors assigned utilization review responsibilities are not
making an independent assessment of each patient's
needs and are falsely redeclaring patients to be in
need of skilled and intermediate care. A social worker
comments:

Federal Medicare-Medicaid regulations require that
long term care facilities maintain a UtilizationReview
Program. The purpose of the program is to ensure 1)
"high quality patient care" and 2) "effective and appropriate use of an extended care facility's services by
patients and staff".1
The UtilizationReview regulations were designed to
reduce Medicare-Medicaid costs and increase hospital
efficiency. To meet these regulations, a written utilization review plan is submitted for Federal approval.
Kane Hospital's medical staff by-laws describe their
utilization review plan. The fifteen full-time physicians at Kane have the major responsibility for carrying out the UtilizationReview program for 2,200 patients. The goals of Kane'svstilizationReview Plan are
1) "to verify each patients need for admission, 2)
provide prompt, efficient, high quality patient care,
3) provide prompt discharge when patients have
reached maximum benefits of the hospital and 4) to
study patterns of care at the hospital through the establishment of an educational program." 2
Federal regulations establish two ways that utilization review objectives must be met: " 1) the review
on a sample basis of admissions, lengths of stay and
professional services furnished and 2) the review of
each case of extended duration (30 days or more)". 3
This means that a percentage of all patients who enter
the hospital and all "long-term" patients must be reviewed. The Utilization Review program at Kane Hospital is not functioning to achieve the objectives defined in the Federal regulations or in its own medical
staff by-laws.

I noticed that on all of the patients'
charts I looked at, there was a utilization
review form in the front. It was to be filled out each month by a physician. But
the form was drawn up in such a way that
it didn't require the signature of the physician, only a code number. I was angry
and upset that patients who needed medical attention were not being seen by the
doctor. Doctors were seldom seen on the
floors. I wondered how the utilization
forms were being filled out. I learned
from an infirmary nurse that the nurses
simply write in the doctors' code numbers on the forms and there is no functioning review procedure. 4

Doctor's Failure To Review Patients
The Utilization Review Cormmittee is also responsible for ensuring that every patient at Kane Hospital
receives a complete annual examination. They are
failing to do this. "Each patient still remaining in the

The medical staff of the hospital is responsible for
regularly reviewing every patient who has resided at
Kane a month or longer. This review should occur
77
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vors or special treatment. When I first
came to the hospital, social workers
talked about the political interference
they encountered in their cases, and the
fact that there was nothing that could be
done - it was just part of working at
Kane. In my contacts with patients and
families, references were made over and
over again to the political contacts that
were used to get themselves or their relatives into Kane. I can remember the
daughter of a patient who was concerned
about her mother not receiving enough
medical attention. She told me that she
was afraid of saying anything because it
was through a Commissioner that her
mother got into Kane. . . that if she
caused any trouble they might force her
8
mother to leave.

hospital on the anniversary date of his admission is
examined by the staff physician, and appropriate laboratory studies and annual chest X-rays are completed. This data is available to the Utilization Cowmittee and administration for study and any action
necessary." S Patients are not receiving, even once a
year, thorough physical exams. Although most patients' charts indicate that lab work and chest X-rays
are done yearly, these procedures are meaningless if
physicians fail to evaluate them. A social worker describes the situation:
All patients, particularly those in infirmaries and convalescent areas, complained about not having contact with a
doctor. Of those that did, it meant that
they were usually brought up to the nurse's desk or a dispensary and talked to
about what was wrong with them. I never
saw a patient given what would be considered a physical examination. 6

In January 1973, The Director of Social Services'
responsibilities were increased to include directing the
Admissions Department. The role of politics in admissions has not been significantly changed. The four
investigators still remain in their positions.
The Utilization Review Committee should not permit the admission and discharge of patients to be controlled or influenced by politics. Admission and discharge decisions should be based solely on medical
need. Discriminatory admission practices allowing
persons with political connections to by-pass theAdmissions Department waiting list should not be permitted. This practice denies persons without political
influence and in extreme need of care, admission to
Kane Hospital. By condoning these practices doctors
on the Utilization Committee are failing to exercise
their responsibility to ensure appropriate useof the
hospital's services. The Commissioners and other
County and state politicians who usetheir power to
arrange for older residents to be admitted and confined at Kane Hospital are blocking the "effective and
appropriate useof an extended care facility". 9

Politics In Admission And Discharge
A third important function of the Utilization Review Committee is to ensure that the hospital's services are being appropriately used. The Utilization
Review Committee hasthe responsibility of ensuring
that only patients who require institutional care
are admitted. The U.R. Committee is failing to do
this. Political patronage plays a large part in the admission and discharge of patients to Kane Hospital.
The positions in the Admissions Department are political positions. The Director of Social Services at the
hospital made the following statement in a closed
staff meeting concerning the admissions personnel:
The four investigators who arrange admissions came into their positions because they were elected Constables and
continue to be Constables. The County
Commissioners have traditionally gotten
political mileage out of this set-up, in that
through their intervention, they have succeded in effecting admission for oonstituents' relatives.7

Failure To Assure Discharge Planning
Kane's Utilization Review Program requires physiciansto "ensure that rehabilitation and treatment resources are adequately applied to ensure a smooth
flow of patients through the three areasof the hospital (Admissions, Rehabilitation and Infirmary),
Discharge
with the ultimate goal of discharge."
statistics show the serious failure of the Utilization
Committee to ensure this process - lessthan 200 pa-

A social worker comments on politics in the Admissions Department:

It doesn't take long to find out that politics is used to get things done - to get fa78
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tients leave the hospital while 1,000 patients die there
each year. The lack of living accomodations in the
community to which Kane residents can return is an
acknowledged problem. However, the failure of the
hospital to provide adequate medical care, to rehabilitate patients, and plan for patients' return to the
community is so serious that increased discharge of
patients could not occur even if more community resources existed. A social worker comments on the
lack of discharge planning:

Kane Hospital receives about 7 million dollars in
Medicare-Medicaid reimbursements for its patients.
Kane receives this money as long as patients are institutionalized. The more disabled a patient is, the
higher the reimbursement. There is no incentive for
the hospital to work on improving patients' physical
conditions or to try to make it possible for patients
to leave the hospital.

The problem of doctors not visiting patients and evaluating their conditions was
discussed often by social workers. . . It
was a situation that existed in varying degrees of severity all over the hospital. . .
On my area the doctor didn't visit the patients. Another social worker and myself
made requests for him to look at patients
not only so discharge plans could be
made, but also to enable patients to get
medical attention. He refused our requests. The Director of the Social Service
Department was aware and acknowledged
the problem. He presented the problem
several times to the Medical Director of
the hospital. Some social workers approached the Medical Director to report
specific cases of doctors refusing to evaluate patients' medical condition. No real
changes were made to improve the situation. 10

The objectives of utilization review, as defined by
Federal regulations, are not being accomplished at
Kane Hospital. Kane Hospital'sUtilizationReview Plan
exists in writing only. Over-institutionalization of
older persons in Allegheny County, negligent patient
care and inefficient use of Kane's facilities are the result. The falsifying of Utilization Review reports by
the medical staff and other hospital personnel coversup the problems. In addition, the Federal and state
governments are not properly regulating the hospital
to ensure that utilization review operates effectively.

Summary

Recommendations: Utilization Review
1) At least 25% of the Utilization Review functions should be performed by doctors unaffiliated with Kane
Hospital or Allegheny County agencies. These doctors should be paid for their services. Doctors trained in geriatrics or rehabilitation should be recruited for this work.
2) The Utilization Review Committee should function to (a) evaluate and ensure high quality patient care, (b) discourage medically unwarranted political admissions and extended hospital stays and (c) ensure monthly doctor
visits and evaluations of every patient.
3) The appropriate government agency should make an annual evaluation of Kane Hospital's Utilization Review
Plan. The evaluation should involve assessing the quality of care, determining the extent of under or over utilization by the hospital, identifying fraud, and educating the administration and staff in the appropriate use of
publicly funded health care programs. When the inspecting agency finds that the Utilization Review Plan is not
functioning properly, it should require that the Plan be properly implemented. If the hospital fails to comply,
action should be taken to remove the hospital's certification.
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FAILURE OF GRIEVANCE AND COMPLAINT PROCEDURES
The administration of Kane Hospital does not respond constructively to grievances and complaints.
Patients, families of patients, and hospital employees
are disturbed and concerned about the conditions at
Kane Hospital. There is a consistent pattern of suggestions, complaints and criticisims that are strongly
discouraged by the hospital administration. The indifference, defensiveness, and caution with which
other staff at Kane Hospital react to complaints isthe
result of the way the administrative and executive
heads of the hospital deal with complaints about hospital conditions. In different ways, patients, patients'
families, and staff are threatened with reprisals when
they question conditions at the hospital.
The staff at Kane Hospital who report instances of
poor care are viewed unfavorably by the administration, and discouraged from voicing their concerns.
Due to the political nature of Kane Hospital, many
employees receive their jobs with the aid of friends
involved in the political party machinery in Allegheny
County. Criticism of the hospital is viewed asa threat
to the County Commissionera and their policies.
Many employees feel they risk alienating their friends
and losing their jobs by bringing criticism to the hospital administration. One result of this is supervisory
personnel are often powerless because they are given
no support from the hospital administration. A social
worker comments:

agreed that a physchiatrist would evaluate her to see if she should be cornmited to a mental hospital.
The nurse at different times, had
talked to me about the staff-on her area,
saying that some of the staff were difficult to work with - talked and acted insensitively to the patients - particularly
the staff persons who had been involved
in this incident. I asked her why she had
not talked to the nursing director about
the way some of the staff treated the
patients.
She told me that when she came to
Kane she was shocked by the poor
nursing care, "At other jobs I had worked
at, there was a lot of discipline and we
weren't permitted to get away with the
things that they do here. So when I came
to Kane I was concerned and pushed
the staff to give the kind of nursing care
that I considered good. But I found out
that my efforts weren't appreciated. I
was considered too demanding and hard
to work with. They told me that they
were having trouble assigning people
to work on my area. I was told to ease
up. I've learned now to keep my mouth
shut about what goes on here. If I said
anything about the way patients are
treated, they wouldn't do anything.
And those people on my area (staff)
would find out and it would make things
more difficult for me. Things are bad
enough as it is. I don't want any more
problems. I don't have too much longer
and I need to stay here till I can get my
pension." 1

A nurse was asked to go to the Director of Nursing's office to discuss a series
of incidents that had taken place between a patient and the aides and housekeeper on her area. The Director of Nursing decided to meet her after the patient
had made two visits to his office and had
met with other hospital administrative
personnel. I spoke to the nurse following
her conversation with the Director of
Nursing. What was decided was the patient was possibly disturbed. It was

In some cases staff who attempt to resolve complaints are heavily criticized and threatened with dismissal by the hospital administration; while the people who the complaint concerns are defended. There
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before the County Commissioners were
running for re-election (1972). A few social workers were asked to direct the
Election Bureau people to different
pans of the hospital. I accompanied an
older man to the male infirmary. I stayed
with him while he talked to patients to
see if they needed help in voting. After
he talked to a few patients, I began to
realize that he was signing up all the patients as needing help in voting. He presented it to the patients as if he was
doing them a favor.
He approached a man who was much
younger than most of the patients - who
walked all over the hospital delivering
newspapers, and had no physical handicaps. The man from the Election Bureau
wanted him to have assistance when he
voted. I interrupted and said I didn't
understand why the man couldn't vote
by himself. He asked me if I was questioning his honesty, and told me that we
would have to go upstairs and talk to the
woman in charge. As we were leaving,
an aide who overheard our conversation
came up to me and told me that I had
every right to say what I did. She said,
"I've been working a long time at the hospital and I've seen some very funny
things. These people (from the Election
Bureau) come in and just take it for
granted that because some of the patients are old and are in wheelchairs,
that they're not capable of thinking.
They take advantage of them."
We went upstairs and the man told the
woman in charge that I was questioning
his honesty. I tried to explain what
happened and asked what criteria they
used in determining who needed help
in voting. She became angry and told
me that I was dismissed.
I discussed the incident with another
social worker, and we called the Election
Bureau office and spoke to the director.
He said that if a person was capable of
marking an X on the ballot, they did not
require assistance - that they did not
even have to be able to write. I returned
to talk to the woman in charge. By this
time a number of people had been told
what happened and were hostile to me.
The woman in charge said that I was just
trying to make things difficult for them,
They were considering not even signing
up patients to vote, and that would mean

isoftentimes no effort made to investigate the complaint to determine if it islegitimate. A social worker
comments:

A social worker was sitting in her office in the infirmary and overheard an argument in the hallway. She went out to
seewhat was going on. There were two
women and the infirmary nursing supervisor talking. They were discussing
their mother, who a few days before had
died. The social worker approached the
women. They talked about an aide on
her area who they thought did not like
their mother - and thought she had
possibly done' something to cause her
death. They reported that things had
been stolen from their mother - they
thought that the aide was responsible.
The social worker stated that other
patients had similar complaints about the
same aide and that the matter ought
to be looked into. The nursing supervisor
said that she knew nothing about the aide
that would support their accusations.
The women asked to be taken to the Nursing Director's office. The nursing supervisor tried to discourage them. The social
worker agreed to direct them to the Nursing Director's office. A heated exchange
between the daughters and the Nursing
Director and Co-director followed. The
daughters left the office and the social
worker was told to stay.
The director and his assistant took
the social worker into their office and
questioned her about what she did. She
tried to explain the situation with the
aide, and that other patients were having
difficulty with the aide. They told her
that she had been wrong in saying anything - that her loyalty to the institution
was in question and told her that she
faced losing her job for what she had
done. 2
This kind of action against staff members who are
concerned about hospital conditions and the way patients are treated, is intimidating and effectively
silences personnel who have no alternative to working
at Kane Hospital. A social worker describes a similar
situation concerning voter registration at the hospital:
A team of people from the Election
Bureau came to Kane Hospital to register patients to vote. It was a few months
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that I was responsible for "disenfran.chising the patients at Kane Hospital." I
tried to explain that I thought the patients had the right to vote like everyone else - that it didn't seem fair to have
another person vote for the patients when
they were able to do it themselves. I
wasn't accusing the Election Bureau people of being dishonest - I was questioning only one man's method of registering
patients.
She said that because the patients were
old and handicapped, they needed to be
assisted. I conveyed the information the
Director of the Election Bureau had given
us. The aide who earlier had supported
me, went to the woman in charge to verify my story and defend me. Later I met
with the Director of Social Service. He
told me that he didn't believe that anything like that had ever happened in the
history of patients voting at the hospital.
I told him that I saw it with my own eyes
and there was an aide who also witnessed
it. He told me that I could carry it further
if I wanted to, but that I was "risking
3
my job" if I did. I did nothing more.

trained to do them. The supervisor
said, "Are you going to let her lay there
like that with no dessings? You know
how to do them." She and the nurse left.
Debbie and I were stuck. We couldn't
complain to the nurse or the supervisor. We would have to go higher and
we were afraid to and didn't .
Another time I reported some aides
to the charge nurse for not giving a patient lunch becuase she had "green diarreha" and they didn't want to clean it
up anymore. The next time I was on that
area the aides made a dramatic thing
out of asking each other if "everyone
had a tray?" The nurse had told them
who had complained. Nurses aides are
discouraged from complaining about
other aides, or abuses or poor medical
care. When an aide was known to have
turned someone in they would be pointed
out to everyone else in the lunchroom
to make sure everyone knew to be careful around them.4
If threats of dismissal fail to silence staff members
who are demanding changes in hospital conditions,
outspoken employees are dismissed. Dr. Paul Soster, a
dentist at Kane for five years discovered that the Director of the Dental Clinic at Kane Hospital, Dr. Edward Sebastian, was failing to come to work when
scheduled. The Dental Clinic records were being falsified to conceal his absence. Soster further alleged that
Sebastian was stealing dental equipment and supplies
from Kane Hospital to use in his own private practice.
Dr. Soster's statements were supported by other hospital personnel. Soster attempted to have the situation investigated first by the hospital administration
and then by the County Commissioners. When they
refused to investigate the situation, Dr. Soster went
to outside agencies and the Pittsburgh Press. The following article appeared in the Pittsburgh Press on
July 30, 1973.

An aide discusses the lack of any effective channels for resolving grievances within the hospital:

c:

Aides do not have any workable procedure for grievances or complaints. It
doesn't do any good to complain to
a nurse or supervisor. On my permanent
floor we had several patients with staph
infection. One of the patients had bad
bedsores on her buttocks. The nurse on
the floor told me and other aides to do
the dressings by putting wadded up 4x4
gauze in the sores. When the nurse did it
for the doctor's visit, she padded the bedsores with thin strips of medicated gauze.
Anyway, we didn't like doing the dressings because we weren't supposed to and
were afraid of getting the staph infection.
One day Debbie and I were doing the
patients in the sick room when the supervisor and nurse dame in. The patient with
the staph sores was laying on her stomach
waiting for the bedsores to be dressed.
Debbie and I had decided to try and get
someone who was trained to do them.
The nurse asked Debbie who was near the
bed, why she wasn't doing them. Debbie
said she only had one stripe and wasn't

Dr. Soster was fired effective August 1, 1973. No reason for his dismissal was given. Dr. Sebastian (a personal friend and contributor to the Staisey-Forrester
campaign) 5 remains the head of the dental clinic.
Families encounter many of the same obstacles
and frustrations that hospital personnel find when
they try to improve conditions at the hospital. As
with staff criticism, family members are discouraged
and embarrassed. Responsibility for a particular in82
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'Coverup' Tied To Kane Firing
A dentist who accused Kane Soster. woh worked two half- During an interview in the
Hospital of having its own days a week at the hospital, clinic at which Deverson was
and found them unsubstanti. present, Mrs. Wylie said Sebastian was marked present
Watergate coverup" has been ated.
when he was absent from May
Burns added:
fired from his $7,368 part-time
"t was shown a letter writ- 7, 1968to Nov. 12, 1969.
job at the hospital.
St addrs hspre
The dismissal came in a ten by Dr. Seater claiming
She said during this period
letter from county personnel Kane Hospital had its own
and he had he shouldhave heentn the
secretary George D. Braun to Watergatea coverup
state official that clinic 224times but that he was
notified
Dr. Paul Soster of Monroe- the Kane Hospital dental was absent 124times.
At the time, she quoted Senot being required work."
villa,
Braun gave Soater no reason
Burns s a I d Sosters con- bastian as saying:
for the dismissal Friday, howThese (log) hooks are all
ever, hospital director Dr. duct "Is not the approved ScEdward R. Deverson said he tion of a professional man but fairy tales. Just call me in.
had requested Soster's firing the action or a bitter man They won't know. They led me
after he had made charges trying to involve the admin- to believe this was a political
against Dr. Edward H. Sebas- Istration of this hospital in a job and that if they wanted me
out, I'd be out."
tian, h e ad of the hospital personal quarrel."
on
She saidtalked
that about
Sebastian
clinic.
having
Deverson said that there occasion
clinic.
were discrepancies in the lunch with a county commisCharged 2nd Source
Soster charged, that Sebas- charges m a d e by Soster tioner, adding:
'Assumed Stalsey'
tian, who has a private prac. against Sebastian and that the
* assumed he meant (Leontice in McKees Rocks and "lashing out" against the.
.
Scott Twp., was paid on nutr- other dentist could be related ard C.) Siaisey. He made den.
erous days when he did not to his failure to receive a pay tal work for Stainey."
Mrs. Wyliewasemployed in*raise.
work in the hospital clinic.
PurIey
The director cited a May 31. tersi.teWtly at the hodspial as
Sebastian, who works three
half days a week at the hoas- letter from Soster to the hos- an aide from July 3, 1961Her
employment dated from
in opera:
which latest
administration
ripital
pital at a salary of $13440 a he
4
ue1619
the ciinic's
praised
Publi- hear
d
Ae
year, denied Sostern charges tion by Sebastian and himself.
adtm
taxessal,
nfest 'his
'No Merit Raise'
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sent letters again to Thornand a reporter.f irom The,
iag the state'
burgh, Mrs. Wohigemuth and
Press.
held ht ,r e
IPeirce,
6meti
finance ot
mmenting
Soster has asked State Wel.. In tle same letter, Soster i
Cor
zens
It seems Incongruous and
fare Secretary Helene Wohl- said he had not received a
Education
gemuth and U.S. Atty. Rich- nierit raise although he was in Ironic that I should be the one
Hearin
dismissed for Dr. Sebastian's
ard Thornburgh to investigate his fifth year at the hospital.
a. ms.in
Deverson also pointed to a absenteeism. This is not to say
his charges.
not understand the -. Motor Lo
He also has'repeated his statement made by Mrs. Nan- that I d6reprisal
T
system."
political
repeated his cv Wylie of Bridgeville, who
c ashargessinlett
Tec
chagesinrs o te treehad worked in the clinic and
by Gee.
Deverson said that Scaler
cos t n I y commisnioners, the, acheosadethe allegation she
come up
had been sending out "intemNAACP and Clerk of .Courts had marked Sebastian present
persat letters like handbills,"- dationsI
wehewsntateho.
'Robert N. Peirce.
io in I
adding:
The dismissal of Soster, who pital.
'We feel his allegations don't ings her
has been employed at the hose Mrs. Wylie, who has repital since September, 1968. signed from the hospital efec. hold waler. We could not docu- school is
The fi
was recommended to Dever- tive Aug. 1,made charges con- ment any of his charges. He
son by Dr. Hugh .J. Burns, cerning Sebastian's attendance also took out hospital records currently
the
state
marks
on
them
at the hospital during a 13- and made
clinical director.
which could have been altera. tIn ca
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Found No Support
Burns said he had In- an employe at the clinic, Dev- . This was grounds enough adopt fu
also has
for his dismissal."
vesigated t he charges of erson said.
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up" many times by the staff. I was told
"she made herself like this, she could
walk if she wanted to - she could when
she came onto the floor." "Don't feed
her, she can do it herself." So tray after
tray sat in front of her and was taken
away untouched. She begged us not to
bring the trays in. Eventually we-got orders to feed her, so we did. Some of the
aides fed her quickly with giant spoonfuls. When she began choking, they would
take the tray away, and tell her she was
done. When her decubiti got really bad,
she was put on a circo lectric bed. She was
afraid of the bed - afraid of her catheter
being pulled out, of slipping, of getting
her feet hurt and of getting hit on the
head when we put her onto the litter.
Some of the aides would play with the
buttons on the bed when she was being
turned. Make it rock. Put her head
lower, keep her upright for a while so,
"she wouldn't forget how to stand up."
She was afraid of baths. She was stiff and
uncomfortable in the tub. She yelled
about it. Some of the aides teased her and
poured water in her face. When she was
put back in bed after the bath, she was
thrown in roughly. She died on my day
off. When I came in the aides talked
about how the floor would be much
easier, because a walking patient had
been sent in her place. 7

cident is transferred to other people and the family
isgiven the run-around. A social worker comments:
Mrs. Nesbaum brought her mother
in nightgowns, robes, underwear, and
other clothing when her mother first
went into the hospital. She said that
many of the things were missing after
a few days. She continued to bring things
in, and they continued to be missing.
Mrs. Nesbaum said she spent a "fortune"
the six weeks her mother was in the hospital trying to keep her in decent clothes.
(Her mother died at Kane.) "Every time
I found something of my mother's
missing I would go to the nurse and report it. But she'd just tell me that she
didn't know anything about the clothes that the night staff was probably responsible. Mrs. Nesbaum said she got tired of
complaining, "because nobody seemed
interested in doing anything about the
stealing." In addition to her clothes,
her mother lost an expensive set of dentures. Mrs. Nesbaum questioned the staff
about it and was told that they probably
got caught in the linens and sent to the
6
laundry, where they couldn't be found.
When families take complaints to a supervisory
level, supervisors often minimize or dismiss them,
saying the patient is "confused" or "too demanding".
Families are also told if they are unhappy with the
care that a relative is receiving, they should make arrangements to take their relative home.
Patients at Kane Hospital are the victims of inadequate care and mistreatment; often they are powerless and cannot do anything about it. Most patients
must accept the mistreatment they get. Some are not
able to explain how they are being treated; some are
afraid of the consequences of talking about it. Many
patients have no one who regularly visits them to
check on the care they receive. Patients who demand
the care they need are resented. Patients who request
better care are sometimes subjected to harrassment
and abuse. An aide comments:

Out-spoken patients, not intimidated by the threat
of mistreatment, sometimes face transfer to another
area in the hospital. In some casesthey are labeled
"disturbed" and undergo an evaluation by a psychiatrist. A social worker comments:
Mrs. Carrie Knight was a patient on the
blind floor. A young woman who visited
Mrs. Knight came to me and asked if
it was possible that Mrs. Knight had been
seen by a psychiatrist. I told her that it
was. I had other conversations with Mrs.
Knight's friend about some problems Mrs.
Knight had been having on her area. The
friend characterized her as a strongminded woman, very clear mentally and
outspoken about the way she and other
patients on her area were being treated.
Mrs. Knight told her that a man had come
to talk with her. She suspected that. he
was a psychiatrist. She had asked the
nurse if he was a psychiatrist and the

Dorthy had Parkinson's Disease and
diabetes. She said she couldn't move any
part of her body except her mouth and
eyelids. She was the most demanding
patient on the floor. She would always
ask for things she needed. She was
screamed at, slapped, and told to "shut84
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are at a desk that is separate from the nursing areas.
A social worker tells of one patient's treatment:

nurse told her he was just a doctor. I
told her friend that I would discuss it
with Mrs. Knight and the nurse. The
nurse told me that Mrs. Knight demanded
too much attention - that she had the
impression she was somehow special
and should be catered to. She said that
Mrs. Knight resisted leaving her room
and going to the solarium for her meals.
A phsyciatric consult had been ordered
by the doctor on her area. The evaluation reads asfollows:

A patient, Mrs. Laughlin, on a back area
of the infirmary, told me about an incident of mistreatment that she saw in
the bathroom on her area. The geri-chair
patients were being "pottied" after lunch.
The aides brought in a patient in a gerichair They pushed her over to the toilet
stall, pulled out the tray on the chair,
stood her up and told her to get on the
toilet. Mrs. Laughlin said the woman
wasn't very strong, and tried to tell the
aides the woman needed help. The patient slumped to the floor on her knees.
An aide slapped her and insulted her. The
woman yelled. The aide told her to "shutup" After this happened, Mrs. Laughlin
told an RN who came back to her area
what she had seen. The aide still works on
her area. She said that as a result of what

"Reason for requesting consult: Patient
refused to leave bed. This 83 year old
female has many physical complaints including headaches and dizziness. She is
said to be extremely negativistic and relatively un cooperative. She has cataract
surgery but remains "legally blind". Mental status revealed an elderly woman in
no acute distress. . . She was oriented in
all spheres. . . Relatively little memory
impairment. . . There was minimal
paranoid ideation and depression. Would
suggest she be pushed to comply with
ward regulations. If this is unsuccessful
would feel this patient is commitable."

she told the nurse, the aides won't let her

into the bathroom after lunch and she
must wait one to two hours before they
will let her into the bathroom. She's
afraid of other things the aides might do
to her. 9

The nurse told me that they could not
deal with her any more, and that she was
being transfered from the blind floor to
an infirmary area. I then spoke to Mrs.
Knight. She said that it was true that she
resisted going to some of her meals. She
said that she was afraid to walk when she
was dizzy - she was afraid she'd fall and
break her hip and die. She told me a story
of a woman on her area who fell and
broke her hip when she was walking to
the dining room. "Nobody cared she
died. It was just another one gone and
another bed freed. I'm afraid of walking
when I don't feel good. I've asked for
help but I don't get its-8

Summary
The lack of a grievance system for employees results in a low level of morale among hospital staff.
Healthy employee morale is vital to the provision
of quality care in a hospital. Without effective,
organized channels for grievances, employees' ideas
and complaints, cannot receive fair and complete
attention. The patients at Kane suffer directly from
the low employee morale. The quality of the care
they receive depends on the state of mind of the
people delivering the care. The rehabilitative care
Kane claims to provide requires time, understanding,
patience and encouragement from staff.
These qualities are impossible under the current working conditions at Kane. It is almost impossible for employees to express simple kindness
to patients. Therefore, patients havea double problem. They are the recipients of the effects of low
employee morale and at the sametime are also denied
an effective, protected grievance system of their
own. Patients and their families haveno channels
through which to make complaints and suggestions.
They are trapped by the sameadministrative and
government policies that control the employees
of Kane.

Some patients try to get relief from a bad situation
on their area by reporting mistreatment to a nurse or
nursing supervisor outside their area. At times nurses
handle patient complaints by approaching the staff
person who the complaint is against. This can leave
the patient in a vulnerable position. When the nurse
leaves, the patient is frequently faced with reprisals
from the staff members. In the two infirmaries, there
are 1-3 nurses each shift for 288 patients. The nurses
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Recommendations: Grievances and Complaints
1) There must be a formal mechanism for the expression of and resolution of patient, family, and employee
grievances within the hospital. A clear grievance procedure should be established.
2) Persons initiating the grievance procedure should be protected. This can only be accomplished by removing
the hospital from the patronage system and control of the County Commissioners.
3) The grievance committee should be regularly elected by patients, employees and families. One-third of the
members of the committee should be unaffiliated with the hospital.
4) Three full-time advocates should be paid by the hospital to bring patient and family grievances before the
grievance committee. The advocates must not be employees of the hospital. The hospital may contract for the
services of advocates with a local welfare rights or patients' rights organization.
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INSPECTION AND REGULATION OF KANE HOSPITAL:
A FAILURE IN STATE AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
At this time, Kane Hospital is in violation of
over 80 parts of the state and Federal regulations.
Some of these violations areimminent threats to the
health and safety of hospital patients and employees
(poor handling of infectious disease,shortage of
linen, lack of essential personnel, poor handling of
oxygen). The inspection agencies have failed to act
decisively even in these situations. They are inept
and disorganized in fulfilling these duties.
The inspection agencies give Kane Hospital advanced notice (usually two weeks or longer) before
any inspection. This allows sufficient time for the
hospital to clean up and prepare for the inspectors.
In many instances, inspecting agencies are not
required to give advanced notice to facilities being
inspected. Unannounced inspections can be used to
ensure that inspectors see the regular day-to-day functioning of the facility. Complete and unannounced inspections of Kane Hospital would make it more difficult for the County Commissioners and the hospital
administration to cover up the hospital's inadequacies. The regulatory agencies are beholden to the
political system of which they are a part. They must
respond to the pressure from the County Commissioners and the county political machinery. The regulatory agencies in unison with the County Commissioners maintain the status quo at Kane Hospital,
while minimizing public disclosures of the inadequate
care and inhuman conditions there.

Kane Hospital is required to comply with United
States Department of Health, Education and Welfare
regulations, Pennsylvania Welfare standards and national and local Fire Safety Codes. Federal and
state agencies are responsible for insuring that the
hospital is in compliance with these regulations.
'They fail to fulfill this responsibility. Complete
inspections do not occur. Kane is not cited for all
violations of the regulations and forced to follow
the law.
In addition, many areasof the existing government regulations are weak, ambiguous and difficult
to enforce. The Report of the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Long Term Care, entitled, "Nursing Homes in the United States: Failure in Public
Policy", describes the "enforcement farce":
Despite the sizable commitment of
Federal funds, H.E.W. has been reluctant
to issue forthright standards to provide
patients with minimum protection. . .
Most leading authorities concluded at the
subcommittee hearings that the new
standards are so vague asto defy enforcement.
There is no direct Federal enforcement
of these and previous Federal standards.
Enforcement is left almost entirely to
the states. . . the enforcement system has
been characterized as scandalous, ineffective and in some cases non-existent.1
The Federal government (H.E.W.) does not inspect Kane Hospital. The Pennsylvania Department
of Health has been delegated the authority to enforce
both the Federal Medicare-Medicaid Regulations
and the Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare Regulations. The Pennsylvania Department of
Labor and Industry is given the responsibility of
enforcing the Fire Safety and Panic Regulations
and the County Department of Environmental'
Resources must enforce sanitary standards.
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Recommendations: Inspection and Regulation
This report is concerned primarily with the function of county government and documentation of conditions in one county home. Complete and comprehensive recommendations for change in sate and Federal
regulatory agencies are not within its scope. We offer these recommendations asessential, initial steps in changing
the functioning of these agencies.
1) More specific and clear Federal Medicare-Medicaid regulations should be adopted by H.E.W.
2) A citation/fine system should be coupled with the state and Federal regulations.
3) A single agency responsible for regulating nursing homes in Pennsylvania should be established and adequately
funded and staffed.
4) Unannounced inspections should be standard procedure in determining quality of services in a nursing home.
5) A paid, independent consumer advocate should be a member of each inspection team.
6) Any individual or organization representative who has filed a written complaint concerning a nursing home
should be permitted to accompany the inspection team during the inspection.
7) Reprisals against any individual who files a complaint should be prohibited.
8) The complete inspection reports should be available to the public.
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CONCLUSIONS AND REOMMENDATIONS
Description Of Kane Hospital
Kane Hospital is a government operated 2,111 bed rehabilitation and long-term care hospital located near
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. It is the second largest institution of its kind in the United States. The hospital is
part of the Allegheny County Institution District and the County's three elected Commissioners are responsible
for its operation. Kane Hospital's annual budget is over 19 million dollars. The County is reimbursed for onethird of Kane's budget through the Federal Medicare-Medicaid program.
Most of the hospital's patients are over 65 years of age and suffer from achronic, although not necessarily
disabling, disease such as hardening of the arteries, diabetes, or emphesema. Other Kane patients are permanently
disabled, some are in the terminal stage of their illness. All Kane residents are "medically indigent" and cannot
afford care elsewhere. The hospital's annual reports show that the average length of stay at Kane is nearly two
years. Although the expressed purpose of Kane is to rehabilitate patients, less than 200 patients are discharged
each year. In the same period, over 1,000 Kane residents die.
Summary Of Findings
1) Kane Hospital is poorly administered, under-funded and used for political favor and patronage by the Allegheny County Commissioners.
- Kane Hospital is under-budgeted - essential staff, supplies and equipment are

not provided at the hospital.
- County officials cover-up the lack of staff and the inadequate nursing and medical care at Kane Hospital in order to pass government inspections.
- Hospital employment, service contracts, and admissions are used for political
purposes by the County Commissioners.
- Underqualified and at times unqualified persons are given patronage jobs.

- Persons occupying favored positions at Kane Hospital often are not required
to attend work regularly or do a full day's work.
- Poor quality patient care results from these practices.
- The patronage practices produce clear race and sex discrimination in the hiring

of hospital personnel.
- Findings of the Allegheny County Human Services Commission show the County

is falsely declaring over 1,000 Kane patients in need of "skilled" or "intermediate"
nursing care in order to gain Medicare-Medicaid reimbursements while providing
only custodial care to these patients.
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- Insufficient checks and balances exist in the system used to manage patients'
funds and hospital billing. Patients and/or their representatives are not provided
with bills itemizing hospital charges at regular intervals.
- The hospital administration is failing to properly oversee and return patients' in-

come, accumulated in Kane Hospital accounts, to the patient or patient's beneficiary upon death or discharge.

2) The patient care at Kane Hospital isinadequate and in violation of minimum government standards.
- Hospital physicians are not prescribing "a planned regimen of patient care
based upon an evaluation of each patient's immediate and long term needs".
- Patients are not kept "comfortable, clean and well-groomed".

-Patients are not "receiving treatments and diet as prescribed".
- Patients do not receive "proper care to prevent decubitus ulcers and deformities".
- Patients are not adequately "protected from accident, injury, and infection".

Patients are not "assisted in maintaining an optimal level of self-care and independence".
- Patients are not receiving necessary rehabilitation services.

3) There isa critical shortage of personnel at Kane Hospital.
- There are not enough nursing staff on duty to provide for the basic nursing

needs of patients as defined by state and Federal regulations.

- There is a significant shortage of personnel in the Rehabilitation and Nursing

Departments qualified to supervise, direct, and provide on-going rehabilitation
and restorative nursing services.
- There are only 15 full-time and 8 part-time doctors (excluding consultant physicians) employed at Kane Hospital. More doctors are needed to provide adequate
medical supervision.
- The Recreation, Inhalation Therapy, Laundry, Housekeeping, and Social Service

Departments are understaffed.

- There is not adequate coverage by relief personnel as required in government
regulations. The high staff absentee rate makes relief personnel critical for the functioning of the hospital.
- There is a high employee turnover rate at Kane Hospital due to the poor working

conditions and the low salary levels.

- The County Commissioners have consistently tried to excuse the shortage of
staff at Kane Hospital by saying that people are unwilling to work in a chronic
disease hospital. At the same time, they have done nothing to improve salary levels
and working conditions at Kane.
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4) Administrative and supervisory personnel are not providing adequate direction and supervision - Patient neglect, poor patient care practices, and patient abuseresult.
- Nursing care plans are incomplete, often inaccurate, and do not comply with

government standards.
- Provisions for isolating patients with infectious diseases are not consistently
prescribed and rigidly followed thus, threatening the health of all patients, staff
and visitors.
- Nursing personnel are assigned specialized nursing tasks for which they have not
been trained, including the packing of decubitus ulcers, treatment of staph infection, changing of illeostomy and colostomy bags.
- Specific treatments and procedures, although prescribed by the doctor and/or

required by hospital policy are not consistently provided, including dressing
changes, baths, mouth care, decubitus ulcer care and restorative nursing practices.
- Patients are not given privacy during treatment and care of personal needs.
- Physical and verbal abuse of patients continues at the hospital. On some floors
patients must "tip" (with packs of cigarettes, storebook coupons, or money) in
order to get care they need.
51 The medical staff is not fulfilling its duties and responsibilties, as defined by hospital policies and government regulation.
- Physicians are not prescribing a planned regimen of patient care for each patient,

appropriate to their needs, and reviewed and revised as needed.
- Physicians do not make regular visits to patients in their care as required in Kane

policies and government regulations.
- Records of patient care programs and doctors' visits are falsified by Kane Hospital in order to pass government inspections.
- Patients are not being referred to the hospital's specialty clinics when necessary

due to the infrequent evaluation of the patients' health by the attending physician.
- Services at the specialty clinics are slow. Demand for clinic servicer far exceeds

their limited resources and capabilities.
- Attending physicians and nursing staff do not always consistently follow-up

on the recommendations of the specialty clinics' medical consultants.
- Physicians fail to perform Utilization Review evaluations. They are simply initialing UR forms without visiting patients.
6) The supportive services - Laundry, Inhalation Therapy, Recreation, Housekeeping, Dietary, etc. - necessary
for any hospital to provide good care are understaffed, poorly organized, and in violation of state and Federal
regulations.
- There is an inadequate supply of clean linen and clothing at Kane Hospital. The

laundry operates only day shift five days per week, making the lack of linen critical
over weekends.
- Housekeeping practices are poor, leading to a prominent smell of urine in the

hospital, a year round rodent problem, and dirty floors, walls and equipment.
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- The handling of oxygen at Kane Hospital is disorganized and dangerous.

- Essential Inhalation Therapy Department treatments are not provided to patients due to the lack of IT staff.
- The Recreation Department is understaffed and does not provide regular "activities suited to the needs and interests of Kane patients" as required by government regulations. Boredom and inactivity are major problems at the hospital.
- The diet at Kane is substandard. Food is repititious, tasteless, and of poor qual-

ity. Meals are often served sloppily and in unappetizing surroundings. Food is
frequently cold by the time it isreceived by the patients.
- The Social Service Department within Kane is primarily oriented toward discharging patients. The Department therefore neglects the medically related social
needs of the long-term Kane patients.
- The Social Service Department is ineffective in arranging discharge for Kane
patients because:
1. Failure of Allegheny County to provide necessary community support services to enable older persons to live in the community.
2. The shortage of suitable housing for older persons living on fixed incomes.
3. Lack of adequate nursing and rehabilitation services at Kane.
4. Political interference in discharge planning.
7) The hospital was not designed and built to house large numbers of disabled and handicapped residents. The
physical plant is inadequate and in violation of sate and Federal standards.
- Almost one-half (1,058) of Kane's patients are housed in 22-person ward rooms.

These rooms are in violation of the Fire Safety Standards, Pennsylvania Department
of Public Welfare regulations and Federal Medicare-Medicaid regulations.

- Bathroom accomodations are inadequate and in violation of state standards.
- Safety provisions and provisions for handicapped persons are inadequate.
- The ventilation is-inadequate in all patient areas of the hospital.

- The nurses emergency call and signal system is inadequate and in violation of
government standards.
8) There are no effective channels for processing grievances and complaints fairly and responsibly at Kane Hospital.
- Suggestions, criticisms, and complaints from patients, patients' families, or
hospital personnel are responded to in defensive and threatening ways by the
hospital administration.
9) The state and Federal Regulatory Agencies in charge of inspecting Kane Hospital are failing to enforce the
applicable government regulations.
- Kane Hospital is in violation of over 80 parts of the state and Federal regulations.

- In situations where imminent threats to patients' health and safety exist (lack
of staff, poor isolation practices, poor medication practices, lack of clean linen,
inadequate rehabilitation and restorative nursing programs, inadequate physical
plant), government agencies have failed to act decisively to ensure adequate patient
care.
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Concluding Recommendations
In light of recent disclosures of deficiencies in both public and private nursing homes around the country,
licensing
the Federal government under the Nixon and Ford administrations has proposed firmer inspection and
has
practices and the cutting off of funds to facilities not in complaince with government standards. This action
imporproduced only limited improvement in the quality of nursing homes and long term care facilities. More
services
tantly, the Nixon-Ford policies have also caused grave concern about 1) the effect upon people denied
satisfactory
and treatment in de-funded facilities and 2) whether such cut-backs promote the development of
decline
alternative services, or whither they are primarily budget cutting efforts meant to deal with the current
costly and
of the economy at the expense of our older citizens. While it has become common to criticize the
to
unnecessary institutionalizing of large numbers of elderly and chronically sick persons, little is being done
in these
provide satisfactory alternative services. Government at all levels is assuming little or no responsibility
matters. Funding cut-backs alone will not overcome the problem: they may even compound it by forcing patients
into a more costly institution - the general hospital.
Resources and services which will enable older people to live at home must be established. This ideal is often
7.5 milstated but seldom applied. As previously mentioned, the Allegheny County Commissioners appropriated
for comlion dollars of county funds in 1973 to Kane Hospital, while only $500,000 of county funds were used
munity support services for older persons. The same budget priorities exist in the Federal government. Robert
Morris, Director of the Levinson Gerontological Policy Institute, Brandeis University, comments:
The parody is that our programs are designed to pay too little to
keep such (aging) persons at home. (Average social security benefits for a retired couple now amount to only $310 a month, while
we will readily pay an average of $600 a month to keep one person in an institution or nursing home.1 I
While we pay generously for active treatment, and modestly for
basic shelter, we pay nothing to reinforce the natural life system
arrangements to which the disabled can turn in their own communities. The entire burden is placed upon family and neighbors
who usually help for a time, until they are virtually bankrupted in
money and energy; then the unfortunate individual is removed to
a nursing home, instead of reinforcing and conserving these natural family and friendship supports, they are permitted to exhaust themselves until only much more costly alternatives remain
available:

2

The alleviation of the negative aspects of growing old call for a mix of medical and social provisions. The
current government policies rely heavily on medical and institutional provisions while virtually ignoring longterm social, home, and personal cate needs. This gap in the American system contrasts sharply with the pattern prevailing in many European countries, where a wide-spread network of home help services, public transportation, and other community provisions exist.
The lack of attention paid to the initial social needs of the aging person in America, leads to a costly overuse
old
and abuse of institutions. But more important, the neglect of these social provisions denies people growing
their basic right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
"Institutionalization could have been postponed or prevented for thousands of current nursing home residents if viable home health care and
supportive services existed. Although such alternative forms of care
may be more desirable from the standpoint of elderly patients - as well
as substantially less expensive - the Department of H.E.W. has given
only token support for such programs. . ."
"Nursing Home Care: Failure In Public Policy"
U.S. Senate Committee on Aging Report
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Recommendation I
Government policy should ensure the existence of essential community provisions to enable older persons
to live outside of institutions. These should include funding for at least these minimum services to be available
uniformly throughout rural aswell asurban areas:
1.Home health, household tasks and shopping aides
2. Community-based day programs providing health and recreational services (day hospitals)
3. Public housing designed to accomodate the special needs of
older persons and handicapped individuals
4. Supervised and licensed boarding homes
5. Meals-on-Wheels services
6. Adequate public transportation
The Federal, state and county governments should make available additional funds for these and other necessary
social programs.
A Federally funded system for providing comprehensive, preventative and community-based health services
to older persons in the United States must be developed. These services should be fully covered by a national
health insurance plan adopted by Congress.
Recommendation 11
Facilities designed to care for people requiring long-term medical and nursing services should not be used to
house older persons not requiring constant medical and nursing attention.
Recommendation Ill
Long-term facilities built in the future should not exceed 200 beds. They should not be operated for profit.
The facilities should be located in communities they serve to prevent the loss of social and community ties for
persons confined in the facilities. Larger institutional settings such asKane Hospital are impersonal and depressing
for patients and staff, difficult to administer, and generally inappropriate for providing long-term care.
Recommendation IV
The patient population at Kane Hospital should be reduced by at least 25 percent. In conjunction, building
renovation to sub-divide the 46 existing 22-person wards should begin in order to bring Kane Hospital into compliance with existing Life Safety Code requirements. The number of patients housed in these areas should be reduced to 14 persons housed in semi-private rooms. It is essential that the necessary community support services
simultaneously become available as described in Recommendation 1.
Recommendation V
The Pennsylvania State Government should be challenged and forced to change the discriminatory funding
of nursing home care. The Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare reimburses private nursing homes at a
fixed rate of
-

$20 per day - skilled care

-$18.50 per day - intermediate care
regardless of the actual costs of care. Fifty percent of these reimbursements are Federal monies, 50% are state.
But for public nursing homes such as Kane, the Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare uses Federal money
to reimburse only 55.4% of the daily cost of care. The cost of care is about $15 per day at Kane. No state funds
are used to reimburse public nursing homes.
The remaining 44.6% of the cost of care must be provided by County Government through taxation and/or
fees for nursing home services. Given the indigency requirements of many public nursing homes, the state funding
practices are clearly discriminatory.
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Recommendation VI
Additional direct service staff should be hired at Kane Hospital to meet immediate hospital needs. Existing
salary levels should be upgraded to be competitive with other hospitals and attract qualified personnel. Additional
staff should be hired in these areas:
- Nursing personnel to provide on all patient care areas:

8 nursing personnel day shift/48 patient unit
5 nursing personnel evening shift/48 patient unit
3 nursing personnel night shift/48 patient unit
- Registered nurses to provide on all patient care areas:

1 registered nurse day shift/48 patient unit (Infirmary areas)
2 registered nurse day shift/48 patient unit (Convalescent and Tower areas)
1 registered nurse evening shift/48 patient unit
1 registered nurse night shift/48 patient unit
- The staff of the Rehabilitation Department should be doubled.
- The number of full-time doctors should be doubled.

- The staff of the Social Service Department should be doubled.
-The staff of the Recreation Department should be doubled.
- The Inhalation Therapy Department should be provided with personnel to provide three shifts daily -7 day per week coverage.
- The Laundry should be provided with personnel to permit seven day per week

functioning.
- Two Dietary Aides per meal should be provided each 48 patient nursing unit.
- Additional housekeeping staff to provide one housekeeper per shift for each 48

patient unit.

Recommendation VI1'
A detailed audit of Kane Hospital accounts and an investigation of hospital finances should be undertaken by
appropriate authorities to determine if improper or illegal manipulation of funds is occuring. Attention should
be given to these areas:
- Billing of Medicare-Medicaid for skilled nursing services which are not being
provided
- Double billing of patients' personal accounts for services covered by Medicare-

Medicaid
- Billing of patient accounts for services not provided
- Falsely declaring patients to be in need of skilled nursing care
- Failure to provide patients or patients' families with complete and explicit hos-

pital billings
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- Failure to give patients information and access to their own funds held in hospital accounts
- Failure to notify and arrange return of individual patients' funds remaining in

hospital accounts to patients or patients' families following discharge or death
-Failure

to provide patients with $25.00 monthly allotment immediately upon

admission
- Use of service and equipment contracts for patronage and kickbacks.
- Use of patients' funds (up to $300.00 per patient) alloted for funeral expenses

for political patronage and kickbacks.
- Maintaining past employees and other ghosts on the Kane Hospital payroll.

Recommendation IX
A citizens' action group should be formed to demand of all persons or groups responsible for Kane Hospital
and county human services programs:
1) Improved hospital conditions to comply with all existing state and Federal
regulations.
2) The initiation of the necessary community services to enable older people to remain in their communities.
This group should contact older persons' organizations, previous and present Kane Hospital employees,
families of previous Kane Hospital patientS, Welfare Rights and Patient Advocacy groups, nursing, social work,
and other professional organizations for support.

Recommendation Vili
Structural changes must be made in the administration of the Allegheny County Institution District to insure
necessary services and programs are provided, and to stop the manipulation of personnel, programs and services
by the County Commissioners for their own political patronage and purposes. The county commissioner form
of county government does not provide either adequate division of power or sufficient checks and balances.
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Mr. COBBS. Mr. Chairman, I will now ask Mary Lewin to continue
our presentation.
STATEMENT OF MARY LEWIN, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, PATIENTS'
RIGHTS PROGRAM, PITTSBURGH FREE CLINIC, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Ms. LEWIN. Good morning. I want to express my appreciation to
the committee for allowing me to testify this morning. My name is
Mary Lewin. For 2 years, from October 1971 through October 1973,
I was employed as a caseworker in the social service department at
Kane Hospital. I am now assistant director of the patients' rights
program of the Pittsburgh Free Clinic. During my employment at
Kane Hospital, my caseload was between 100 and 150 patients. I
worked on six different units of the female infirmary. The infirmaries were designed for patients who were independent, however, they
now house patients, some of whom are in geri-chairs and wheelchairs
and require medications and skilled nursing care. In my testimony,
I will describe the inadequate medical services at Kane Hospital,
the failure of the hospital to respond constructively to grievances
and complaints, and the difficulties I encountered in my casework.
Patients were not receiving the medical care they needed. There
were approximately 15 full-time and 8 part-time doctors who had the
majority responsibility for providing the day-to-day medical supervision and treatment for the nearly 2,200 patients at the hospital.
For many physicians, Kane Hospital was a last resort. The geriatric
nature of the hospital and the low-salary levels discouraged doctors
from practicing there. It was generally known at the hospital that
four of the doctors were unlicensed. They were given the title of
physicians assistants, even though they performed the duties of
licensed doctors.
It was also generally known that some physicians had obtained
their jobs through the patronage system any they were protected by
the system even though they did not completely and responsibly
perform their duties.
OVERBUTRDENING CASELOAD HINDERS INDIVIDUAL CARE

Doctors' caseloads were high. In the male infirmary, three doctors
were responsible for 450 patients. Two of them were unlicensed-the
other was part time. In the female infirmary, two doctors were responsible for approximately 450 patients. The physician caseloads
made it difficult if not impossible for doctors to provide conscientious,
individualized medical evaluation, and attention to patients. Nurses
and nurses aides were evaluating the patients' medical needs, deciding
what warranted medical attention, and at times, determining what
procedures and medications should be ordered. On some areas, doctors'
notes and medication orders to be included in the charts were prewritten by the nurse without the doctor seeing the patients. The
doctor simply copied the information into the charts. A nurse on a
convalescent area is quoted in the report, as saying:
I know more about the patients on the floor than the doctor. He doesn't know
any of these people. If I didn't do it, nothing would be written on the charts.
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I've complained several times in the past 2 years to the clinical director about
him not visiting the patients or doing his work. The last time, the clinical
director said nothing could be done because the doctor had ties with the
commissioners.

The inaccessibility of the doctors was a problem that nursing personnel, social workers, patients, and patients' families all complained
about.
I stopped to talk with a patient I knew. She was a woman in her
fifties who was crippled with arthritis. She had been at a general
hospital to undergo a hysterectomy, and had recently returned to
Kane. She was very distraught. She told me that she was in severe
pain because of the arthritis, and she had not been getting enough
pain medication, especially at night. She had been bleeding and was
having discomfort as a result of the operation. She told me she
thought she was going to die-she was crying and upset.
WORRIED PATIENTS SEEK AsSItRANCE

I went to the nurse and asked if someone who knew her medical
condition could talk to her, as she needed reassurance. The nurse
said that she didn't have time-that it was the doctor's responsibility
to do it, but she didn't know when he would be on the floor again.
She said that she had 48 patients that wanted to talk to him and
needed reassurance-but they didn't get it. She told me that I would
have to talk to him myself.
I later found the doctor in the doctor's lounge. I explained the
situation to him. He didn't seem to know the patient. He was angry
and told me that he was busy and would do it when he had time.
I saw the patient 2 days later. She said that the doctor had stopped
in to see her. He was there for onlv a few minutes. He told her that
I had no business going to him-that I thought I knew more than
he did, and she shouldn't get me involved again. He didn't answer
her questions and she was still upset.
I also witnessed patients' conditions worsen dramatically and doctors would not visit them to evaluate the change, even when requested
by the nursing personnel and social workers.
One day I walked through Mrs. Clara Laley's area, and noticed
that she was restrained in a geri-chair. She was yelling incoherent
phrases over and over again and pounding her fists on the geri-chair
tray in front of her. She seemed to be having tremors and had a fixed,
farawav look on her face. Mrs. Lalev had been alert and able to
walk previous to this. I told the social worker on the area about the
sudden change in her condition. He reported it to the nurse. The
nurse said that Thorazine had been ordered and they were waiting to
see what effect it would have on her.
DOCTOR "Too OLD AND CONFUSED"

A few days passed, and Mrs. Lalev was worse. She was agitated
and was disrupting the staff and patients on her area. I talked to
the nurses aides about her. Thev thought she was regressing because
of old age. I said that I thought that she was sick. I asked if the
doctor had looked at her. They said that he was unwilling to do
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anything. One aide voiced a commonly held opinion of the doctor"That he was too old and too confused to even realize what had
happened to her."
Following this, the social worker went to the doctor assigned to
Mrs. Laley s area and asked him to look at her, for a possible
transfer. The doctor said that he didn't have time. The social worker
then went to the other doctor assigned to the infirmary. The doctor
wouldn't look at a patient on the first doctor's area. The social worker
then went to the physician assistant assigned to the infirmary on an
emergency basis. He said that he wouldn't go against the decision
made by the doctor assigned to her area. The social worker went to
the clinical director to report the incident. Mrs. Laley was transferred
to the seriously ill floor later that day. The reason listed for transfer
was possible stroke.
After infirmary social workers complained to the director of social
services and the clinical director that the full-time doctors were unwilling to evaluate patients for discharge, a part-time doctor was
assigned to do discharge reviews. His procedure was to talk with the
social worker and look at the patient's chart without seeing or talking
with the patient to evaluate how well they could walk, climb stairs,
or take care of themselves.
Kane Hospital employs physician consultants from other Pittsburgh hospitals to provide specialized medical services to patients
on a part-time basis. Services in areas such as dental, ear, nose and
throat, podiatry, orthopedics, and rehabilitation are provided in this
way. Specialty clinic services were limited and provided care to a
small percentage of Kane patients. Although some of the clinics
provided good services, there were long waiting periods before patients could be seen in some clinics. This was especially true of the
dental clinic. The services of the specialty clinics were not properly
utilized because the hospital's full-time doctors were failing to evaluate patients and refer them to the clinics. When patients were seen
in the clinics, the responsibility for continued care again returned
to the floor doctor. The recommendations made by the clinic physicians were frequently not followed.
"MANY PATIENTS * * *

NoT

RECEIVING * * * SERVICES"

Kane Hospital's literature discusses the comprehensive medical
services offered to patients, yet, in actuality, many patients are not
receiving these services. The medical staff at Kane is failing to
evaluate patients and prescribe the medical and nursing care they
need.
There is no grievance procedure at the hospital for constructive
response to suggestions, and grievances of employees, patients, or
patients' families. Complaints are strongly discouraged by the executive administrative heads of the hospital and the supervisory staff.
Patients who complained about hospital conditions were characterized
by the hospital administration as "confused," "senile," and "disturbed." Families who complained were looked upon as "feeling
guilty about placing their relative in Kane." Some families were told
that if they were unhappy with the care at Kane, they should take
their relative home. Employees concerned about hospital conditions
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were told they "had not learned to accept and live with old age and
death." In many cases, staff who attempted to resolve complaints
were criticized, embarrassed, and intimidated with the threat of job
dismissal.

In our report we document the firing of Dr. Paul Soster, after he
repeatedly complained to the hospital administration that the head
of the dental clinic was attending work irregularly and failing to
examine and treat patients. Dr. Soster's allegations were supported
by the secretary in the dental clinic. It was commonly known that
the head of the dental clinic was a political appointee, and his position was protected by the county patronage system. This kind of
action against staff members who are concerned about hospital conditions and the way patients are treated, is intimidating. It effectively
silences personnel who have no alternative to working at Kane
Hospital.
CoMPLAINTs Go UNANSWERED
Families encounter many of the same obstacles and frustrations
that hospital personnel do when they complain about conditions at
the hospital. I talked to the daughter of a patient who related the
following incident to me.
She said she spent a "fortune" the 6 weeks her mother was in Kane
trying to keep her in decent clothes. (Her mother died at Kane.)
"Everytime I found something of my mother's missing I would go
to the nurse and report it. But she'd just tell me that she didn't know
anything about the clothes-that the night staff was probably responsible. Mrs. Nesbaum said that she got tired of complaining, "because
nobody seemed interested in doing anything about the stealing." In
addition to her clothes, her mother lost an expensive set of dentures.
Mrs. Nesbaum questioned the staff about it and was told that they
probably got caught in the linens and were sent to the laundry,
where they couldn't be found.
Patients at Kane Hospital were the victims of inadequate care and
mistreatment; often they were powerless to do anything about it.
Some are not able to explain how they are being mistreated; some
are afraid of the consequences of talking about it. Many patients
had no one who regularly visited them to check on the care they
received. Patients who demanded the care they needed were resented
by the staff. They were sometimes subjected to harrassment and
abuse. Outspoken patients were forced to accept transfers from one
area of the hospital to another. In some cases, patients who consistently complained were labeled disturbed, and given psychiatric
evaluations. I will read from a psychiatric evaluation done on a
woman who's letter to the editor complaining about hospital conditions was published in a Pittsburgh newspaper. We quoted this
evaluation in the report.
This 62-year-old lady is said to have written articles to the paper criticizing
food, et cetera. She is also said to create dissension, et cetera, on all levels.
Mental status reveals good cooperation, coherence, and relevance. Questions
were answered directly and there was no indication of blocking or of association disorder . . . insight was adequate and judgment appears superficially
adequate . . . in my opinion, this patient has organic brain disease involving
the right cartoid and right middle cerebral artery. There was the suggestion
that this might be associated with paranoid behavior at this time.
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Clearly the hospital administration's response to criticism was
defensive and punishing.
I want to talk now about the social service department and the
difficulties I encountered in my casework. There were 14 employees,
including the director, in the department when I worked at Kane.
Eleven of them were caseworkers. It was impossible for us to provide
the necessary services to the nearly 2,200 patients. One-third of the
hospital had no regularly assigned social workers.
HOSPITAL LACKS CASEWORKERS

Now there are only seven caseworkers at Kane. The hospital
administration considered social workers' primary responsibility to
be the discharge of patients. As a result, the social service staff was
able to direct little of its energies to meeting the social and emotional
needs of the majority of Kane patients. These patients, many of
whom live at Kane for 2 to 6 years, face the complex problems of
growing old and institutional living. They confront the loss of
friends and family, feelings of worthlessness, physical disability, and
impending death. When patients withdraw to escape the depressing
surroundings of the hospital, they are frequently stereotyped by all
levels of staff as being senile. Often staff responded to patients as
either children who are talked down to, ordered around, and scolded,
or like persons without feelings who are teased, laughed at, and
insulted.
Usually staff assumed that patients were senile due to deterioration
of the arteries in the brain. Much of the recent studies of aging
done primarily in Great Britain and Eastern Europe, indicate that
older persons who remain an active part of their community and
family can withstand considerable cerebral artery damage and continue to function. Other older persons confronted with the loss of
their community ties, home, and meaningful work and purpose, exhibited the symptoms of senility even though they had only mild
arterial damage. Much of the recent study of aging indicates that
often the signs of senility are stress-related and indicate withdrawal
from new and unbearable situations rather than a physical disability.
This despair-induced senility is a threat to all older persons confined
in nursing homes and institutions.
The social service department, the recreation department, and the
hospital as a whole do little to combat this disabling desnair and
hopelessness, resulting in patients becoming isolated and withdrawn.
Patients become institutionalized and lose their desire to leave the
hospital.
STRICT CONTROL OVER PATIENT'S ACcOUNT MAINTAINED

As a caseworker, I continually encountered problems related to
patient finances. At Kane Hosnital patients did not have access to
information about their financial resources. Most patients did not
have access to monev in their hospital account. Patients receive $25
monthly for personal use. This money was issued in the form of a
store book with coupons. It was difficult for patients to get through
the month with so little money. The prices in the hospital's snack
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shop where patients could purchase food, cigarettes, and some
toiletries were as high as prices on the outside-in some instances
higher. Patients sometimes requested additional money to purchase
things they needed when their store book ran out. Some patients also
requested small withdrawals from their accounts to purchase personal items that could not be purchased in the hospital.
The revenue department had strict control over all information
pertaining to patient accounts. With the exception of pension checks,
all income of patients was turned over to the hospital at the time of
admission. Patients knew nothing about the maintenance fee at the
hospital, what their income was, how much was used for maintenance.
and how much surplus income they had accumulated in their
account. When patients did request any of this information, or when
requested a withdrawal from their account, they were refused. At
times patients would request social workers' help in these matters. I
was only able to arrange for patients to be told the status of their
finances or arrange for a small withdrawal after persistent arguing
with the revenue department. Some social workers had difficulty
planning for patients' discharge because complete information about
the financial resources of patients could not be obtained. These problems were presented to the revenue deDartment and to the director of
social service. They remained essentially unresolved.
Other problems that I encountered as a caseworker related to discharge. The failure of the hospital to provide medical, nursing, and
rehabilitation services that patients need in order to recuperate and
be discharged will be discussed. I want to talk about two additional
obstacles to discharge.
POLITICAL FAVORS CHARGED

At times, admissions and continued stays were granted as political
favors to a family. This occurred when other citizens with no real
alternative to Kane Hospital, were being placed on waiting lists. In
our report, we document Pennsvlvania State Senator Tom Nolan's
influence to discontinue discharge planning in which I was involved.
A serious obstacle to patients returning to the community to live, is
the critical shortage of approTriate housing and community support
programs. Most patients at Kane have relatively low-fixed incomes.
They require housing that takes into consideration their physical
disabilities. Low-income public housing for older persons in Pitts-

burgh and Allegheny County is scarce and much of it is inadequate.
Most natients cannot live in the community without supportive services. Homemakers and home-health care are just two of the services
needed. The need for these services in Allegheny County was recognized long ago. As earlv as 1966, the Kane HosDital annual report
discussed the failure of the hospital to discharge patients because
of a "lack of facilities and services within the communities to permit
acceptance of discharges from the hospital."
Kane's discharge rate has not increased since that time. There must
be a significant expansion and improvement of services to older
persons in Alleghenv Countv in order to prevent unnecessary confinement of older people in institutions, and-to permit patients at Kane
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who don't require institutional care to leave. Othewise the prevailing
attitude at Kane that "there is nowhere for them to go so why try,"
will continue.
Senator Moss. Thank you, Ms. Lewin, for your fine statement.
Would you like Emily Eckel to be next?
Mr. COBBS. Yes.
STATEMENT OF EMILY ECKEL, FORMER EMPLOYEE OF KANE
HOSPITAL, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Ms. ECKEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, my name is Emily Eckel. I want to thank you for
the opportunity to testify here today. I am a graduate of Carnegie
Mellon University. I was employed at Kane Hospital as a nurse's
aide for a 5-month period beginning January 1, 1973. Throughout my
employment, I kept notes and a jounral about my daily experiences
and observations.
All patients' names used in our report and testimony here today
are fictitious although they represent actual patients and events.
Initially I worked wherever I was needed throughout the hospital.
After 6 weeks, I was assigned to the day shift to a convalescent area
with 48 women patients.
In my testimony I will talk first about the shortage of staff, equipment, and supplies at Kane Hospital. I will then describe the effect
these shortages have on the quality of care at Kane. As I do this, I
will describe some of the Kane-residents I knew and worked with.
There is a critical shortage of personnel at Kane Hospital. Pennsylvania State regulations require that "there shall be a minimum of
2.25 hours of nursing care per day for each patient" at Kane. In
January of 1976, Kane will be required to provide 2.5 hours of daily
care to each patient.
This is based on counts of employees actually on duty at the hospital. We estimate Kane Hospital needs an additional 290 nursing
personnel each day to meet these standards.
At this time, Kane is providing on the average only 1.5 hours of
care to each patient daily. These figures mean that we could not take
good care of our patients. We had too much work.
State and Federal regulations require that each patient receive
treatments, medications, and diet as prescribed, rehabilitative nursing
care as needed, proper care to prevent decubitus ulcers and deformities, and is kept comfortable, clean, well-groomed.
On some days, as few as 2 aides were required to care for 48 patients. We were supposed to get the patients up, cleaned, dressed
lifted into chairs, and out to the solarium for meals.
We served meals with assistance from the nurse and medicine aide.
We changed all the beds, gave bed baths and tub baths, changed
dressings, helped patients to the bathroom and cleaned all the patients who were soiled.
On days when there were only two or three aides, it was impossible
to accomplish all of this. We did not have sufficient time to treat the
patients as individuals, talk with them, give backrubs, provide drinking water, or give mouth care. The lack of staff made it impossible
to give proper nursing care.
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SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT IN SHORT SUPPLY

In addition to the lack of staff, a major problem was the shortage
of supplies and equipment. On different occasions, we were short
vitamin A and D ointment, micitracin, peroxide, alcohol sponges,
Phisohex, gauze packing, 4- by 4-inch gauze squares, enema cans,
urinals, bedpans, dressings sets, surgical dressings, catheter plugs,
catheter leg bags, and urine graduates.
There was also a serious shortage of linens. Clothing and toiletries
were hard to get.
Some of the results of these shortages are the development and
aggravation of bedsores due to improper dressings, catheter plugs
reused from patient without sterilization contributing to the high
incidence of urinary tract infection, patients sharing bedpans, and
patients becoming impacted from not getting needed enemas. Clearly,
patients are not receiving proper care because of these shortages.
I am angry. People come out of nurse's aide training at Kane
Hospital wanting to do what is right for the patients. They end up
becoming callous to be able to face an impossible situation week after
week.
I want to describe some of the day-to-day nurse's aide to patient
contact so you can get a feel for the quality of care and life at Kane

Hospital. To do this, I will talk about bathing and afternoon changes.
Afternoon changes is a set of procedures done after lunch in which
we changed and washed soiled patients. Incontinent patients sat
from early morning until this time in urine and feces. When we did
the changes in the ward we lined up all 24 patients by their beds.
We would wet one end of many towels and leave them hanging out
of the sink. No private screens were ever used except to cover the
ward doors.
In assembly-line fashion, in full view of eight or nine other patients,
we would move from patient to patient, change the gown, lift the
patient to a standing position, wash the buttocks with the wet end
of a towel, dry them with the other end, smear ointment on the
buttocks, set them back down in their chairs, and move on to the next
patient.
During changes, aides have to do a lot of heavy lifting, are under
time pressure, and often get angry with the patients.
Maureeh, an aide with whom I worked, did afternoon changes by
going up to each patient and saying "Are you full of shit?" If the
patient said "no" she gave them a clean gown and conpad. If the
patient said "yes" she gave them a fresh gown but did not clean them.
If the patient said "no" when they were soiled, she slapped and
yelled at them.
Aides are not properly supervised during the changes and a lot of
very ugly verbal and physical abuse goes on. The men and women in
Kane Hospital are not even receiving adequate custodial care. These
patients become victims stripped of human dignity.
WEEKLY BATH CREATEs HYSTERIA

Hospital policy requires that each patient be bathed at least once
a week. On many nursing areas, this is not being done. On some
areas, patients go without a bath for 6 weeks. There is extensive use
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of powder and deodorant to cover up lack of baths, especially when
a patient has a visitor.
Most patients are reluctant to be bathed. Clara Daily, a walking
patient on my area, would hide in her room when it was her turn to
get a bath. We had to physically escort her to the bathroom every
time.
She would quiver and shake the whole way and whisper over and
over, "I don't want to go, don't make me." She was frightened of
what was going to happen to her in the bath. Most patients have had
bad experiences.
The floors in the bathrooms are wet and the patients are afraid of
falling. There is no privacy screening. Usually, when baths are
given, there are two patients in the bathroom getting dried and
dressed, two in the tubs, two getting undressed, while an additional
four patients lined up outside the bathroom in the hall.
Bathing is hard and frustrating work. There is a lot of heavy
lifting. The room is hot, humid, and smelly. The patients are unhappy. There is a great deal of time pressure and baths are given
carelessly.
Sometimes aides are not careful about the temperature of the water
or about rinsing shampoo and soap off. Tubs are rinsed between
baths but not scrubbed as they should be.
Heavy patients are sometimes put on a potty chair and pushed to
the shower stall and washed with the sprayer. Hard to clean places
on patients are left unwashed, so there are cakes of dirt under rolls
of flesh and in the pubic area.
Additionally, we were always short of linens. We had to wash
patients with socks, we would tear up towels for washcloths, dry
patients with sheets, and even use sheets for conpads.
The most serious and regular trouble was the inadequate supply
of gowns. We used hospital robes for gowns by turning them backwards.
Occasionally, we would have to wrap a patient in a sheet and put
a sweater on backwards because there was nothing else we could do.
Patients who owned a robe wore them for weeks with dried urine and
feces.
They were afraid of not getting them back if they were sent down
to the laundry.
It is trying to work under these conditions; it is inhuman to subject
individuals to such treatment.
FRUSTRATION AND PRESSURE "TAKEN OUT ON PATENTS"

During bathing, frustration and pressure felt by the staff is taken
out on the patients in carelessness and abuse. Later in our testimony,
we will cite examples of this.
One important aspect of geriatric nursing is the prevention of
decubitus ulcers or bed sores. Bedsores are open holes of various sizes
which penetrate skin and muqcles. They usually develop on the buttocks and heels and elbows of patients.
These develop because patients are not washed when they are wet
and soiled, because they sit all dav without exercise and because bed
patients aren't turned and positioned regnlarlv. Bedsores, often referred to as pressure sores, can be prevented with proper care.
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A lot of patients develop bedsores at Kane Hospital. On my regular area, there were about 10 patients with bedsores of various sizes,
some as big as my fist, with bones exposed. There were about 10
other women who were showing signs of developing bedsores.
Decubiti usually don't get reported to the nurse until they are
somewhat progressed and open. This makes them much harder to cure.
Anna Chase, a bed patient on my area, had a constant urine drip
that could not be catherized. She had large bedsores on both buttocks. Each morning I would come in and see that her dressings were
off and she was lying in a pool of urine. She could not move well
but was alert and aware. She woke up every day in a puddle of
urine, she knew it, and could do nothing about it.
Katherine Shell, a wheelchair patient who went to bed in the
afternoon, had two deep bedsores at the top of her thighs. She was
heavy and stiff and had trouble getting on and off the bedpan and
often wet her dressings. Her sores were advanced and very deep.
They were supposed to be packed and dressed by the nurse.
One day I put an extra piece of tape on the wet dressing and
watched. The tape went for 2 days unchanged and wet with urine.
Nurses aides are faced with the choice of doing dressings they
are not trained to do, or seeing them not get done. I saw aides improperly dress bedsores by filling them full of ointment and covering
them with gauze. No packing was used at all. Other dressings were
also neglected.
Basic nursing care at Kane Hospital is inadequate. Patients are
neglected, often for days at a time.
I want to tell you a little more about the scope of neglect at Kane
Hospital. As I mentioned earlier, we did not have the time to do
regular morning mouth care. Cleaning of teeth and dentures, use of
mouthwash, care of the gums and lips is ignored at Kane Hospital.
Haiti Beere, a patient confined to a geri-chair in the ward on my
area had strangely swollen lips. After I had been working in the
area for a month, I finally had a moment one day and looked in her
mouth. Her lower false teeth were in upside down. The teeth were
cutting into her lower gums. They were caked full of old and hard
food and smelled very bad. Her gums were raw. It appeared to me
that her teeth had been in this position for several weeks.
ENTIRE DAY SPENT IN WHEELCHAIR

Another common way for patients to be neglected is to put them in
geri-chairs and wheelchairs. It is easier for the nursing staff to allow
patients to sit in these chairs than it is to exercise them and help
them walked to bathrooms and meals.
Patients sit all day with their legs hanging unsupported. This
causes deformities in feet and legs, and a loss of their ability to walk.
Anny Langley was a typical geri-chair patient on my area. You
can see a picture of her on page 13 of the Kane report. She is the
woman in the middle.
She was put in her geri-chair before 7 a.m. by the night shift. She
sat in the solarium in the morning where she was served breakfast
and lunch.
Anny was not exercised at all in the mornings. If she was incontinent in the morning, we could not clean her because we did not have
enough time. All we could do was mop the puddle under her chair.
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Anny was a little disoriented but walked well with one assistant.
In the afternoon we found time to change her. She was dressed in a
hospital gown and a pair of socks. Anny was left to sit in her gerichair the rest of the afternoon.
The two other women in the picture are Frances Paulisak and
Geraldine Fishel. Frances and Geraldine had the same daily schedule
as Anny. Neither of them can walk any more.
Rehabilitation services in Kane Hospital are inadequate. On my
area, 1 patient out of 48 was taken once a week for rehabilitation
therapy. The rehabilitation department is critically understaffed and
can provide services to only a few of the many Kane patients that
need them.
Pages 32 to 37 of the report discuss in depth the lack of rehabilitation services.
ADVANCE NOTICE OF INSPECTIONS

Finally, we were always informed in advance when a government
inspection was to occur. For about a week in advance, meals improved,
supplies were replenished, the patient call bells put back in the
bathrooms. We were told to clean up.
While substituting on an infirmary area in preparation for an
inspection, I was told by a nurse to write patient care plans for
patients even though I did not know them. We knew what day the
inspectors were coming, and the hospital was ready.
I quit my job as a nurses' aide after about 5 months. I resigned
because I could not stand the horror any more. I could not look my
ladies in the eye. They suffer at the hospital week after week. They
took the violence and the neglect and they all knew it was the end
of the line. They knew that Kane Hospital means a lonely and ugly
death.
I saw these people die. As an employee, I could not make the place
better. That is why I am here today.
Senator Moss. Thank you, Ms. Eckel. That is a very telling testimony.
Mr. Joseph Nagy.
STATEMENT OF JOSEPH NAGY, THERAPIST, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Mr. NAGY. Good morning Senators. My name is Joseph Nagy. I
want to thank you for the opportunity to talk with you today about
the conditions at John Kane Hospital. I worked at the hospital as a
nurses' aide in January and February of 1973. Singze then I have
worked with Emily, Mary, and other Kane employees to document
the conditions within the hospital and write the report you have
before you. Currently I am employed at a Pittsburgh communitybased mental health center as a group therapist, working primarily
to help people stay out of institutions like Kane Hospital.
Each day while employed at Kane Hospital, I experienced the
conditions which Emily described to you.
My testimony will deal primarily with three areas: (1) The inadequate supervision of the nursing staff; (2) the verbal and physical
abuse of patients; and (3) the inadequate supportive services provided at the hospital by departments such as recreation, dietary, and
inhalation therapy.
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Administrative and supervisory personnel are not providing adequate direction and supervision for the medical and nursing staff at
Kane Hospital. Patient neglect, poor nursing practices, and continued patient abuse are results of this lack of supervision. No charge
nurses are assigned the duties of coordinating the patient care provided on each 48 patient nursing unit over the full day. Consequently,
patient care provided on the day shift is sometimes inconsistent with
treatments provided on the evening or night shifts. No channels
exist for the nursing staff to resolve these disagreements.
Further complicating this problem is the lack of written patient
care plans required by both Federal and Pennsylvania State regulations. At Kane Hospital the patient care plans are incomplete and
inaccurate. Usually no physician's plan or medical care exists. Patient care plans were usually updated only before Government
inspections.
These circumstances leave the nursing staff with no direction or
leadership.
"A LACK OF DIRECTION AND SUPERVISION"
The medication practices at Kane Hospital also reveal a lack of
direction and supervision. Frequently, Kane Hospital doctors do not
visit or examine patients in order to make an independent judgment
about the necessity for medication, the type, and dosage required by
the patient. Usually doctors make irregular visits to each nursing
unit. Often they simply sign the medication orders requested by the
floor nurse without visiting the patients.
The storage and distribution of medications offer ample opportunity for mistakes and theft. Medication is ordered in bulk from the
central hospital pharmacy and usually stocked in bulk containers in
medicine rooms on each of the 46 nursing units. Nurses' aides, trained
at the hospital are responsible for passing out medicine and giving
injections. These medication practices clearly violate both State and
Federal regulations.
The lax treatment of patients with contagious and infectious diseases further demonstrates the lack of medical and nursing supervision. Usually there are more than 25 patients at Kane identified as
having diseases requiring isolation. Most of these patients have some
form of staph infection. Isolation is required to prevent the transfer
of infection to other patients and hospital personnel.
While working at Kane Hosnital, I saw isolation patients in double
rooms, in 5-person rooms and 24-person ward rooms. Patients with
infectious diseases are, to my knowledge, never isolated in single
rooms with separate toilet and bathing facilities as required by
Government regulations.
INFFCTIOUS DISEASES ALWAYS A THREAT

Nurses' aides who have not been trained in isolation procedures are
at times ordered bv the floor nurse to administer treatment to patients
with staph infections. At other times nursing personnel unfamiliar
with the patient are assigned to administer nursing care to patients
with infections diseases, unaware of the dangers to themselves and
other patients. I will give an example of this from my personal
experience.
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When I was in training we spent time working on different floors
throughout the hospital. One day, I was assigned to a convalescent
area, and was told by the floor nurse to get the patients in a fiveperson room "out for breakfast." Mr. Geonig, one of the men in the
room, was covered with feces. It was necessary to clean him before
he could go to the solarium to eat. Half way through the cleanup an
aide assigned to the floor told me the patient had a bad staph infection, and not to touch the patient while I was cleaning him-an
impossible thing to do. No warning sign identified Mr. Geonig as an
isolation patient. I reported this incident to my in-service teacher,
since we had been told in class that only specially trained aides could
work with infectious patients. Other students were having similar
experiences on other floors. Our teacher was outraged.
The next day I was assigned to the same floor, and my teacher
accompanied me. She confronted the nurse in charge. The nurse responded, "The doctor didn't require these people to be in isolation
and sometimes we have staph patients in the ward. There is too much
work to do here. Everybody has to chip in and if you don't want
your students to work, don't send them here." They argued and
nothing was settled.
The lax treatment of infectious diseases is an emminent threat to
the health of Kane residents and employees.
The lack of supervision permits a host of other poor nursing practices to continue. I will list only a few of these:
(1) Personnel are assigned specialized patient care duties for which
they have not been trained; (2) aseptic and cleanliness procedures
are often ignored by the hospital staff; (3) patients are not given
weekly baths; (4) restorative nursing practices necessary to prevent
bedsores are not conscientiously administered; (5) dressings are not
changed daily; (6) the walking and exercising of patients is seldom
done as prescribed; and (7) patients are seldom provided with privacy during treatment.
Clearly there is a lack of leadership and proper supervision at
Kane Hospital.
PHYSICAL AND VERBAL ABUSE

I will now talk about the physical and verbal abuse of patients
that I witnessed while working at Kane Hospital. Abuse seldom
occurs in the presence of supervisory personnel, personnel not regularly assigned to the floor, or staff known to report misconduct.
When patient abuse is reported, the hospital administration usually
will not take disciplinary action unless two or more employees jointly
witnessed the abuse. Patients reporting abuse are uniformly dismissed as being "senile" and "confused" by the hospital administration. Employees found abusing patients are usually given a warning
by the administration and permitted to continue working in the same
capacity. The incidents of abuse we will describe for you today are
taken from our daily notes recorded while we worked at Kane Hospital.
TAUNTS FOR A HELPLESS PATIENT

While bathing patients on a convalescent area I had the opportunity to observe another aide giving baths. He brought into the
bathroom a wheelchair patient. This was a black man, in his seven-
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ties, unable to walk. While undressing him for the bath, the aide
discovered the patient had a mild case of diarrhea. The aide lifted
the man into the tub and began to spray him in the face with cold
water from the sprayer used to clean out the tub after baths. The
man cried out begging him to stop. The aide said, "You better learn
never to shit yourself again, nigger," and sprayed the man with cold
water again.
The aide looked over to me. I was involved in bathing other patients
in the second tub. He said, "Hey, watch him jump." He adjusted the
sprayer so a forceful one-half inch jet of cold water came out, turned
it on full, and sprayed the man's genitals. The patient screamed and
covered his genitals with his hands. The aide whispered, "do you
know why I hate you? ...

Cause you're a nigger."

Holding the man's hands the aide sprayed him again with cold
water, this time with the sprayer less than a foot away from the
man's genitals. The aide then questioned the man:
"Are you a black man?" he said.
The patient did not respond.
The aide (louder) *"Areyou a black man?"
The patient whispered, "Yes."
Aide, "Are you a nigger?"
The patient did not respond.
Aide (very loud), "Are you a nigger7"
Patient, "Yes."
Aide, "Is this nigger ever going to shit again?"
Patient, "No."

Most Kane Hospital employees do not abuse patients in this
manner. This aide had worked at the hospital for over a year, lived
in the hospital's rent free dormitory, and had been reported a number
of times for abusing patients. Each time he was only issued a warning
by the hospital administration and permitted to continue working.
Other instances of physical abuse are documented in our report.
Similar verbal abuse is a daily occurrence on almost all floors of
the hospital. Patients are velled at and scolded like children. Usually
patients who are demanding or who need extensive care are the
most frequently abused.
Mr. Stobbs was a double leg amputee in a wheelchair. The aides on
the floor resented having to care for him. When Mr. Stobbs would
wet himself one of the aides would put him on the toilet and leave
him balanced there for an hour or longer. When other patients came
into the bathroom the aide made fun of Mr. Stobbs. He said:
You know Stobbs' chart says he

.* Do you want to see what he can

do? [pointing to another patient] . . . his daughter does a good job. I had
her in the back seat of my car last night. Jeanette is her name, ain't it Stobbs?

?* Hey, Stobbs, [the
Hey, Stobbs, is what the chart says true-are you a aide threw a wet washcloth at 'Mr. Stobbs hitting him in the face] better
answer, or you'll be in here all day.

- ?"* I worked in Mr. Stobbs' area
He said, "Stobbs, are you a
on several occasions. Each time Mr. Stobbs was harassed in a similar
way.
Emily and Mary have also witnessed the abuse of patients at Kane
Hospital.
*Dashes replace words deleted from the transcript by the Government Printing Office
due to their offensive nature.
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PATIENTS Bow TO EXTORTION

On some floors in Kane Hospital, payment in the form of cash,
storebook coupons, or cigarettes is required of patients in return for
a bath, clean underwear, a shave, or help going to the bathroom. This
practice is referred to by hospital personnel as "tipping." "Tipping"
is a form of abuse and can be classified legally as extortion. On floors
where tipping is common, patients simply understand that they must
pay for what they get.
Staff abuse of Kane patients is a direct result of the intolerable
working conditions in the hospital. The inadequate staff and supportive services required for decent care reminds the employees daily
that the county commissioners and the hospital administration have
no commitment to the health of the patients at Kane Hospital.
The lack of facilities and resources necessary to maintain even a
minimal level of concern for patients, forces the staff to harden themselves emotionally against the suffering around them. Kane Hospital
employees are subject to the unpredictable nature of the political
patronage system. Discrimination in hiring and promotion practices
at Kane create resentment and fear among employees. The salary
ranges for many job classifications are lower than in other hospitals
in the Pittsburgh area. These factors combine to make Kane a depressing and frustrating place to work. Employees are often distraught, bitter, and angry. Too often they release these emotions at
the nearest targets-patients. Physical and verbal abuse is a product
of the working conditions at Kane. These conditions are dictated by
the policies of the county commissioners. Individual employees
should be held responsible for their own treatment of patients. Howv
ever, the abuse situation at Kane Hospital will not change until the
working conditions at the hospital improve and the employees as well
as the patients are treated with respect as human beings.
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES INADEQUATE

For the last part of my testimony, I will talk about the supportive
services within Kane Hospital. These basic services, such as laundry,
dietary, recreation, housekeeping and inhalation therapy, are vital to
the functioning of the hospital. They are all inadequate and in many
instances in violation of State and Federal regulations. I will briefly
outline some of the problems in these services:
One: There is an inadequate supply of clean linen and clothing
at Kane Hospital. The hospital laundry operates only day shift 5
days a week, making the lack of linen critical over weekends. One
morning there were only three washcloths and one towel for 24 people
in a ward room.
Two: Kane residents are forced to wear institutional clothing because the hospital lacks proper provisions to clean and return personal
laundry.
Three: No provisions exist for residents wishing to do their own
laundry.

Four: The housekeening practices at Kane are poor. There is a
prominent smell of urine, a year-round rodent problem, and the floors,
walls, equipment, and furnishings are dirty.
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Five: The inhalation therapy department is understaffed, and
operates only on day shift. This leads to disorganized and dangerous
oxygen handling practices. Essential inhalation therapy treatments
are not provided patients due to lack of personnel and equipment.
Six: Both the regular and therapeutic diets at Kane are inadequate. Food is repetitious, tasteless, and of questionable nutritional
quality. The food is frequently cold by the time patients receive it.
Seven: The recreation department is understaffed and provides
activities suited for only a limited number of Kane residents. Two
thousand of the 2,200 Kane residents are usually unable to leave
their nursing areas. The recreation department provides almost no
activities for the majority of Kane residents confined to their areas.
80 VIOLATIONS DIscovERED
Kane Hospital is a terrible place. Its services are inadequate and
in violation of over 80 parts of the minimum standards outlined in
the State and Federal regulations. The government agencies charged
with enforcing these standards are failing to do so. Today, we have
turned to you in our effort to bring public attention to the tragedy
of Kane Hospital. Our efforts and the efforts of others to change
the hospital from within have failed. As we wrote this report, outrage about nursing homes has surfaced in many places around the
country. Likewise, the terrible conditions many older people are
forced to endure while living in the community are being publicized.
More and more people are becoming angry-realizing that there is
no dignified way for the great majority of Americans to grow old
anywhere in our country. Thank you.
Mr. Silverstein will continue with our presentation.
Senator Moss. Thank you very much, Mr. Nagy. We appreciate
that.
Mr. Silverstein, will you please proceed, sir.
STATEMENT OF HAROLD H. SILVERSTEIN, CORRESPONDING
SECRETARY, ACTION COALITION OF ELDERS, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Mr. SILVERSTEIN. My name is Harold H. Silverstein. I am corresponding secretary of the Action Coalition of Elders.
Two thousand humans lay, sit, or walk in the storehouse of death.
Many thousands more wait alone outside. Who can say which is
worse? I cannot. But I do know that conditions inside Kane are
chained to conditions outside.
We pride ourselves for being a God-fearing nation. Is this a false
pride? Let us look at Kane Hospital and God's commandments.
Commandment No. 5: "Honor thy father and mother so that thy
days may be prolonged upon the Earth, which the Lord thy God
giveth thee." In simple words, we are told to respect and be gracious
to the elders so that we too will be honored and respected in our
old age. Is Kane Hospital God's reward?
Oh no!
We are warned of this because of the next commandment, "Thou
shalt not murder." We cannot understand Kane Hospital by only
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looking at the horror within its walls. The hospital and its patients'
lives are controlled by forces in the community around it. Patients
are sealed within Kane Hospital because there is very little to help
them survive in the surrounding community. Although funds have
increased, services to enable older people to remain in their homes,
are desperately needed in Allegheny County.
Hitler's concentration camps had a sign that gave hope, "Arbeit
macht frei." Work brings freedom. Even that false promise is denied
the Kane population. It is written in invisible letters and spoken
in soundless words, "Abandon all hope ye who enter here. This is
the last stop. We are waiting for you to die." Hitler was less cruel.
He gave hope, albeit false, with death-Kane gives despair and
creates a desire to die. Five times as many bodies leave the morgue
as the discharge office.
MORE SUPPORT NEEDED FOR INHOME CARE

It is clear that individuals who are growing older require increasing amounts of support in order to continue living independently
in their homes with their families, friends, and neighbors. Members
of the subcommittee, you are well aware of the personal and economic
advantages of providing these supports in the community.
Over and over again for the past decade, the hearings of the
Committee on Aging, have focused on this point. These hearings
are important, but today in Pittsburgh, we need more. The major
homemaker-home health aide program in Allegheny County ran out
of money this month. They are cutting back homemaking services
75 percent and home health services 50 percent. There are 17,000 to
20,000 old people in the county who need these services. There is
little hope that the situation will improve next year. A similar program in Pittsburgh public housing is being cut.
Of the major cities in the United States, Pittsburgh, has the third
largest percentage of older people. Eight to 10 percent of our old
people are already in institutions. The figure is 5 percent for the
rest of the country. These cuts mean that many more old people
in Pittsburgh will have nothing to look forward to but Kane Hospital.
We know of an old woman with no legs. She lives alone. She will
now get a homemaker once a month. She may well end up at Kane.
Last February we met one of the many old men who live in
parking garages in downtown Pittsburgh. He was 85 years old
and living on $100-a-month from social security. By the time a
bordering home was located *for him, he was sick and in jail. He
spent the night there and upon his release, disappeared. Perhaps
he died before he got to Kane.
A comprehensive countywide system of services for old people
will prevent these tragedies. Kane is indeed a death house, but is
dying in a parking garage any better? These are the alternatives
that older people in Pittsburgh face.
Senator Moss. Well, thank you Mr. Silverstein.
The testimony that we have heard this morning would shake
the most hardened person and leave him all but sick to his stomach.
I assure you that I have not sat through more chilling testimony
in all of the years that I have been chairing this subcommittee, and
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we have heard some very bad situations, but nothing that seems to be
quite equal to what we have heard this morning, and obviously, we
are hopeful that we can be of some assistance.
It is just a horror story to think that people are neglected, not
only to the problems of physical neglect, but I think even more
devastating is stripping them of all moral dignity.

I do not think any greater abuse can be inflicted on a human being
than the kind of verbal abuse and human degradation you described.
Mr. Nagy, you saw such horrible things, such as the bathing of
the black man. Did you do anything about that? Did you report it?
What did you do?
No RESPONSE

TO REPORTS OF ABUSE

Mr. NAGY. That incident occurred on my last day at Kane Hospital.
Throughout the time I worked at the hospital, and throughout my
association with Mary Lewin and Emily Eckel, we reported incidents
of abuse and neglect to our supervisors. We saw there was no constructive response from the hospital administration.

When an aide reported another employee at Kane Hospital, he
was pointed out in the cafeteria, and he was ostracized.
When you went to work on the floors, some aides would not work
with you. A lot of the work we had to do took two people. We had
to lift somebody in a geri-chair into a tub, or lift him out of bed,
and other aides were needed. When thev found out that we would
turn them in, they would not want to help us, so it made our work
much harder.
After we reported some incidents of mistreatment, we decided it
wasn't worth it because nothing was done and because it made our
work on the floors difficult.
I left Kane that day, and I did not return as an employee again.
I spent the next 2 months writing the document that you have before
you today. That is what I did about that incident.
Senator Moss. You were sort of classified as a stool pigeon, if
you remonstrated in any way?
Mr. NAGY. That is right.
Senator Moss. Hovw did you get in touch with the Action Coalition
of Elders, did you know about them before you left the hospital?
Mr. NAGY. No, sir, we had written most of the report, and we felt
that it would be essential that a community group of older people
would become active in the Pittsburgh area to continue to put
pressure on the county and the peonle in charge of the hospital to
make the necessary changes there. When we were near to the end
of writing our report, we started to look around for such a group,
and we were lucky that one existed in Pittsburgh.
The Action Coalition of Elders began initially as an effort to
get moneys from the citv hnidpet allocated so that transportation
services for older peonle could be provided.
They were successful at that, and they went on to do a number

of other things. so we were very lucky to have the opportunity to
work with the Coalition.
Senator Moss. Did vou and Fmilv and Mary start on your own,
the three of you, to put this thing together?
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Mr. NAGY. Yes, sir.
Senator Moss. How direct was the role of the county government
in the management and operation of Kane Hospital?
Mr. NAGY. The county commissioners are directly responsible for
the operation of Kane.
Senator Moss. The full commission, or is one commissioner assigned
to that as his duty, do you know how it worked?
Mr. NAGY. There are three commissioners in the county. Usually,
one is appointed as the chairman.
In the time that we worked at Kane, the chairman of the county
commissioners was a very strong and forceful man. He made most
of the decisions. It is my opinion that he and his other party affiliate
made the decision about allocation of funds and resources to Kane.
PATRONAGE PROTECTION?

Senator Moss. Well, there was a reference made to patronage protection, I think, was the term, where people are appointed to the hospital staff by the Commission, do you know anything about that?
Mr. NAGY. Yes, I can answer that question. The executive director
of the hospital is a doctor. He is a figurehead, and a powerless man
at the hospital.
The person who pretty much runs the hospital is the personnel
director. He is in charge of the hiring and firing, and cares for the
patronage concerns of the county commissioners.
That was commonly known at the hospital. The hiring of the
employees was done bv him, and there was very little input from the
department heads, like the social service department head. For
example, usually the personnel director hires who he' wants.
His connection with the commissioners was verv close. Thev worked
hand in hand. He carried out their policies at the hospital, and he
continues to do so today.
Emily would like to say something.
Senator Moss. Emily, would you make a contribution to that?
Ms. ECKEL. The patronage system is very demoralizing to the
staff. It means the promotions are not made on the basis of experience and qualifications. There is no career ladder.
It also means that complaints do not go anywhere, because people
are protected bv the patronage system.
As an aide, I talked frequently with other aides about the possibility of dealing with the supervisors. We would not take complaints to them. We could not talk to them about the lack of supplies,
because they would not do anything. They were not there to do their
job.
Ms. TJEWIN. I would like to confirm that, from my experience at
Kane. You see the effects of the patronage system over and over
again.

In mv testimony, I talked about a dentist and a doctor who were
not performing their responsibilities. who were reported, and no
action was taken against them. I saw that happening again and again
with other staff at the hospital as well.
Senator Moss. Thbink vou. Ms. Eckel. I believe yoii indicated that
the hospital was notified in advance of inspection. Will you tell us
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how that is managed, in a written form, for example, or how does the
word get there?
Ms. ECKEL. In my experience, I was told by my immediate supervisors that it would be a nursing woman, or a nurse in my area. I
do not know how the administration found that out, but we were
clearly told, we were told the specific things to do.
Senator Moss. And there was considerable change made around
there, then, preparing for the inspections?
Ms. ECKEL. Yes, there was a major cleanup; there was attention
given to updating charts, patient care plans, all done falsely. Bath
books were updated and the utilization reviews were updated. The
menus improved for about a week. Patients were cleaned, given haircuts, and shaved.
Senator Moss. Could you do that with your limited personnel, or
did they have more personnel in to freshen things up like that?
Ms. ECKEL. It was a pressure situation. On the days of the inspection, the doctors spent time on the floor, and there was more staff on
duty.
Things that were unusual happened, like tray covers to keep food
warm were used, only on the days the inspectors came. The rest of
the days, they sat in the kitchen.
We were told to go down and take catheter plugs out of the holes
and beds and to dispose of them, things like that.
Senator Moss. Ms. Lewin, what rehabilitative services are offered
at the hospital?
REHAB PROGRAM "CRITICALLY UNDERSTAFFED"

Ms. LEWIN. They are limited, very limited.
The rehabilitation department is critically understaffed. There are
only three main areas in the hospital, out of 46 patient care areas,
that have an active rehab program.
Outside of those areas, there are what is called four rehab maintenance areas which are located in the male and female infirmaries of
the hospital. That is where rehab is supposed to be continued, but it
is continued on a very limited basis. They basically have one physical
therapy aide for those areas.
Outside of those areas in the infirmaries, there were only about 30
patients out of 800 that were getting any kind of rehab at all.
There was no rehab on convalescent areas, and the convalescent
areas house about 560 patients.
Senator Moss. Well, Federal regulations require a utilization review
program. Do you know if Kane Hospital has any such program and,
if so, does it function?
Ms. LEWIN. As far as I could tell, from my 2 years of working
there, it is not functioning at all.
In the infirmaries, patients were to be reviewed by the doctors, but
this never occurred.
There are utilization review forms on the front of the patients'
charts. Doctors had code numbers which were simply written in each
month by the nursing staff. You did not see doctors in the areas
evaluating the patients and completing the utilization review forms.
Another problem was that doctors in the infirmary, and this was
true of other areas as well, did not evaluate patients for discharge.
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This was something that was not done. This -was something that the
social service staff complained about over and over. It was just not
being done.
Senator Moss. Thank you.
YEARLY PHYSICAL SOUGHT

Ms. LEWIN. The other thing that I want to say is that part of the
utilization review is to provide a comprehensive, yearly physical
examination for each patient. That did not occur at the hospital.
Patients would go for a very long time without even seeing a
doctor in the infirmaries.
Senator Moss. Well, before I turn to my colleague from Pennsylvania, I -want to say I really admire you three who were employed
at Kane and who resolved to do something about this situation, and
set out to prepare a report so that the information would be given.
I am indeed grateful that there was an organization like the Action
Coalition of Elders who came to your aid, to help you publish this
work.
Mr. Silverstein's testimony was eloquent indeed. I think I shall
remember the things that vou have said there, sir, all my davs. You
described a situation that is intolerable, that never should have
existed, but certainlv, everv effort must now be made to see that it is
remedied and that things do change.
One of our consultants, a registered nurse, Margaret J. Cushman,
who made an investigation of the hospital, has filed a memorandum
which I will, without objection, insert into the record at this point.
[The memorandum follows:]
MEMORANDUM

December 8, 1975.
To: Val J. Halamandaris, Senate Special Committee on Aging.
From: Margaret J. Cushman, R.N.
Re: Observations of Kane Hospital, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Dec. 1, 1975.
Accompanied by two other investigators, I entered Kane Hospital by way
of the far entrance of the female infirmary. At the entry site the floor of the
premises were dirty and littered. Beyond that point the premises were generally observed to be clean or in the process of being scrubbed. The smell of
urine permeated many of the wards, especially over the unoccupied beds of
patients-even many that were freshly made. However, all of the beds which
were examined by this investigator possessed the required plastic mattress
cover.
In both the male and female infirmary, many wards had four, six, and even
eight beds. Only one ward in the female infirmary had dividing curtains between beds; several in the male ward did not.
In areas one through seven of the female infirmary on the ground floor, I observed large numbers of women up and dressed or partially dressed in street
clothing. About 25 to 30 women were gathered iD the central area of each ward.
Occasionally, they were seated about large tables but most frequently they
were lined up against walls in wheelchairs. Several patients were restrained
by use of a bedsheet tied loosely about the middle and secured by knots in the
back of the chair. The wheelchairs were usually arranged in a way that made
communication between patients difficult. On the ground floor and first floor,
no patients were seen in bed (all were up) and only one patient was seen in
a geri-chair.
NO ACTIVITY OBSERVED

None of the women patients In the female' infirmary were observed talking
to one another during our tour of the area. Several women had unkept hair.
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Four did not have slippers on their feet. None of the patients in these areas
were engaged in any activity-they were sitting in their chairs, silently looking
about. However, the vast majority appeared alert. They smiled and nodded;
speaking to me as I walked through and spoke to them.
On the second floor, I stopped to speak with a woman for some length. I
commented on how nicely her hair was combed and that she had lipstick on.
She told me that she combed her own hair several times a day, and then motioned for me to bend closer. When I did so she informed me that she had
asked for a bath for a week, and had not received one. She commented that
she thought that was disgraceful. I asked several other women how they felt
and how they were cared for. The uniform, monotone answer was "Oh, fine,
everything's fine."
On the male infirmary, again, the vast majority of patients were in the common sitting area of the wards. In two of the wards, a handful of men were
talking together or playing cards. The remainder appeared generally unresponsive to their surroundings: not responding to verbal or nonverbal stimuli
from this investigator. On two instances, staff personnel (one nurse, and one
aide) were observed speaking to patients as though they were children.
The male infirmary, like the female infirmary, smelled of urine. A leg brace
with shoe was found on one empty bed, partially covered. A speech board was
propped up on the windowsill of one empty ward. In one open area about
25 men were found sitting silently, most in wheelchairs and about 6 in gerichairs. The geri-chairs were arranged behind each other in a row, front to
back along the wall. Four staff members on this ward were across the hall in
the nurses station, leaving the room of patients unattended. One gentleman
was found slipping under his restraints in a chair, sliding to the floor. He was
returned to a sitting position by two of the investigating team. Throughout the
male infirmary, large numbers of patients were unshaved, with hair uncombed.
Two men were observed to have foley catheters in place; no women were
seen with the same. Two men were found in bed during the tour of the male
infirmary, both dressed. Of the approximately 400 patients observed by this
investigator during the tours of the two infirmaries, none were observed to be
receiving oxygen, intravenous, dressing changes. or other skilled nursing procedures at the time of the visit. During the tour, one male staff member in a
short white lab coat was seen rolling a small oxygen cylinder through a ward
and out of the door.
NURSES ADMINISTER

MEDICATIONS

On two different wards, I observed nurses administering medications to patients. The manner of administration was in keeping with sound nursing principles-the patients armbands were checked against the medication cards, and
the nurse stayed until the patients took the medications. On one ward, the
method of medication pouring was observed: The procedure was done in a
clean medication room; the medication bottles were properly and clearly labeled; the medications poured were consistent with the card; and the medication cardex and doctor's orders checked against the medication cards. Medications were recorded and current on the medication cardexes.
Nursing care plans were reviewed on one ward. The care plans were uniformly complete. A large number of plans were revised on October 24, 1975.
The patient problems identified on the plans, and the nursing actions suggested
were generally nonspecific and nonindividualized. An example of one need
identified was "patient withdrawn." The corresponding suggestion was "place
next to conversive patient." In general, the majority of patients appeared to
be in minimal physical distress and receiving minimal social stimulation. Many
were withdrawn and unresponsive to social stimuli.
During a tour of "A" level, about 30 patients were found gathered in a
central area working on individual craft projects, under the direction of an
occupational therapist and two volunteers. These patients were engrossed in
their projects which ranged from embroidery to rug making, painting, and
casting figurines for a nativity scene. All of the patients in this area were
well groomed and conversing with one another. The atmosphere of this area
and group of patients presented a sharp contrast to that found in the tour of
the infirmaries.
Mr. Wes Parker, head of recreational therapy, joined us at this point of
the tour. He informed me that they had started a remotivation and reality
orientation program for the patients in the hospital. He estimated that about
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600 patients were in need of the program. Only 30 had started receiving the
program. Mr. Parker stated that they were using orientation boards but could
not show us one as they have yet to be constructed. According to the employee newspaper of July, 1975, the above programs were underway at that
time.
Mr. Parker provided a tour of the patient auditorium where weekly films
are shown for patients. The auditorium was a spacious, ostentatious structure
with ample rows of seating-and exceedingly little room for wheelchairs. Mr.
Parker also pointed out the special ambulatory cafeteria for patients able to
travel to level "A" by themselves. No special diets are available in the cafeteria.
In summary, the vast majority of patients at Kane Hospital appeared to be
receiving custodial rather than skilled nursing care. At all times during our
visit, staff members whom I contacted were pleasant, courteous, and helpful.
Unfortunately, I seldom observed the same amenities extended to patients of
the Kane Hospital.

Senator Moss. I think that memorandum corroborates a lot of
what you have told us about the treatment of the people there.
I want to recognize my colleague, Senator Schweiker, the Senator
from the great State of Pennsylvania whom I know is concerned as
deeply as I am. Do you have any questions of the witnesses, or comments you would like to make?
STATEMENT BY SENATOR RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER
Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

First, I would like to thank the chairman for letting me sit in on
this hearing. I am not a member of this committee.
I appreciate two things: First, I was permitted to participate, but
more than that, the committee is focusing on this problem, digging
into it deeply and thoroughly. I commend the committee and the
chairman for facing up to this very tragic issue.
I have to confirm what was said by the chairman, that in my 15
years in the Congress, I have never heard such shocking or depressing testimony. I think it certainly is a very clear signal to all of us,
who in any way ultimately might have any say in correcting the
problems you are presenting to us today. I do commend you for your
willingness to undertake what is, I am sure, a very unpleasant job,
but one that you feel is very necessary.
Second, I would like to ask a couple of questions relating to some
of the details.
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION AND INIHUMANE TREATMENT

Mr. Nagy, you described some very bad situations obviously some
of which involved racial discrimination and others which were just
inhumane treatment.
I was wondering, what do vou attribute it to? Is it, the attitude at
the top by the.people who administer the hospital that permits this
kind of situation to exist: or is it just, shortage of personnel: what
is it that triggers this kind of climate that is unbelievable in this day
and age?
Mr. NAGY. I think it is very hard to attribute it to one cause. I think
the administration, in the way they respond to the complaints about
abuse, is surely one of the causes.
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I think the lack of staffing is another cause. Also, the very difficult
working conditions is a contributing factor. These make the nursing
people on staff resentful about having to work in circumstances
where they cannot do all of the work that is necessary to provide good
care.
One of the things that startled me most, when I began to work on
the floors of the hospital, was that it was impossible for us to take
every patient who needed to go to the bathroom to the bathroom in
time.

We would be assigned to floors in groups of twos, when we were
in training, and so I had an opportunity, with one of my costudents,
to try to get the patients that needed to go to the bathroom there in
time. What happened? A line developed outside of the bathroom.
The patients inside were sitting on the toilets, and so forth, doing
their best to get finished. And the people in the line were going to
the bathroom in the line itself. Thev couldn't wait and there weren't
enough facilities to accommodate them.
It is just this kind of situation that makes it very hard for anybody
who wants to give good care to stay and work in.
I think decent, sensitive people leave, and they leave quickly. I
could not stand to work there. It is very hard.
It is just a frightening thing. I think this has a lot to do with the
abuse that is happening there. I think the good people are filtered
out.
Senator SOTWEITEFR. They certainly must be in some way. I have
been in institutions where there are obviously shortages and where
the conditions you described are prevalent-everybody cannot get
equal or proper treatment, because there are not enough aides to go
around-but I have never seen a situation of humiliation and degradation that vou have described.
That disturbs me even more, and that is the element that is so
difficult to comprehend.
The other element is, unfortunately, somewhat of a tragic byproduct of our unwillingness to face up to some of the problems that
senior citizens have. But that personal degradation, humiliation,
degradation of the human person is permitted is, to me, quite
incomprehensible.
Mr. NAGY. Emily would like to say something to you.
IMPOSSIBLE NATURE OF THlE JOB
Ms. ECKEL. I would like to confirm the things that Joseph said
about the impossible nature of the iob. When I was assigned to mv
area, the impact hit me when we did not have enough gowns. We had
to decide which of the wet and soiled patients to clean and which
ones would get a clean gown.
We had to decide who was going to use the bedpans, when we did
not have enough bedpans. It became impossible to treat these people
as people.
As an aide. von have to become callous to constantly make those
decisions about who is going to get what.
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We did not even have enough silverware. I had to give patients
trays with cereal and milk with no spoons. I saw patients eat by
putting their face to the bowl. I saw others pick food up with their
hands and eat it.
Senator SCHWETKER. The other question I have relates to the kind
of services, the kind of people that are employed and how they are
selected.
Now, in your Kane Hospital report-the figures that you cite on
page 20-clear evidence of race discrimination appears at this level.
Of the over 100 nurses that you observed, none were black. Of the
nearly 75 women clerical staff, none were black. Of the over 250
nursing aides you observed, less than 15 were black.
I wonder, whichever one of you worked with these figures, can you
tell me what percentage of the patient load is black and how that
relates here?
Ms. LEWIN. I am not sure of the figure. I would make a rough
guess that 5 percent of the patients at Kane are black.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Then I gather, these figures are, in your estimation, pretty indicative of exactly what the makeup of these service
groups are. Is that correct?
Mr. NAGY. Yes, sir. Only a small percentage of people belonging
to racial minorities are admitted to Kane.
One of the explanations given at the hospital for the reason that
there are so few black patients is that "black people generally care for
their relatives in their homes."
Senator SCHWFIKER. I can understand why black people do not
want to go to Kane.
Mr. NAGY. So do I.
TALES OF TREATMENT REACH BLACK COMMUNITY

Senator SCITWEIKER. I think many of the stories that were presented here today got to the black neighborhood of Pittsburfrh, and
I can see why none would want to show up at Kane. That does not
surprise me. But I think these figures are revealing, and I understand
that there is some kind of GAO investigation on the way.
Mr.

HALAMANDARTS.

That is correct.

Mr. NAGY. I would like to comment on the discrimination issue
again.
According to the studies of the statistics at Kane Hospital, I
attempted to compile a percentage of the black peoT)le that died in a
year, and the percentage of white people that died in a year.
As I recall those statistics, there was a fairly large difference. The
black people died much more frequently at Kane.
I am not sure what to attribute that to, maybe thev are only
accepting black peonle who are really in bad shape physically. It may
also be the care of black people at Kane is not as good as the care
white people receive.
Ms. FCKEL. In my area, all of the black patients were kent in the
ward. There was an area where the case was slightlv less better than
the others. There were 24 people in the ward room.
Senator

SCITTwFTRER.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Moss. Thank you.
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You talk about the lineup at the bathrooms, it makes me wonder
if this fine looking facility, of which there is a picture in the report,
was built with too few facilities. Was there a scarcity of the bathroom facilities?
Mr. NAGY. The majority of Kane Hospital infirmary areas were
designed to house ambulatory, self-care patients.
Those areas of the hospital now have many people who are in
wheelchairs and geri-chairs and cannot care for themselves.
The bathrooms of those areas are not designed to properly, comfortably facilitate wheelchair patients. The number of toilets, showers, and bathtubs do not meet State and Federal regulations.
Senator Moss. Well, let me once again thank you all for coming
here to testify before us and to bring your report to us.
We, of course, are confronted with a difficult problem. Under the
law, the inspections, the police power, lies with the States, even
though the large amount of the money that is used comes from the
Federal Government.
As a result of this, we have been trying, through the Federal
statutes to require certain standards and require that the States
enforce them. I have some corrective legislation pending.
LOVING CARE DIFFCcT TO LEGISLATE

I hope these bills will pass. They are amendments to the social
security law, in order to bring about better care in these cases. But
it is difficult to legislate tender loving care. One of the problems
that we are seeing here is that the same entity that owns the hospital
-the county-also has the inspection authority, therefore, in effect,
is inspecting itself. Obviously there ought to be a divorce of those
two functions so that you can have real arms length inspections.
I want to assure you that from the Federal level, we are going to
continue to press these reforms. We must see to it that our elderly
people are treated as humanely as possible and that they have the
physical, psychological, and the social care and the dignity to which
all people are entitled.
Thank you very much. We have to move on, because of our limited
time.
Mr. COBBS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Moss. I'll call our next panel, but we will have to have a
brief recess. The buzzer told us that we have to go to vote.
When we return, our witnesses will be Eileen Frenchik, registered
nurse, currently employed by Kane Hospital, Father Hugh McCormley, chaplain at Kane Hospital; and Joan Kiefer, registered
nurse, inservice training instructor at Kane Hospital.
If you will all please be ready to testify when we return, we will
save time.
We stand in recess.
[Whereupon, the subcommittee was in short recess.]
AFrER RECESS

Senator Moss. Our next witness is Ms. Joan A. Kiefer, registered
nurse, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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STATEMENT OF JOAN A. KIEFER, REGISTERED NURSE,
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Ms. KIEFER. Good morning, I am here at your request to testify

in reference to the conditions at John Kane Hospital. My name is
Joan A. Kiefer. I am a registered nurse currently licensed in the
State of Pennsylvania. I graduated from St. Joseph's Hospital
School of Nursing in 1957. I am a member of the following organizations: Pennsylvania Nurses' Association where I serve on District
6, the Commission on Nursing, representing geriatric nursing, the
Inservice Education Interest Group, and the League of Intravenous
Therapy Education. I am presently employed as a registered nurse
at John Kane Hospital. I have a total of 101/2 years of experience
there through two different employments.
I worked as a staff nurse on a unit from 1962 to 1966. In 1969 I
was reemployed and worked as a staff nurse on a unit until 1972, at
which time I became a~u instructor in the in-services education department. I continue to be employed in this capacity. My duties include:
Classroom instruction and on the unit supervision of community
groups working within the hospital and developing in-service education programs and supplementing nursing care policies.
I am here on behalf of the residents who live there. From the time
they are admitted to Kane Hospital, in my opinion, they become
nonpersons. I have had an opportunity to examine the Kane report
submitted earlier and feel that it substantially reflects current conditions at the hospital.
"THEY CANNOT

DO A GOOD JOB"

I feel there are many qualified and good personnel at Kane hospital, but in my opinion, due to the structure of the hospital, they
cannot do a good job. The type of patient we have needs more care,
we do not have enough qualified help on all levels, or proper equipment to carry through their care. I can only cite eyewitness examples
that I alone have experienced. There are 1,800 employees who have
experienced more. The following are my most recent experiences:
I came upon a resident tied in a wheelchair with three restraints
around his body and sheets tied around the wheels of the chair. A
nurses' aide was standing guard at the door of his room. When I asked
why he was tied, since it was obviously making him agitated, the
answer was, "to keep him out of bed." I reported this to the supervising nurse and was told he goes back to bed in the afternoon and
the 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. shift complains he doesn't sleep at night.
I observed a nurses' aide talking abusively to a resident and I
reported it to the registered nurse on the unit. The aide was questioned
by the registered nurse and she stated the patient was hard of
hearing so you had to vell at him. Very shortly, I observed the same
nurses' aide yelling at five different patients in the same abusive tone.
This same aide had an incident report filed by students from a class
for being physically abusive to residents. The nurses' aide was suspended for 5 days and is now on the 11 a.m. to 7 a.m. shift.
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There are standing doctors' orders for medication on some nursing
units with the registered nurse making the decisions to give the patient
the medication and the doctor the next day will cosign this order.
An employee was recently rehired who had a poor past record of
patient abuse. While on probation an incident report on this employee
was filed stating she had washed a patient's mouth out with soap for
swearing. She received a 3-day suspension and is still employed.
Residents have stated to me that they have to go to bed at 6 or 7
p.m. whether they want to or not. They have no choice in what television program they watch; the employees watch what they want to
see.
Residents have told me they are refused pain medication because
it is not time whereas in reality they are long overdue medication for
pain.
Residents have told me that they have had to lie in their own
excrement because they are told it is not time to change the bed.
Another resident told me of an incident where he had profuse
perspiration and was simply told by the physician to go and dry out
in the air. This patient is a quadriplegia-paralyzed from the neck
down-and is very concerned anytime there is a change in his condition.
I have observed employees who have only limited training doing
advanced nursing procedures. For example, these untrained aides
were changing dressings on decubitus ulcers, with no formal classroom instruction on sterile technique was ever given to them. When
some were questioned they replied that the registered nurse on the
unit had taught them how to do this.
TRAINING INSTRUCTIONs DISREGARDED

The registered nurse is bogged down with administrative duties
which include. Patient-care plans, monthly summaries, re-ordering
all medications monthly for the physician, and filling out utilization
forms that the physician just signs his name to. This keeps her from
patient care.
We teach in the classroom ideal situations, that is, care of the
patient, equipment, and materials. We also teach this on the "one-toone basis" or in other words one patient to one nurse on their first
level of training. Two weeks later when they are assigned to five
to eight patients to give them complete care, they are told to forget.
the way they were taught in the classroom and are told this is the
way we do it here.
My main concern is the complete lack of respect with which the
patient is treated. He or she loses his or her dignity. To all concerned
they are merely the object of work. They literally become part of
the bed that has to be made. They have no decisionmaking in their
plan of care. The routine of the unit must not be disturbed. A "good
patient" is one who never asks for anything, who becomes a "nothing"
and fades into the wall. A "bad Tatient" is one who asks for care,
decisionmaking, and attention. The patient is only trying to strive
for individuality and dignity. In many ways they are carrying out
"please look at me, I count, I was somebody once, I am a person."
Thank you.
Senator Moss. Our next witness is Ms. Eileen Frenchik, registered
nurse, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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STATEMENT OF EILEEN FRENCHIK, REGISTERED NURSE,
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Ms. FRENCHIK. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Eileen Frenchik. I am here at your request to testify in
reference to conditions at John J. Kane Hospital, Pittsburgh, Pa.
The following statement contains my opinions, personal observations,
and information related to me by other nursing personnel. I am a
registered nurse currently licensed in the State of Pennsylvania. I
graduated from Western Pennsylvania Hospital School of Nursing
in 1963. I am currently a member of the Pennsylvania Nurses Association, one of the negotiators for the Professional Nurses Association
of Kane Hospital, and member of the Inservice Education Interest
Group. I was employed at John J. Kane Hospital April 4, 1966, as
a staff nurse and worked as a staff nurse in the female infirmary
until September 1972. At that time, I remained a staff nurse but was
assigned to the inservice education department. Duties of a staff
nurse in the inservice education department include classroom instruction and on-the-floor supervision of newly employed and permanent nursing personnel, interviewing new employees, assisting in
developing inservice education programs and tour guides.
I have had an opportunity to examine the report submitted
earlier today to the committee. As a current employee, one with over
9 years experience at Kane, I must state that I feel it is an accurate
reflection of the day-to-day conditions currently at the hospital.
Within the nursing department, there is an insufficient number of
registered nurses and nursing personnel and that insufficiency is
definitely reflected in the quality of care. Let me give you a few
examples of what I mean.
I frequently receive complaints from registered nurses on the
floors that they have been assigned too many patient areas to cover
with only a handful of nurses' aides. On one such occasion, a registered nurse stated to me that on the 3 p.m. to 11 p.m. shift in the
Tower area, patient census approximately 300, she was the only registered nurse on duty. She, like many others, expressed deep frustration at the inability she felt to properly perform her professional
nursing responsibilities.
STAFF SHORTAGES DEvASTATING

From personal experience, I can tell you that these staff shortages
over a prolonged period are devastating. In self defense, I-like
many other coworkers-frequently adopt a way of doing my job
referred to as the "Kane Way." The Kane way includes attempting to work without sufficient supplies, equipment, and personnel, and
not making waves about it because it has never done any good in the
past.
Most Mondav mornings at 7 a.m. when the daylight shift begins,
there is an inadequate supply of linen on most of the nursing units
available to begin giving complete a.m. care to patients. I have
observed patients being washed with socks because there were no
washcloths available. These laundry shortages are only a single
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example of shortages. The same thing can be said of most other
supplies. But continuing with the laundry problem, let me give you an
example of the kind of response we get whenever these shortages
are called to the attention of the administration. I approached one
member of the administration to complain about the laundry shortage a short time ago. I was told if I was so worried about it I could
take it home, clean it, and bring it baek the following day. Although
the remark may have been made in jest, I think it conveyed a lack of
concern.
If you will permit me just a few more brief comments.
The geri-chair is an adult high chair on small caster wheels. In
such a chair the patient is confined and unable to move freely. Patients in these chairs are less likely to fall out than in an unrestricted
wheelchair. They are also less trouble. They are widely used in the
institution. The problem with the use of geri-chairs at Kane is that
because of staff shortages, patients placed in these chairs are frequently left in the chairs for extended periods of time unattended.
Over all, the major problem I see at Kane Hospital is the lack of
sufficient professional supervisors given the authority to discipline
and hold accountable all aides and support services within the hospital.

I firmly believe that every nursing area needs a professional registered nurse responsible for the quality and continuity of nursing care
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Thank you.
Senator Moss. Our next witness is Father Hugh J. McCormley, a
Catholic priest from the diocese of Pittsburgh, Pa.
STATEMENT OF FATHER HUGH J. McCORMLEY, CATHOLIC PRIEST,
DIOCESE OF PITTSBURGH, PA.
Father MCCORMILEY. I am Father Hugh J. McCormley, a Catholic
priest from the diocese of Pittsburgh, Pa. Currently, I am the resident Catholic chaplain at the John J. Kane Hospital. I have been
chaplain to the patients for almost 8 years.
My ministry during these years has been considered effective and
was recognized as such by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Hospitals, especially for the development of a unique volunteer program. This program involved a select group of people who assisted
the dying in the last phase of their life.
The American Medical Society of Allegheny County honored me
with a special citizens award because of my work involving the
training of seminarians in ministering to the patients of our hospital.
They would come to Kane and shave patients, give help in feeding
patients, get them a drink of water or fruit juice, and assist at the
various religions activities offered for the patients' spiritual benefit.
It was the director of the hospital who nominated me for this award.
At this time I would like to share with you my deep feelings and
concern for the patients of Kane. They mean very much to me and
their comfort and happiness are constantly on my mind. I feel for
them as I feel for my own dear parents who need me. The patients
have given my life deep and rich meaning. When T look at them, I
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realize how deeply I love working with and for them. In looking over
the years as their chaplain, I realize to what fullness of life they
have brought me. I have extended myself to them in many ways so
that their last days would be days of happiness and quality. I try to
meet their needs so that their great suffering and loneliness may be
eased.
PROBLEMS "JUST PUSHED ASIDE"

From the very beginning of my chaplaincy, I realized the multitude of problems that existed in this institution. I find so often that
problems are not solved, but just pushed aside. This failure to deal
with problems has a frustrating effect on the attitude and work of
employees and finally comes to rest on the quality of service given
to the patients. The causes of the problem are chiefly these:
One: Inadequate training of employees to deal with their own
emotional trauma in the face of the chronically ill and lonely, dying
patient. Employees are taught how to do things but not how to deal
with patients as persons. The hospital is work oriented but not
patient oriented.
Two: Low motivation deriving from inadequate salaries and also
little recognition for a job well done especially in the case of employees who want to be sensitive to the emotional needs as well as
the physical needs of the patient. In other words, individuals are
not encouraged to be sensitive and compassionate, and as a result, I
feel, they have a sense of guilt and are not able to cope for long.
Hence they either leave the institution or build walls between themselves and the patients.
Three: A shortage of help. On Novemebr 26, 1975, the day before
Thanksgiving, there were three registered nurses and one supervisor
attending 600 patients and approximately one nurses' aide for every
25 patients.
our: A shortage of supplies, especially the constant lack of
clean laundry.
All of these problems combine to alienate the sympathies of employees.
"SOME

EXAMPLES OF SUFFERING"

This trauma has a significant effect on the suffering patient. I
would like to cite for you some'examples of suffering that have made
a deep impression on my mind. But before I begin I now ask myself
why did they have to happen.
Some time ago a man phoned me and asked if I would help a
friend of his who was a patient get some relief from severe abdominal
pain. He told me he went to nurse after nurse trying to find out if
someone could do something for his friend and he got nowhere. I
promised to help. When I went to the floor, I decided not to see the
nurse first, but the patient. I asked the patient what was wrong. He
said he had not been able to eat for days; he was in severe pain
and his stomach really hurt. I asked if the nurses were helping?
He said, "No one helps." I went to talk with the nurse and asked
her whether she thought that patient might be having some problems
with his bowels, and that might be the cause of some of his problems.
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She informed me that she had checked him and that wasn't the
problem. I was not satisfied with her observation, so I contacted the
doctor on the floor and asked him to see the patient and call me
afterwards. The doctor described to me in detail that that was the
problem. He said "I have been a doctor foi 40 years and that was the
worst impaction I have ever seen." He said it was like cement.
I'd like to give you another example, one with regard to the
serving of meals. I remember a situation when I went to a floor to
assist feeding patients. I asked the nurse what I might do to help.
She told me to pass trays in the ward. As I was passing the trays, I
took each diet card from the tray and threw it on the top of the
cart. My concern was to serve the 25 patients hot feed. Wen I
finished passing all the trays the nurse came in and looked at the diet
cards on top of the cart and was very disturbed with me. She started
to complain loudly about no one having concern for the diet cards. It
seemed to me that her concern was more for diet cards than for the
patients who needed to be fed.
At the same time I started to feed an elderly lady who was blind
and deaf. This same nurse turned around while fixing her diet cards
and said, "Don't feed her." I asked why. She said, "She doesn't eat."
But I decided to try. I gave the patient a glass of milk and she drank
it right down.
As a result I felt she needed more liquids, so I gave her four glasses
of water before I started to feed her. The woman tried to reach out
and grab the food before it ever got to her mouth. She ate everything
on the tray.
I would like to share with you at this time my true feelings about
the kind of food that is served daily. The only way I can relate it
to you is in this way. When I was in the seminary, I thought they
served the worst food I ever saw . . . until I came to Kane. That
usually gets a laugh from people, but it's not a laughing situation
... I am just trying to clarify.
MANY NEED

To BE HAND FED

Aside from the good homemade bread and pastry, the diet is too
rich in starch. The manner in which the food is served really leaves
much to be desired. Sometimes one or other of the utensils is missing.
Sometimes the trays are placed at a distance from the patient-they
can't reach them. The food is often cold. The units are so inadequately
staffed it is difficult to feed personally all those that need help.
Sometimes the food carts are taken from the floor too soon; sometimes the patients haven't the opportunity for seconds. There is little
done that I can see to make mealtime the enjoyable event it should be
in the patient's day. A few weeks ago I received a phone call from a
doctor asking me to send, if I could, some of my volunteers to a
certain area because six patients on that floor, he said, had not been
fed for lack of help. Coming from a doctor, I feel this is strong
evidence of the grave needs of this institution.
To give another example: My secretary phoned me one Thursday
evening late last July wanting to know what volunteer had cut a
patient so badly while shaving him. I asked what unit she was talking
about, and she identified the unit. Our volunteers were not shaving
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there at all; this was verified by a seminarian. I responded to her
call by going to see the patient. Observing the patient, I couldn't
believe what I was seeing. Someone had shaved the skin off his cheeks.
There was a large gash under his chin. His white gown was spotted
with blood. His wife was standing beside him, quite upset. I asked my
secretary to call the supervising nurse who came down, and I said,
"Look at the condition of this poor man." I could tell by the look on
her face that she was shocked. I said to her, "What are you going to
do about this?" She said, "What do you want me to do?" "I want an
incident report written," I repiled. "The person who did this should
be held accountable." She told me that she would write an incident
report. I never heard of a followup of the situation. A few days later,
I met the wife again in the hospital. In her frustration, she shared
with me some very deep thoughts of her heart. She said, "Father, I
hate to say this to you, a priest, but someday I am going to come
into this institution and kill the nurse that takes care of my husband."
She was saying this because of the little care and attention he was
receiving.
NURSEs LACK SENSITIVITY

Let me cite just one more example of insensitivity: On one
occasion, I was walking down a hall with an R.N., checking patients
when both of us glanced into a room and saw one of the volunteers
who was ministering to a dying man. The volunteer had her arm
around his shoulders. The nurse observed it and said to me, "Look at
that. Loving that patient up! She should be out of here; she's a nut."
And I saidfto her, "I don't think so. What you should do is walk
into the room and maybe you could learn something from her." The
volunteer was simply supporting him compassionately.
These cases are not isolated examples. They could be duplicated
many times over. But I point these out to show that in many areas
of service there is need of real concern on the part of all of us so
that these situations will not be perpetuated.
SOME GOOD DoES EMERGE
There is a reverse side of this coin, too. Many good things are
happening at Kane. The director has given me freedom to create
caring programs to meet some of the basic needs of the patients. For
this freedom and continued support, I am grateful. These constructive programs have proved effective, not only in the spiritual realm,
but have helped to bring comfort to patients generally.
I began these programs by going to the outside community and
talking of the great opportunities for service to the elderly at Kane.
I invited people to become a part of the newly created volunteer
programs. As these people responded, their very presence and involvement has created a new awareness in employees in the areas of
gentleness, kindness, and concern for the patient as a person. The
volunteer has brought to the patient a new sense of selfworth accomplished through personal interest in his well-being: visiting,
feeding, shaving, being a listening companion, performing a variety
of little services that break down the barriers of loneliness and isolation.
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The volunteer ranges in age from grade school through adulthood.
The reason for the existence of such a program is to bring a greater
awareness of the concerns of the aged to the public at large and so
increase their awareness and sensitivity.
Sometimes when you give a report like this, you want to talk only
about the negative conditions you see. But there is a good side too.
Thank God for this! For example, over the years, I have watched
R.N.'s and aides crying at the death of a patient on the unit. I have
watched them work frantically to save a patient. I have watched
them become angry over the lack of concern for a patient. I have
watched them in anger over abuses that fail to be corrected.
At this moment, I would like to applaud the new era that has been
developing over the past few months.
PILOT PROGRAM LENDS UNDERSTANDING

Recently, a pilot program has been established in the institution
to better 'help employees understand the worth and dignity of the
patients, the losses they have experienced in life, and to reach out to
them in their dying moments so that they may be able to live these
last few moments in peace. The program is able to assist and aid
employees on the unit to better relate with one another, with the
patient, and the patient with them. All who have been involved in
this program have nothing but the best to say for it; and in working
with employees on the unit they are finding better rapport and more
effective communication than has ever before existed at Kane.
And so I feel that our presence here today gives great witness to
the hope of employees who have continued on at Kane waiting for
this moment of change.
I am confident that they will be renewed in the realization that this
change will now take place, and their feeling of joy today will be
that, having continued on at Kane, they are already part of that
change.
I don't know what is going to be accomplished by my being here
today. I don't know whether, as members of this committee, you are
concerned just about the moneys that are involved in an institution
like Kane. I don't know much about the intricate machinery of
administration, but I am here on behalf of the aging patients, to
say that they need more than thev are getting. The suffering that
our society has inflicted unon them is our responsibility. Our Government has appropriated millions of dollars to put a man on the moon.
We spend billions of dollars for defen-e. Can't wve reach out in support of kindness, tenderness, and healine to these aging people who
are helpless and critically in need of our deepest love? Are we afraid
to look at them? Do thev remind us of our own aging process?
Someone once said that aging problems are our No. 1 disgrace. Our
challenge now is to make it our No. 1 nrioritv. Now is the time to
stand up and give ourselves in full dedication to this pressing need.
Mav I remind vou again thev are human beings. Thev are persons.
Thev have feelings the same as von and I. Thev need us; we need
them. We need to share in their lives, in their sufferings, in their
wisdom. I beg you, I urge you, to look at Kane Hospital to see its
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good, to eradicate its evil, to care for its people, so that John Kane
Hospital can fulfill its great potential to be the leading institution
in concern and care for the aged. When I speak of that institution,
I speak for all the institutions that house the elderly.
STATEMENT BY SENATOR CHARLES H. PERCY
Senator PERcy. Father, I want to thank you very much indeed, and
our other witnesses as well.
Your testimony is about as moving as any I have ever heard. It
was the most moving that I have heard in my many years on this
committee and subcommittee. Although it is discouraging in some
aspects, it does give me hope-hope that there are many like you
all, who were brought into this work out of a sense of compassion,
a sense of decency, men and women who have a nobility of purpose. I
recognize that you can do more here to carry out God's work than
probably anyplace else.
I think your comment on the volunteers is so important. I wrote a
letter to every high school in the State of Illinois as a result of my
impressions after years of going through nursing homes and homes
for the aging in the State. What I was struck with, and I want to
question you later on how many times you have relatives and friends
call on patients at Kane, but I was struck by the fact that in some
places my wife and I visited on weekends, we were the only visitors
that had been there by Sunday afternoon. Just the fact that someone-anyone comes to see them is exciting. So we encouraged young
people, high school students, college students to go to homes in their
own community. I think it did a lot for the patients, and for the
young people, giving them a sense of usefulness, of being somebody,
of being a part of it.
I want to commend vou verv much indeed, and our other witnesses,
for being concerned and coming forward.
Before we question, I would like to ask Dr. Robert Butler, who is
in the room, to step un, if he would not mind. and take a chair here.
Dr. Bnfler is a nationallv known author. He is a psychiatrist. I
wonder if he could take a few minutes to give us the benefit of his
observations.
We will hear from the Doctor, and then we will question our
witnesses.
STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT BUTLER, PSYCHIATRIST,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Dr. BurrrvER. Thank you. I am verv pleased to be here.
I will make both a comment, and Dresent some observations on the
visit made on December 1, to the Kane Hospital.
The nhvsical location was not unusual in that it is far awav from
the community life, which does not sav that the physical plant. did
not have manv thinps to commend it, hut if, does exnresq something
about our eiflture's insensibilitv that the Father was trying to describe of what we do with older people.
At Kane there are 2,200 beds. We were informed that some 1,000
deaths occur annually, and these occur after some period of time in
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the hospital, at least for a year, so we know it is not immediate
death, but rather deaths that occur in the wake of custodial care.
There was precious little evidence of skilled nursing care.
The entrance we made was to a woman's infirmary, which was quite
dirty. The patients were mostly in chairs, and not in geri-chairs.
There seemed to be ample personnel, which made a number of us,
including myself, quite suspicious, as though we had been expected. It
would be interesting to see just what the differences were in the
number of personnel present on that particular day, compared to
other days.
As I say, it was a custodial, not a skilled nursing care institution,
and indeed, as the report on the hospital expressed, a place to die.
MOTIVATION ACTIVITIEs LACKING

Specifically, for example, there were no social work histories
associated with the medical charts so well-motivated personnel have
great difficulty of knowing the person whom they are trying to
serve, with regard to family background, interests, whether they
were married or not, whether they had children or grandchildren, et
cetera.
There are often more than three, often up to six people, in a
"room." The beds were often placed against the closets so that it was
not even possible to open up those closets to get to one's personal
effects.
At least twice I observed drug carts which were unattended. It
would only have taken a moment for somebody to obtain the medications.

On the other hand. the medications were delivered, in the appropriate nursing manner, following all procedures. The women were for
the most part in dresses, but for some reason on that morning the
men were in pajamas and often unshaven and unkempt.
Most people were lining the walls in their chairs, not in any kind
of arrangement which would have expedited communication and
warmth.
In short, there was no activity, and relatively little use of recreation.

In visiting the dentist's office, we were told the dentist was not
yet in, but he would usually be in on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday apparently, and that there was "no oral pathology" ordinarily
found on most of these patients. I can assure you, given what we
know of the statistics of dentistry in the United States, this can simply
not be accurate.
The hygienist and the LPN who assisted could not possibly care for
more than 10 or 15 patients a day, when you calculate the number of
patients in the institution of some 2,200 beds, and the turnover on
an annual basis.
I wanted to particularly point my attention to one patient who had
severe bedsores on the buttocks and in his left groin, and to tell you
that he was bathed by a hospital aide who may have been wellmotivated, but quite untrained. The catheter was on the floor, but
attached to the man; in short, it was dirty and unsterile. He had been
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wrestled into a bathtub to be bathed down rather than sponge bathed
in his own bed, and then brought back to that bed.
He was complaining bitterly, and apparently was regarded as an
"uncooperative" patient, although being "treated" to considerable
pain and discomfort.
He had a stroke in 1961, 14 years before. He was massively emaciated and without muscle strength, and was unable to defend himself, but absolutely clear of mind, so that it was perfectly possible
to get from him a clear picture of what his needs were, and to
communicate effectively with him.
There was no evidence, upon examination of his chart, that there
had been cultures or sensitivity tests done. Insofar as his catheter
was concerned, it was not possible to be certain about any possible
infection.
SMALL PERCENT RECEIVES THERAPY

The recreational therapists said they were about to introduce reality
and remotivation therapy techniques, and he estimated that perhaps
670 or more should receive it, but that only about 30 were starting to.
There was no room at all for wheelchairs in the auditorium that
would meet some social and recreational needs for these people.
To summarize, having seen numerous nursing homes and homes
for the aging in the United States of all types, and under various
types of sponsorships-municipal, nonprofit, church related, commercial-despite the obvious possibilities inherent in the physical
plant, and despite the obvious interests of a great many of the
personnel that work there, it was frightening and disturbing to see
the extent to which basic human care and skilled and respectable
nursing care was not provided in any kind of a dignified manner.
One would simply have to conclude professionally that we found evidence of only minimal custodial care at Kane.
Senator PERCY. Thank you very much, Doctor. I appreciate your
comments.
Could you answer just one question? I just want to be certain that
the testimony that is being given, and that has been given in the past
on long-term care facilities, is not overlooking the fact that we are
dealing with elderly people.
Dr. BUTLER. Yes.
Senator PERCY. The chronic infirmities of elderly people cannot be
compared with those of younger people. Has what you have observed
and seen, taken fully into account that even if you went through a
perfectly fine facility, with adequate care. and so forth, you might
indeed have a saddened feeling in looking at people who were suffering from what the process of aging sometimes brings to people?
Taking that fully into account as an expert, are you saying, then,
that conditions that can and should have been corrected, and must
be corrected, are evident wherever you go?
Dr. BUTLER. Oh, yes, absolutely.
FAMILY CONTACTS IMPORTANT

It is imperative, in fact, as very important as compassion and sentiment are, that we also have to be very hard-headed as to what,
in fact, can be done. There are some things that can effectively be
done to harness the repair processes, the restorative processes, to
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provide recreation, to show human concern, to help people to die peacefully. Inpatients should be given every possible opportunity to communicate with other human beings around the issues that affect one,
including especially one's continuing relationships with one's own
family, the very point you raised as to why there may or may not be
adequate contact with that family. Quite apart from sentiment or
compassion, in the most hard-headed way, we could see that the best
of medical, social, and nursing care was not present at this institution.
Senator PERcy. I would like to try to reserve some time for our
staff members to ask some questions, if they feel so inclined, because
I think our staff in this case is so well prepared. The staff has visited
the Kane facility many times and I regret that I have not been able
to see it myself. The only book I have ever written was about the
elderly. I have visited so many homes. I have heard the description
of conditions in others, so it is just as if I have been there.
I would first like to make a few summary statements about the
problems I feel exist, and then see if we could have some response
from our witnesses to those problems.
Senator Moss and I have heard the same story many times. We
have heard of places like Kane in New York City, we have heard
about it in Springfield, Ill., the home of Lincoln. We heard about it
in Chicago, and we have heard about it in every place we have gone.
We have heard about problems in proprietary facilities, we have
heard about them in Government-operated facilities, and we have
heard about them in voluntary, nonprofit facilities.
ALL RovrEs FAILING?

I wonder, as one Senator, what this really means? We have tried
three different routes, and they all seem to be failing. Are we unique
in the United States, that we cannot seem to find a way to handle
this problem? Are there other countries in this world that any of
you have visited where you have seen a good long-term care system?
Can you give us some bright stories? Have you visited other facilities that have really worked? Can you tell us why they seem to work?
It has been implied that the proprietary system suffers because
the purpose of a profitmaking facility is to make money, and many
times, the way to make money is to deprive the patient of service,
to cut down food, and to have inexperienced help, to hire someone
like Bill Recktenwald. He was hired when he worked for the Better
Government Association, to be a supervisor, when he could not have
possibly qualified for that position. He even administered drugs
when he was not qualified to do so. Now, we see the same problem in
a county facility where there is supposedly no profit motive. Maybe
the incentive here is to hold down the costs to the taxpayers and
squeeze services so the politicians are not criticized for trying to
raise taxes.
Maybe what substitutes for the profit system are the payoffs and
the kickbacks, the patronage jobs. Maybe that is the form the ripoff
takes in a Government-owned facility.
We obviously have not quite found an answer. We have seen some
very good ones, but we have seen some very bad ones.
Do any of you have an answer for us?
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We are searching for an answer. We are probing several different
routes, but we see failure everywhere. We have seen some good in all
three systems, but we cannot establish a pattern. We simply have to
find a way to provide the kind of facilities that do serve the people.
"SOMEONE ELSE'S PROBLEM?"

I do not think it could be put more clearly than Father McCormley
put it. Someone once said that aging problems are our No. 1 disgrace.
This seems to be the case and I am literally ashamed of the United
States of America. We have genius for organizing ourselves to conquer outer space, for organizing our military establishment, for
organizing our technology and know-how, but when it comes to the
simple problem of trying to take care of those we love the most, we
seem totally incompetent to be able to do it. Somehow, we do not
even have the sense of compassion to want to see what happens. We
seem to stay away from it. It is someone else's problem. We have
delegated that to the government, we have delegated it to someone
else.
So what are the ways that we can go about this? I yield at this
point to our distinguished chairman, who feels just the same way I
do. I know of no man that I have worked with who wants to do
more, and who is more experienced and has more influence and power
in the Congress of the United States than Senator Moss. But we
are looking for some sense of direction.
You have reported on conditions. Can you now tell us, if you were
sitting in our seats, and had our ability and our influence, what you
would do? How would you go about this? Tell us what we can do in
our capacity as legislators, and tell us what we can do in our capacity
as human beings to motivate others who want to do the right thing.
That is the purpose of these public hearings, to try to increase our
knowledge and that of the public. If there is a way to do it, let us
know and we will see if we can move it from the lowest priority to
the highest priority.
One thing is certain: We will all be older when we walk out that
door than when we came in. The alternative to aging is not good to
contemplate.
Father, I wanted to ask you. Would you put your mother in Kane?
Would you want her there?
How strongly do you feel about that, and then let us open it up for
discussion. First, let's have you answer that question, and then I will
yield to the chairman.
Senator Moss. You are doing fine.
Father MCCORMrEY. Before I answer that, I would like to give a
little background information. My mother is an invalid. She had a
stroke 4 years ago, and we have been able to maintain her at home.
At present, however. we are iust running on a shoestring in our
situation. We are inehes away from makingz a decision. At times. we
felt compelled to make the decision to put her in an institution. The
only thing I can sav is that I would rather bury my mother than
ever put her in an institution, especially Kane.
Senator Moss. That is a powerful comment there. That is a question all of us should ask ourselves. I can understand what you are
saying, Father. You say you are on a shoestring, almost on the verge,
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but many people are pushed over the edge, they do not know where
else to turn. So they simply place their loved ones in Kane Hospital
or someplace like that, and the Senator from Illinois expressed our
great frustration. We have been pursuing these hearings for a long
time.
"WHY HAVE You NOT GOT THE ANSWER?"
In fact, some of my people ask me, in a sort of derogatory way,
why have you not got the answer? We have seen much progress, but
we still have far to go.
We make some efforts, by legislation, to try to bring about better
care, but we neglect other basic needs of human beings, that is what
always gets to me. The lack of medical attention is terrible, of course,
but it seems worse to me to strip a person of all human dignity and
treat him just as a thing, like a piece of furniture. This is what came
through in a lot of testimony that we have heard in this hearing
today, and that is one of the reasons I admire what you are trying to
do for these people; to bring back to them a little sense of dignity
and concern.
Well, I did not want to intercede. Senator Percy was doing a very
good job in his questioning. He asked the ultimate question, and if
any of you have any comments, I would welcome them.
Dr. BUTLER. I think, Senator Percy has put his finger on human
imperfections, which we all have, and we possibly have very imperfect
ways of trying to respond, but I would begin with about four or five
points briefly. One is education, inservice education at its best within
any given institution.
I think that medical institutions have some reforming to do regarding elderly people. We do have 1.2 million people in nursing homes
in the United States, and if we do more socializing with them, they
would all be much better off, and could die in dignity.
There is not one medical school in the United States that requires
a student to go to a nursing home. Doctors, nurses, social workers,
recreational therapists, everyone has something to offer an older
person, but the kind of education which such personnel need just
does not exist, so education is one important route.
Senator PERCY. Would it be possible for federally assisted medical
students to be required to puf a certain amount of time into this
field during their residency or internship, or some time during their
training?
Dr. BUTLER. I wonder a little bit about the word "require" but in
the sense of arrangements, yes.
EDUCATING THE YOUNG ON AGING PROBLEMS

So often I will hear educators teaching medical students or residents in training, that aging is not interesting. They are only supposed to be interested in younger people. In my own experience, if
you can get your hands on the students and have an opportunity to
present to them effectively, thev do become interested.
It is true in Great Britain that the national health service encourages care of older patients through incentives. We could accomplish
the same ends through departments of geriatrics medicine.
We do not yet have a specialty of geriatrics medicine.
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Senator PERCY. My concern with the problem is that of the person
always going out for the fast buck. Why could we not ask medical
schools across the country to set up volunteer programs? We could
provide incentives, underwrite some of the costs of the administration of these programs, so that we could encourage those who want
to gravitate into this field early in their medical experience. The same
thing could be done in nurse's training. We would at least create
knowledge early in training about the impact they can make, even
before they graduated, and even before they become proficient in
this profession.

Dr. BUTLER. Provisionally, we need a change, not only in medicine,
but in nursing, social work, recreational therapy, occupational therapy; we need to expose students to the possibilities of being able to
help people.
The myth of senility: We very casually write people off as "senile,"
when we fail to recognize the fact that there are significant numbers
of treatable patients. We must create a new flavor in the medical
schools to change the models presented by teachers to excite the
interest of students.
It is very important to require systematic exposure of the medical
student in hospitals, homes for the aged, nursing homes; to see for
himself or herself the kinds of things that can be effectively done.
HIGH TURNOVER RATE

There is the need for decent pay and career ladder incentives
among the personnel. As the Senator pointed out, there is a high
turnover rate which shows us the extent to which people working
directly in patient care often are doing very distasteful work and are
not rewarded with a sense of real appreciation through decent pay
and educational opportunities to further advance themselves in the
hierarchy.
There is the very definition of the term "institution." When the
Father said he would not want his mother to be in an institution, it
occurred to me to remind us all again how we need to redesign an
institution to be a complex of services and facilities that go far
beyond the traditional walls and reach out into the community and
provide services.
We certainly did not see outreach at Kane Hospital. At the Philadelphia Geriatrics Center, in the same State, there are studies wherein
one-half of a random sampling of prospective admissions to the
center were provided with various types of services in their homes
rather than admitted into the institution. Thus, it was possible for
them to remain outside.
There is research. This may turn out to be the No. 1 cost containment of all, more than cost controls, I do not mean those are not
important, but when you think back to the observation of the late
Alexander Fleming of England, in the 1920's, out of which came
penicillin, and therefore control in considerable measure of infectious
diseases. In fact, this breakthrough gave us increased survivorship
into old age. It seems patently clear that we will have to support
research in the chronic diseases and in aging.
It is not traditional in most nursing homes and in most hospitals
to take advantage of technology for the elderly. For instance, it is
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possible for me to sit in this chair, as a paralyzed person or to have
severely disabling arthritis, and through the movements of my eyes,
to be able to cook a meal on the stove. If I have a clear head, and
through the use of modern technology, I could live at home and have
a realistic kind of independence, certainly with enormous savings to
the country.
COAMIJUNITY PARTICIPATION

NEEDED

I would like to see consumers, which means the families of older
people, and the providers, which means nurses and others, working
together in systematic ways, for example, volunteers. I am impressed,
for instance, with the Organization of Friends and Families of
Nursing Home Patients, in Oregon and with the Better Care Association in Detroit, instances of ways of trying to galvanize the interest
of people in the community. There is perhaps no better way to
enforce changes in care than for people coming in and out of an
institution all the time, and particularly families making contact with
the patient.
We can never have enough inspectors to enforce the regulations
which we try to establish. I think changes in our culture's sensibility
to older people, would make the biggest difference of all.
Senator Moss. Thank you.
Father McCormley?
Father MCCORMLEY. I would like also to address myself to some
ideas of what could be done.
We have to, in some way, change the whole attitude of our country
with respect to the aged. We think so much about the youth, yet we
think very little about older people. We are not really looking at
their qualities as persons.
I am reminded of this attitude so often when I go out and give
talks in order to enlist more volunteers. I usually go out on Sunday
morning and -talk at all of the masses in a particular church. I went
to a church about a month and a half ago, and I preached to 4,000
people. Twenty people signed up to volunteer, and only 10 came for
an orientation. People could not even look at me while I was standing
at the door. The apathy which I observed was unbelievable.
I would suggest that we begin teaching children at the elementary
level to value all human life in order to acquire a balanced attitude
toward all persons of our society, regardless of age.
Another area I think we should look at is television programing.
The exposure the elderly in our communities receive on television is
terrible. I remember watching a talk show on which a dirty old man
technique was being portrayed, and it was just horrible.
I felt like kicking my foot right through the television set. At the
same time, the audience burst into uncontrollable laughter. We are
perpetuating this negative attitude towards old people, because we
do not look at them as valued persons.
PREPARING THE YOUNG AS VOLUNTEERS

Senator PERCY. Let me ask whether or not you feel that we have
a better chance to appeal to young people than to preoccupied middleaged Americans to get them into this movement and to have them
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care for someone else in a volunteer capacity? These young people
may be more realistic and less materialistic than their parents.
Father MCCORMLEY. Yes, I do, but I think they have to be prepared for it. From my limited experience, when I ask young people
to come to Kane to volunteer, I have found out that it is better to
prepare them before they come to the hospital. Then I would speak
to them again about the kind of people they would be working with,
since they are not used to seeing old people.
Senator PERCY. Now, let me ask about those who have elderly
parents, who also are raising their own children, who may be faced
with the choice of taking care of aging parents or meeting the pressing needs of their own children. These people may have the tendency
to turn their parents over to an institution where they have the care
provided.
In your judgment, if financial assistance were offered to a family
so that they could then have the ability to care for their own parents,
in their own home, to keep them in an atmosphere that is more
familiar to them, would they do so? If they had some assistance, and
if that assistance were substantially less than the cost of institutionalizing the parents, would we not be better off all around?
Father MCCORMLEY. Yes, I think that could be helpful. I know
from my experience with my mother, if my dad died tomorrow, it
would be all over for us if we did not receive any financial assistance.
HIGH CosTs FORCE INSTITUTIONALIZATION

In our own case, with medicare cutting back funding, we now have
to provide almost everything. People are being forced to institutionalize members of their family. They do not want to do this, and I
think if they did receive some help, not only financial help, they could
be encouraged to maintain their loved one in their family setting.
Everyone has the right to die in their own home. No one has the
right to inflict an institution on another person.
Senator PERCY. I would like to ask Ms. Frenchik a question. In
your statement you indicated that the report is an accurate reflection
of the conditions at Kane Hospital.
Have you had experience in other facilities, and can you tell us if
the problems of those long-term care facilities are any different from
the ones at Kane with which you are familiar?
Ms. FRENCHIK. No, I have worked in no other long-term care
facility.
Senator PERCY. You have not worked in any other?
Ms. FRENCHIR. No. Is that what you are asking?
Senator PERCY. Yes.
Ms. FRENCHIK. I have worked in no others.
Senator PERCY. Ms. Kiefer, could you answer that question for us?
Ms. KIEFER. I have not worked in any other institution either. I
have worked in other general hospitals.
If you want to make a comparison there, there just is not any
comparison. The general hospital runs very efficiently. You never
have any shortages of supplies, you always have enough staff, and if
there is not enough staff present, say, due to illness or absences, they
call people into work who are on their day off and they ask them
to work.
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I have never run into the situation that I did at Kane. It is unique.
Senator PERCY. To the best of your knowledge, can you tell us
whether the county commissioners visited the facility to observe it
first hand?
RARE VISITS BY COUNTY CoMMISSIONERS

Ms. KIEFER. To the best of my knowledge, I personally only know
of one time that I knew of a county commissioner being in the facility.
Senator PERCY. And he was there how long?
Ms. KIEFER. I do not know. I did not see him entering the facility.
I saw him on the first floor, relatively close to where the offices are.
Senator PERCY. Ms. Frenchik, could you comment on that?
Have any county commissioners visited Kane? I would appreciate
also your comment.
Ms. FRENCHIK. I do not know of any from first-hand experience.
I did hear one time that Commissioner Staisey was out for a lunch.
Also, I believe Mr. Forrester was out at one time that I heard of.
Dr. Hunt, I heard was out at the hospital one time also, but I did not
see these people.
Senator PERCY. Father, can you answer that?
Father MCCORMLEY. I have seen the county commissioners there on
occasions, mostly for ceremonial events, and that would be Commissioner Staisey and Commissioner Forrester.
I was never aware of Commissioner Hunt ever being in the hospital.
I would like to point out at this time, that in my own opinion, I feel
that Commissioner Forrester has shown the deepest concern for the
patients of the hospital.
Senator PERCY. I wonder if you have been subjected to pressure,
or have been offered advice about your testimony by the Kane Hospital administration, or by anyone else officially connected with the
Kane Hospital?
Ms. KIEFER. When I called in to say that I was going to be here,
my immediate supervisor told me that I was to tell the truth as I
saw it.
Senator PERCY. You were told to tell the truth?
Ms. KIEFER. Yes.
Senator PERCY. You had no other advice?
Ms. KIEFER. No, nothing.
Senator PERCY. I am very pleased to hear that.
I indicated that I would ask the members of the staff, who were
intimately involved, if they have any further questions, but obviously
we will defer to the distinguished Senator from Pennsylvania first.
I have no further questions myself.
Senator SCHWEIKER. I pretty well asked my questions earlier, Senator. Thank you. I will let the staff go ahead.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Thank you very much.
I have a couple of questions that I would like to ask all of you,
particularly Father McCormley.
We had the testimony of Eileen Frenchik, and Senator Percy just
asked whether her day-to-day experience confirmed what we have in
this report. I would like to ask Father McCormley, does the report
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confirm your day-to-day experiences at Kane Hospital? Is the report
we have basically accurate?
Father MCCORMLEY. Yes, it is accurate. For instance, I knew which
patients were described in the report, even though they weren't named.
Senator SCHWEIKER. You are saying the personal stories of human
degradation are accurate, that you saw them, particularly? Is that
correct?
Father MCCORMLEY. Yes; I have seen patients mistreated, but I
was not a witness to the examples contained in the report.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. I have a couple of other questions.

Ms. KIEFER. I have to say the same thing, when the report recites
these horrid stories, I knew the patients.
DRUG ADMINISTRATION REGULATIONS

Mr. HALAMANDARIS. It has been suggested to us that the hospital
administration was not responsive to the requests from the Pennsylvania Department of Health. I'm speaking of the requirement that

unlicensed personnel not administer medication. Do unlicensed personnel give injections? Are you aware of hospital officials disregarding orders from the Pennsylvania Department of Health, and ignoring regulations relating to drug administration.
Ms. FRENCHIK. There was a staff meeting held in the inservice
department, and we had a lengthy discussion in reference to this.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. As far as you know, are aides still continuing
to pass medication? Do you know of instances in which aides and

unlicensed personnel, are giving injections?
Ms. FRENCHIK. Nurses' aides are classified as three stripes. They
give injections at Kane Hospital, they give intramuscular injections,

however, they cannot give intravenous injections.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. In respect to patients' rights and requirements,

are families informed of any changes in the hospital rules and regulations? Are you aware of any unusual administrative actions in this
regard?
Father MCCORMLEY. I attended a department head meeting a

month ago and a proposed bill of rights for the patients was discussed. The general discussion centered on the issue of how the bill
of rights would be formulated and how the signature would be ob-

tained from the patient.
I got the impression that the bill of rights should not be made
known to the family of a patient before admittance since they would
clearly know of their rights.

The bill of rights is required by law, therefore, the hospital will
comply. But, in my opinion, the patients' well-being will not be the
primary concern.
PERSONAL HYGIENE CARE NEEDED
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Father, earlier you discussed some of the prob-

lems with personal hygiene of the patients at Kane Hospital.
Will you relate to the committee the incident you described to the

committee staff concerning the Kane resident known as Porkie?

Father MCCORMLEY. Four Saturdays ago, with a group of volunteers, I went to shave some patients on a particular unit in the hos-
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pital. While looking in one of the rooms to see if there was a patient
that needed to be shaved, I found a little man whom I had seen many
times before. I would say he had a few week's growth of beard on
his face. So I walked over to him, and I said, "Porkie, would you like
to have a shave?" He said, "I would like to have one very much." I
started with barber clippers in order to get his beard closer to his
face. Only then was I able to give him a close shave with a regular
razor.
I then decided to wash his face and clean his ears; I could not
believe the junk that came out of his ears. I was sick to the stomach.
There were huge chunks of stuff in his ears. It was not only in the
lower part, but in the upper part also. When I was finished, Porkie
thanked me, and he said, 'No one ever cleans my ears, and I cannot do
it myself." My emotion changed from one of almost wanting to
vomit to wanting to cry, just because he was so appreciative.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Again, Father, if you would, please, could
you give us some sort of judgment, are these isolated instances, that
happen once in awhile, or are they fairly frequent occurrences or
occurrences that happen every day?

UNIT "Is AZoo"
Father MCCORMLEY. The only way I can describe this particular
unit to you is to say it is a zoo. I have been on that unit often and
have seen urine all over the floor. I have observed people covered with
BM from head to toe, while the staff sits at the desk, waiting to pass
the food trays. Ironically, the registered nurse in charge of this floor
thinks she runs the best unit in the hospital.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. I take it that you have a similar problem with
podiatry. Is there some sort of foot care given?
Father MCCORMLEY. I had better let a nurse answer that one.
Ms. FRENcHIK. There is a podiatrist on the staff who works part
time. He is, to the best of my knowledge, working 9 a.m. to 12 noon,
Monday through Friday.
There is another podiatrist that comes in part time, two mornings
a week. However, the nursing personnel are instructed to cut the
toenails and fingernails of patients, and they are told not to cut
diabetics' fingernails and toenails. That is up to the registered nurse.
Senator PERCY. I did neglect to ask for an answer to the question I
put to you on the question of visitors.
Here is something that the government really cannot do anything
about. It does not involve money, but it does involve someone reaching
out and doing something for someone, in many cases for someone
they are close to.
At Kane, do the patients have frequent visitors? In how many
cases do the patients there have relatives or friends who could visit
them but never do, or do so very, very infrequently? Did people make
phone calls to patients there? Was there much mail that came in to
keep them in contact by letter?
What more could people do, that they are not doing now, for their
own who are in the institutions? Or. is there a satisfactory level of
human contact with the outside world?
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No VISISTORS FOR 75 PERCENT

Ms. KIEFER. People are going to visit, they will always visit.
By and large, I would have to say that probably 75 percent of
the patients never get any visitors at all, never receive any mail. We
do get a large volume of mail at Christmas, a token of Mother's Day
and Father's Day cards.
Very rarely do they even get gifts at Christmas or Mother's Day
or Father's Day gifts, just a card. I do not know why.
We try to encourage, when they do come in, to take part in the care.
We feel that they should want to feed the patients, maybe help a
little bit with them. It would make the patients feel better that their
families really care. But they seemed filled with guilt; they seem to
not want to come in. They feel guilty for having them there, and
they cannot face up to the reality of seeing them in that situation.
Senator PERCY. Any other comment? Father?
Father MCCORMLEY. I will confirm Ms. Kiefer's report in the sense
of this guilt.
My staff and I have interviewed many patients' families. I cannot
begin to describe the feelings of guilt which people have concerning
institutionalizing their loved one. I would say that almost all of the
families I have interviewed personally have broken down in tears.
Senator PERCY. I want to read a 30-second statement by Mr. Silverstein. Really, this should not be read with reference to patients at
Kane Hospital. As we approach the holiday season, there are millions
and millions of Americans of all ages who have so much to be grateful
for. We are not in a war for the first time in a long time.
We have the most blessed Nation on earth from a standpoint of the
bountiful nature of our harvest, the largest harvest on earth this
year. We ought to reach out to some nursing home, some home for
the aged, some long-term care facility near our homes and do something this particular season for someone. It will do more to bring
the Christmas spirit to all of us than anything we could do.
Could we not say that of the many, many facilities that we have
visited, that this is the home of the living dead?
Mr. Silverstein states: "Hitler was less cruel. He gave hope, albeit
false, with death-Kane gives despair and creates a desire to die."
For Kane we could substitute the name of any other institution
that we have investigated. We can do something about it.
I think your testimony is excellent. I must leave now, but I think
-your testimony today, all of it, has been invaluable, in helping us to
overcome this problem.
Thank you.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. I have a couple of more questions I would like
to pose.
Before you leave, Senator, I would like your permission to have
entered in the record a copy of the medicare-medicaid inspection
report completed by the Pennsylvania State Department of Health.
It lists a long series of violations of standards, and I would like
to have it made a anirt of the record, with vour permission.
Senator PERCY. Without objection, it will be made a part of the
record.
[The report follows:]
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Senator PERCY. I should like also to state for our witnesses today
that you are here at the request of this committee, and of the Congress of the United States. Should vou ever at any time have any
kind of reprisal, you should just get in touch with your Senator, and
he will have the full backing of the Congress of the United States
in enforcing and protecting your rights.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Father McCormley, you were the chairman of
the snack shop committee. Will you tell the committee under what
circumstances you resigned from that position?
SNACK SHoP PRICES CAUSE COMPLAINTS

Father MCCORMLEY. I questioned the snack shop board many times,
during my years on the board, why the snack shop had the same prices
as the outside community, or even why we charge more. Whv could
not Kane have the same kind of privileges as the Veterans' Hospital
receive? This question never seemed to be answered adquately. I was
told it could not be done.
The patients complained to me over and over again about the prices
in the snack shop, and while I was chairman, I tried to find out what
the profits were so that prices could be reduced. Whenever I tried to
correct some of the bad situations that I found in the snack shop, I
found myself in a helpless predicament. After being thoroughly
disgusted with the whole operation, I walked out of a meeting and
submitted by resignation as chairman of the board.
Mr. HALA-MANDARIs. Thank you very much for that resnonse.
I have one brief comment. and then we wvill hear our last witness.

The brochure* that Kane Hospital publishes, which we have here,
depicts in grand stvle the facilities and the services, that allegedly
are offered at Kane Hospital. Some serviees exist onlv on paper.
For example, the report stresses that the facilitv specializes in rehahilitative services, and vet, as we have been told, there are over
2,000 patients in the facility, and each year 1,000 of them die and
onlv 200 are discharged.
That is a rather devastating indictment of the rehabilitation services
at that facility.
"A

TERMINAL ILLNESS CENTER"

I would like vou to comment. and to tell me to what extent is there
an effort being made to rehabilitate neonle. The broader quect~ion is,
you know, the discrepancy between the brochure and the report** we
have received this morning.
It could not be any more startling. It is as if we are talking about
two totally different facilities.
Do you want to give us any sort of reaction or comment to that
question?
Father MCCo4R1OrTEY. I do not know whether Kane Hosnifal should
be called a rehabilitation center. I think the hospital should adopt in
its title that it is also a terminal illness center.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Would you repeat that?
'See p. 3505.

**See p. 3471.
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Father MCCORMLEY. It is also a terminal illness center, since it
deals with people in the process of dying. I would say that rehabilitation is not being done in the convalescent areas. If it is, I am not
aware of it. The rehabilitation programs are quite inadequate for the
vast numbers of patients that we have in the hospital.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. You remember Dr. Butler's testimony a little
while ago, in which he stated the care being offered was primarily
custodial.
We have in the record a statement* from a registered nurse that
accompanied us on our visit on December 1, in which she stated, the
patients primarily received custodial care.
We have that on the record.
We now have your statement.
I would add a third piece of evidence, that is a report** prepared
by the Allegheny County Human Services Commission, prepared in
November 1974, in which it says that "the hospital's largely long-term
population belies its claim as a rehabilitative facility." That is the
point I was trying to make, and I would be interested in reaction
from the nurses.
Ms. KIEFER. I would like to tell you, like I tell new employees when
they start, I feel the hospital has two objectives. It is rehabilitation
for some, and second, it is care of the terminally ill, and another
problem facing our society is the 'fact that terminally ill patients
have nowhere to go.
The hospitalization runs out; the families cannot take them to their
homes, so this, as maybe Kane started out taking care of the elderly,
but we have now become a long-term care center for the terminally
ill patients, those that need much, much care.
This is a part of our problem. Our patients need more care, and it
is not completely a rehabilitative center.
"ANOTHER SIDE TO THIS STORY"

Mr. HALAMANDARIS. We have received a lot of testimony today. It
is all stacked up on one side, indicating the quality of care offered at
Kane. There have been some financial questions raised, and we hope to
have those settled when the General Accounting Office completes its
audit of Kane Hospital. We expect a further hearing to be held,
when that report is ready, and we would hope to do this in Pennsylvania. At that time we want to give an opportunity to those people
who would like to resnond and to present a complete detailed response.
If there is another side to this story, we would like to hear it. We
would like to be able to interview other witnesses who work at the
facility who can give us their perspective.
That is something we will plan to do. and before we close, we
want to hear brieflv from James M. McLean from the Allegheny
County Law Department.
I am grateful to you for anpearing today. Senator Schweiker
mav have a question or two before we dismiss you.
[The brochure referred to follows:]
*qee a. 3444.

**Retained in committee files.
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EMOTIONAL HEALTH
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WELCOME!

We isfhto ettend a most cordial invitation to you to participateby mean
of this brochure in a descriptioeandpictoria oisit to your Ioho I. KaneHospital.
It is our hope that the information presentedmill stimulateenoogh ioterestto
motivatepersonalvisits to this facility.
For the convenienceof relativesand frieodsof ourpatients,vising hoots
havebeen mademost liberal. Visitorshavea definite benefictaleffect stinc they
help to dispell the feeling of isolation and enen abandonmentwhich some
patientsexperience.
Most patients at Kane Hospitalsuffer from multiple systemsdiseasesasso
ciatedwith old ageandchronic illnessOur missionis dedicated tothescietfic,
and aboveall compassionate
effort to allevisteasbeat we can thedegeneration
diseasesastociated with the ravagesof time "Time - the stealthy equalizer
movessoftly on padded feel." We all age irpenceptibhy but - suddenly,
we're old and burdenedwith lime'sdestructivelegacy.
In ouryouth osienled society,the societyof shebeautiul peple, the isage
of old agecreatesa-iety. The obtever sees in the agedsiok the rirror image
of himself "X" number of yearsin the future. Asiety consortseasily to anger
which is frequentlydirected towaid the hospital, thephysicians the nursesand
other Many people are emotionally incapable of dealing with the rep11etft
aspectsof terminal illnes and this leadsto difficulty in reoc-itiig and retaining
personnel.Frequently,ncellent employes becomedepressedand resign.
On the other hand,Kane Hospitalhasmanypositiveand optimistic aspets.
The concept of rehabilitationwith the return of the patientto co-monity lining
is an allppemie oriensi- of our personnel.Ocopational Therapy,Rereational Therapy,Social Servi, Volunteer Serviceand SpiritualSupport are all
major positiveeffortshere.
Eauhyear we strive to improve our servicesand -aohyear we succeedto
a significant degree.The enlightened and progstsive-attitude of our Bourd
of County Commissionersin cocjunction with the support of the people of
AlleghenyCounty make this progresspossible. We ass deeply grateful for this
support.

Sincerety,
ALLEGHENY
COUNTY INSTITUTIONDISTRICT

EdwardR.Deerson, M.D.
EsecutioeDirctor
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THESE TIRED
OLD HANDS
HAVE .. .
Toiled log in sacniice andlov.
Diapered and comforted gener~ationsof babies.
Touched the osy checks of child- and
smoothed -way the tear of childhood tears.
Releaseda loving grip on sons in time of war and
Counted beads in prayer fo, safe retur.-

H

THUS .T.I.

t is o sacred
n duty to hold thesetied
Old handsin ours com
efort d gene
tly
Leadthed thawgathe
twlight of a
LongTdays
jHU.ey.
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MEDICAL SERVICES
foho 1. Kane Hospital is nationally recognized as
one of the most advanced hospitat in the United
Statentoday fat the care of the ch-imialfy ill and
agings Sopponed by Allegheny Coonty tapayer,
foho 1.Kane Hostpil may well be a soomeof prde
o loca citizens. It has achieveda national reputaion for eccellencein the field of sehabilitaion and
tstorative cae, and serve as a guide for similar
programs in hospitals nationalty. Caring for 2,17
patients today it is the secondlargestgeriatric hospital in the United StatenThe goal of Kane Hospital
rnctvr-ri-nIo health of rhegenaric andchnonis
ically ill patient and his return the community.
KaneHospitalopened in Fehnary, 1958to p-ocide
noaion andterminal illnes care for the medially
indigent and chronically ill It offers sermice to
patients who need long term rehahilitaion; care and
comfort of the ill, handicapped,and aging so that
they may retum to communitylining wheneverpotsible.The Ie. chosnicillnessincludes al categories
of illness which do not respond to immediate
treatment.
fohn 1, Kane Hospital is "people".. the physicians, the nus, the goad of County Commisioners and Advisory Board, adminisraive staff,
social motrs, technicians,therapism aide, colntee, clergymen, aintenance cews, and many
other whose only goal into servethe patient.
Many stff peronnel see the patient every day
Some, he patient never ses, but neveohelessthey
behind the scenesto protogeher
are all moking
hest psiblhe care.
vide the
Kane Hospital is a competentqualified medical
staff and well trained, eperienced registerednures
who staffdiagnostic and therapeutic facilitis

The entire stalfof more than 1,700cooper-at for
the benefit of the patient and keeps the hospital
operating at top efficiency while maintaining an
atmosphereof cleanlinessand cheerfulness
The consultantspanicipate in operating the many
specialty clinics at Kane Hospital. The major clinica
are General Surgery Orthopedic Surgery,Neurology, Ophthvlmology, Dermatology, Uology, Owolryngnlogy, Hematology, Dentistry, Cardiology and
PacemakerMonitoring, Gynecology,Podiatry.
The associatemedical staff includes psychiatrists,
sociologists,pharmacts, psychologists,sd pharmzoologists The associatestaff provides specialized
servicesbeyond thoseoffered by the attending physiciansand consuhingstaff.
Accuate and complete recordson every patient
RECORDS
admitted are maiotained in he SMEDICAL
The physician writes a detiled case
DEPARTMENT.
history as well at results of physical arvinatioot
diagonstic tests and treatmentsfor each patient so
that recordsare completefor fuure reference.Complete recordscan be a life-savingfactor in the event
that the patient is re-admited and his condition is
such that his yast medicalhistory coonteis information essentil to proper therapy.

THE NURSING SERVICES
The hbckboneof Kane Hospital is a large NURSING STAfF,assistedby licensedprctical nuser and
hospital aides.
The long-term geriatric patient requiresit-entice
nuring care which is an esrenial requirementfor his
recovery. Many geritric paents are admitted to
Kane Hospital without neot-of-kin. Approvimately
30-40 perceot of the patents do not have regular
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visito. The Kane Hospital staff becomes his fain
iiy' and he reliesheavily on his nuses for his daily
vain and human vontav.
The non-professionalnursingstaff revlodesnuses
assistantsmedivn girls livensed practical nurses,
and nunes aides.
Every hospital fses a nursing shortageand Kane
Hospital has heenattempting to solve this problem
in many ays.
The Allegheny C ty Commissione initiated a
program so employ 150 high svhonl and vollege
studentsto sere as pat-time hospital aides. Only
woohy students with adequate scholastis rescrds
-s financial assistancemere acepted,
mho a need
and consequentlythe program is proving mutually
benefisial.
A slate meshingrelationship between Kane Hotpital and the Visiting NHre Association IVNA) aids
patients who return t heir homes. Many patients
regress unless their rehabiliasion program as the
hospital is vonsinued in the home.The VNA nure
assiststhe patient at home and helps present the
onnevessaryreturnto Kane.
Continuity of the patients' oc-upational and physal therapy programsare an important key to s-ssess-lodischarge
Kane Hospital maintainsthree maei areas for its
2,187patients on 129assesnf rolling cnuntrysidein
Allegheny County, in the Southwestern area of
Pennsylvania.After admissionto the hospial, those
patients requiring intensive medisalcaro useplayed
in the mati eight-story Kane Hospitl Tower buildtog. Ptents assignedto thf Infirmary sessionare
usually amhblaioy patients requiring routine medisil vain and sortieg supervision.Convulessentarea

patients are those not requiring intensive hospital
yam, hutare too ill to be played in amhulatoryfavilitie f the iofirmary
The avoage ae o the patient today is 76.3 year
wiih mvr than 1,800 of them over tie age of 65.
The oldest patient is 102 years The youngestin 22
yeas of age.
Many elderly patiests admitted tu Kane Huspital
are suffering from terminal illnesses.The peronnel
of Kane Hospitalarecrefully traind in the applisasion of spevial vare designedto lend dignity to their
fial days.
The averagelength of stay of patients who mem
dischargedduring the passyear mat304.6 days.
Sinve the opening of Kane Hospital In Fehbiay,
1958, there has'been a progressive invreasein the
femininepopulatiun. At thebeginning approsimately
mere women but today 62
a third of the patients
perent of thepatientsare omen
Under the guidanseof n verotifiedmentgenoloof KaneHospitalopergitsnthe X-RAYDEPARTMENT
ars 24 huor a day. Modern equipment for the ger.asris patient offer autumatis processingand drying
of films to speed pro-edums A modem til-table
fluoroscopis combination equipped with image
amplifier and remote control televisiun monitoring
are particlarlly dapsahleto elery and disabled
patients sin-e they van be enaminedunder ordinary
light and moved during procedures mith little
diffisulty.

The clinics whihf operateat John 1.Kane Hospital
wth a full somplementof medisalstaff are.:Dental,
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Dmnttoog, Ear,Nose sodThroat. Cadology, Eye,
Oenito-dna1y, Cyrtecology, Hatmatiofog. Neurology, O opedic, Podity, orgicol andPacemaker
Moteitroirg Clic.
Then aine
s
diaic
sef c sd
offered
at the 13 KaneHospital cie co only be loeched
on hem briefly.
The Denul Cinic _as teeellyoutitned with a
specil lift which ebahle,the patientsto be rised for
tnatftent while rmaining In their wheelchair. Oral
sorgey sod prthetics demaod the greatet attentine of the dentist sd restotaiwts prophylaclic
tm emntsod declare inserions am major areasof
core ofeed. The Dental Cinic i open day.
KaneHospital EyeClinic i open four dys a week.
Disea of the eyesare treaed sod the greatsill onf
cisior is gives to thosewhose eyecondition is saitable for corarct earraction.Eye assesareprescribed
to imprne vison sod brke glassesare rplaced.
Pap smear are ro.tine is the Cynecological
Clics sod am peformed on a11female patients
adrined.
The Neulogy Clinicfor the geatic ptent deals
motly with organic brin sdrmes, strke, Pathinsenism and narioos lesscommon nearological
syndromes.
The Orthopedic Clinic is one of the bosiest clisics
at KaneHpitaladcares or hndtds of actures.
The eIderly are panicalarly sasceptible to hip
frctaes.
Podiatry font coel n especiallyImportnt for the
elderly patient Font coe aids in ,ehabiliuatio and
eneis Ita
allowsthe patient to be more independent and sl-reliant and less icined to be
inactiye,

ReadersIntersted in core of thechronically ill ae
welcome to contct the hospital or more det.iled
Information ot Specialized clinic emices to the
gecattic patinot.
THE CLINICAL LABORATORY
The CLINICALLABORATORY
peronnel ieclodet a
sopervitorwho iba RegisteredMedicol Technologis
and ato registeredin the field of Cytology. He is
sppened by two RegisteredMedial Technolgists,
thre Certifid Laoratory Assistants,one Medial
Techncin-ad one Elecirocordiograph.
Clinicol [aboratory ervices ar aailable 24 hear
day.
The scopeof wnrk offered by the ClnicoIabhor
ory incltdes Urinalis, Hematology,Biochemiy,
Eiaclerinlogy, Serology, Blood BankinB,Cytopathology, Electrlyte Determinaions, SpinalFluid Analys, and Food ServiceSanitation;od Bacteriological
Monitoring.
Two mee of the Lboratoy saff andonestff
physician see as the Infection and Envirnmental
Control Committee. This committee isspects sanitary conditions, checksfor bacteril conaminalion
and veifys sterility of apppriate anicle from the
Central Supply Rosi that are distributed throughout the hospital. Contl of theCentralSupplyserile
materl i accomplished daily by means of the
"Amett method.
The Hematologyand ChemistryDeparments ate
operated ucder complete qoality costol standas.
A non Three Ch-nnel Electrcardiographic machine has been added to the Clinicl Laboratory.
This issitrment is alto equipped with phonocdto
grphic atchment.
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IN-sERICE FOUCATION
EDICATION proThe Kane Hospital IN-SERVICE
gram provides comprehensive nd-rarding and
inc .ased competencein norsing skill is relatonto
changing meihodsand new tevhniquesin caring far
the chronically ill and aging.
An extensioeorieniation pomgan is given to the
-neeyassignedstff nnes. This program indesigned
of an awareness
tv astist navh nurse in developmenot
of renponsibilitiesactiviiiesand fanvtionsin vowing
rervicevas well asrelationshipsto other departments
in order to promote vontinuity of patient care.
Kane's norsing in-service edocation department
condocts a training program for al new hospital
aides Orientation and basic training techniquesare
aceredin the fint foar weeksconneming care af
rth geriatric patient, ethics, safety, and vaneof the
patients unit
Hospital aiden representshe largest categoryof
non-professional personnel offering services and
play a major role in the bedside care of the patient.
They monkcoder the sopervisionof registerednones
ahter rover.ing xtoensivetraining in the noning in.service edoation department.
KANE HOSPITAL AS A

;IFACHI

I

_M

.CENTER

The Johe 1. Kane Hospital cares for more than
2100chronically ill patients presentinga vastvariety
ofigoses both common and rate.Many of theta
lneste and their soring requirements are not
ly seen in general hospitals. For this mreon.
Hospital presentsan evellent oppornunityfor
oaone
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training of medica nd nuning studentn Some univerity facot.ies recognize the wealIth of tatenal
availbl at Kane and hve invoWedtheir stmdents
in tou, demonstrationsand classesat Kane Hospia.
The aim in to makeKane Honpital an instition I
teaching and reeach in Ceriatdcs, Gerontology.
and RehabiliultionMedicne..
To stmlaeuiverity involemet, the John I.
Kane Hospitl has devielopeda prgme with the
Graduate School of Social Serviceof the Univerity
of Pitrsbcrgh.This joinstdfol hasmade pssible the
useof the Kane Hospitl for training Unlveri-ty of
Pittbcrgh Social Serice stadeen aed has involed
the Kane HospitalSocial Servicestaff in teachinga
he Univerity Schoolof SocialWork
Studens from three generl hospial Schoolnof
Nuring pin broader euperience in genatdc cam
through training at Kne. Mor than 150 sItdent
annually receed educational trainig. Thesestydect nuses wee from the Schools of Nursing at
Univeity of Pittsburgh,Presbyterian-Uniity Hospitland St.John's Hospital.
The purpoveof this program Is to have studeon
loam to undesand the chages that ocurr in the
agedpatientphysially, socially, and psychologically
The lobh f. Kane Hospital also has negotiated a
conract with Physiatests Iphysican specialist in
physial medine) involved in Rehabilitation programs at St. FrancisHospil, Mercy Hospitl and
other local general hospiNs. As a public instiution,
the fohn I KaneHospilal hasencourged the useof
its facilities and the studyof it patients in the trining curricolum for undergraduateaed graduatetaining of medical, nuing and para-medicalpesonnel
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FOOD SERVICES
tar the nore than
The dint and prnparationat food
210f0 ill, handiapped and aged patints at Kann
Hospital is a camplicated and calossaljob far the
medical staff, thn dintitian, thn kitchen crew and thn
flatts aide.
Thn attending physicianordnrs a special dint for
nach patinnt dnpeeding on his nneds Tha dintitian
visitsthn patinntto ditcust hit likesaod dislike.
The dining room overlooks both the Mirror Lake
Mo serve900
Court and the lge centralcourt and
people cafeteriastyle, in two sittings.Thosepatients
who are amhulatory come to the dining hal. Howver, about 40 per cent of the patientr have lending
problems und needhelp.
Supplemental feeding sock as egg og, milk
shakes,or juice, are availale under physicians
orders. The food is placed in relrigeratot on the
patient's floor to meet his needs at the appropriate
lure Hospitaloperates it own bakeryand bakes
approximately500 oaver of bread perday All meat
is servedbonelessdue to the diffivulties of chewing
of manyof the patients
More than 175 kitchen personnelanddietaryaides
will prepareabout 500 pounds of mashed potatoes
for one meal 20o pounds of fresh vegetables.0ob
450 gallons of whole milk
pounds of turkey, serve
per day, or ue 1,25 dotes fresheggs a eek.
Visiting hours bohobeen extended to encourage
families and visirors to help fend these paties.
Volurteer groupshave been onganiaedto help feed
patients
All patienrt receiveapres-ribed diet. Visitorsam
arked not to bring food.
FLGIBILITYAND AD)MSISSION
Joh. I Kane Hospital opened its doors in Pebroary, 1958 to the chrneivally-ill or tong-tem patient
unable to purchase tuck care In privateor voluntary
ageecies.
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Eligibility requirement incude a physiians' *tareneot indicaing needfor skillednuning and medic.
care; medical indigency, a refer-l iron a general
hospilaf,or eutendedcae facility.
Indigency is interpreted as "without sufficient
funds to pay for are in other intitutions" Therefon, to be eligible for admissionan applicantmu
be unable to pay for are in other facilitie He
definitely penitted to retain b home aod propery
beause prisio mustbhe aloed for hi, retu
the comuity afte discharge.
Patient come to Kane Hospital fnm three major
ource: generalhospials, nuring home andpublic
institutions.i
It is planned that dischargeand placementse-i-cn_
bsuchas foster homes. ho accele ated so that bed,
canh vacated:thus pennini a morn Iberal o.take
ofthoseonthe-waitivgit.ad thus makeKaneHo.pital servicesacailableto a greaternumber of patients.

WHO'S INVOLVED AT
KANE HOSPITAL
GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS
THEKANE HOSPITALFIREDEPARTMENT,
workieg on two shifs, keepaa 24 hour watch for emergencie. The 17 man fighting crw schedulesand
pracices fire drills and evacuation of paient It
conducts ipection, Incuding the fIre aIaen system, and does preventive maintenance on a1 fire
fighting equipmentat the fin, houe, on the gr-unds,
in the hospital nd In adjelning and employee'
quarters.
its equipmens inludes a 750-glon pumper, a
65-loot laddertruck, and an emergency an loaded
with a hote and fire etingulsher for useinside the
hopital. The emergency an, dsigsned by one of
the Kane firemen,i able to utavelthrugh corridor
and enter elevator

_

_
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The Kane H-ospitalFire OEponmentsemenin son
eral impnnant capacities.It is the focal neme center
for a radio systemuser which areahospitals and fire
depanmeots
may bealegedin case of emerfences
and disaster in AlleghenyCounty. The radie trn,mittrr can nstablish ontact with ara honpitalsinstarty to tell them when ambulancesare en their
way with casualtien
The Kane Fire Depan-met also semes an headqtuane for the South Hills Volunteer Firemen's
Association,and acts as the hase for the fire band
radio and telephonesystem Through this network,
Kanecan contactappro-imately 204community lire
depatments which are pan of the opeation it can
summon assistancefmm any of these colunteer
grouPsto case of an emergeny at the hospitalor at
ether of the two AlleghenyC.outy airports.
The Kane radio system is an essentialpan of the
disaster pln fur Greater Pitsburgh Airpon Kane
Hospitalmaintainsa fully equippeddisaster hospital
in rho fire alert building at the aispen The radiosystem ties to rescuepesonnel from Kane,Sowiktey
Valley,Ohio Valley and Mery Hospitals
HOUSEKEEPING
An esecutiunhousekeepersupe-isesa staff of 96
to establishand maintaina high standardof cleanliems and nitation in patient areas.staff fcilities
and public areasthreughout KaneHospital.
Mechanriad housekeepingis in constant operation as are 1530 mops and bucketsto cleansethe
acres of rooms and hallways, 496 bathrooms and
23,0) windows
HOUSEKEEPING
hasa direct bearing on the welfare of the staff, th patient, and thevisitor House
keeping employees like food sen-ie and maintenance peple are off-red instructonal programsof
training.

PHAARE"ACEUTICAL
SERVICES
A well stocked PHARMACYoperated by 3 registered pharmacistshasfacilities Ior storing preparing
and dispensingmedicines as prescribed by the atteoding staff physician.
ADMINISTRATION

An lrpostant recent addition to the hospital has
been the lestaltatwe of compster equipmet, All
intonoatwneoceming a paient Ihpunched on hf
Indisid-at card at his naming stasto, Thisallow for
completion at statisical data relesant to chincn illresrch,
-ess It aso allows for rpid accoanting
peocedor and inventory controL
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JOHN J. KANE HOSPITAL
1970EXPENDITURES-$12,000,000
IN PERCENTAGE

10 20 30 t0 50 60 70 B0 90 100%

1970REVENUE-S12,000,000
'1IERCENTSGE

U 1020U30 40

6070

OD 010D%

TAXES
ADMINISTRATION
CLINICAL
SERVICE

PATIENT
INCOME
Pnion-R.irno-I
S.,S-Cnntfiullonh
MEDICARE-EXTENDED
CAREFACILITY
MEDICAL
ASSISTANCE
A

GROUNDS
&BUILDINGS

BLUE
CROSS
55SPECIAL

AND INTEREST

OTHER
MISC REVENUE
PERDIEMCOSTPERPATIENT
$16.00

In the LaundryDepartmentan averageof 30,000
sheets ale processedwekly. In one year.,4'h million pounds of material includin lien and patient
apparl are laundered. ioned and supplied to

F-
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REHfABlLITATION SERVICES
An onknownauthor stated"Medicine and sorgery
h-ae added more feas to life; thebiktatioi dds
mom life to years.
REHABIlITATIONis the restoration of the handicapped to the follest physial, mental, emotional,
social, ocational and economic osefulness
of which
they are capable
Rehabilitation restoressomething special to the
life of the aged ill and handicapped... dignity and
independence
The Rehabilitation program at Kane Hospil1 is
one of the most advancedprogramsfor the geriatri
patiaesin the ntion.

70-080

0 - 76 - 14

The staff herefeelstha almost
everypatient benfits to some degree from tehabilitaio. The aim is
re-train patiens to live andwork withie the limits
to
of their disabilitiesand to achievegreatet independence .. alwaysworking towardthe daythe patient
can be dischargedand inreted to his com-noity.
The Rehabilitation Departmen t John 1 Kane
Hospital is composedof PhysicalTherapy, Occpational Therapy Inhalation Therapy and Servic to
the Blind
Playinga oital wi in rehabilitationservices are the
Physical and Occupational Therapy Departments
Their principle goal is to ocercomeor minimize an
indicidals' disability and to restore him to osefol
liing.
PHYSICALTHERAPYapplies to the proced-res
and techniqoesosed for restorationof the aged and
chronically ill Here patents are taughteersen,
especiallywith parallel and traction ban, to improve
balanceo to coordinatemocementsMain obectwo,
howeer, is ambubtion or learning to walk with
caroousdevices
Servicesin the PhysicalTherpy areainclode thermal therapy, therapeutic esercise and m-srle reeducation; m-ssae or manipolationof body tisse;
training in the useof prostheseselectro-sherapyfor
the purposeof producingheatiogeffects; ultra iolet
sue raytherapy and therapeutic oseof cold to minimize the initial reaction of tissoessolocal traomatic
injuries soch ascontorsios and sprains
Patientswho paticipate in the PhysicalTherapy
Depostmenton recommendationsof the medical
stalf are orhopedic case; amptees; artbnitiscases
neurologicalcases zqd generalmedicat
cases
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OCCUPATIONALThE-AP works
, closelywith the
is
defined a=san
or physical-mediPhysical
Therapyactivt-menial
DeaTornorn Occupationa
l Therapy
cally prescrihed
and piofssonally
guided to aid the_
patient in recoveryfroo diseaseor injury. Basically,
in Occupational Therapy the patient achieves the
ability to perform the csual
- dictes of daily IvingA.
such s dressing,feeding and perfonning requiremercs of his occuoaton
Diversional pmgrams also ate pan of Occupational Therapy. Many pieces of beautiful workmanshipare tued outbypaiens despitemajor physical
handicaps.Theseinclude a needlework, paintings,
leahercrah copper tooling, eosaim and woodshop
work. Proects are undertakenon either a Sroup or
individual basis Sanding of wood may restore
strength to an am; weaving may help a deformed
hand, typing may aid coordination
Occupational Therapy's gOal on the funcional
level is to increasemuscl strength develop coordination motor skills and work tolerance; and to inc-rase the range of motion of affected joints
Vocationallyoriented OccupationalTherapyaims
to adjust the patient to ergPin lost skills and work
toleranc, or develop new skills for the patient who
may need to change cocation.
The advent of Medicare and its demands for inhabilirai-n servicer along with the cognizanceof
the value and need for such services in long term
are hospitals Causeda great personnel shortage.
Becauseof this Kane Hospital iniated an educational and training Programfor new employees
The gehahiliatmionIn-klrvce Ttaintngprogram at
Kane Hospital is n&derthe direcion of the Chie
Physiarriurand the Coordinator of Rehabiliration.
In cooperation with the,Rehabiliration Department the Social Service Onpanment stablished
discharge plnning conference on patients who
have obtained optimum recovery and no longer
need the servicesof Kane Hospi
Foumt plan include employing a SpeechTherapist on a pan time basisto work with stroke patients
who have speech disabilities secondaryto neurological damage.
The INHALATIONTHERAPYDepartments service encompass
a hrad npecrum dealing with respiratory problems.The therapists primary function it
to administerirteoihant positivepressure hreathing treatments to emphysematus, asthmatic, and
other patients in acorn and ch-rnic rmpiratory
distress.This depr tment Is also pa bl for th
administration of oxygen via ten
masks,a-esots and ultasonic deic
Personswith chmnic fang problem aed
here. By the use of seial pr
eNip
t
mediations are administereddirecwlyinto the lu
and inhalationtreatmentsaregive s .. II
oxygen therapy.

I
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TREATING THE BLIND
In 1946,having pioneenedin rehabilitationof the

chonically ill andagingandin 1959,initiing fase

horne placement for adults in Pennsylania, Kane
Hospital ot atgain
h fnt" in designingspecific seesIces far those who are chOnically ill, aging, handicapped and BLIND.
The Blind pepolation represents6% of KaneHospitl pti-ent. Since ther averag age is 85 yea, a
complete esaluatien is done on a11ne- blind patients to debteine their needs. Although Physical
Thferpy and other nehabilittion c-i-es mereavailable to this oup, specific training in orientation.
and mobility, for the blind wasdeveloped.
Kane Hospitl has a trained peneanent staff to
maintain the blind patients interest in the ose of
tabdingbooks and tpe recorder, and to assist the
blhnd in the daily ore of huran goid. technique
that enablingthem to mentally vitoalian their arrondings by meant of repetitiW esposore._
Abet teamingpersonalgoming techniques,they
move sboot the ospita1 freely and panicipate in_
manyactivities.
Voluntee playan imyprtant
panin thelives of
the blind and handicapped.They esencisethe patients, play games, chat, write lne and proide
companiohip.
Blind patients who are ambolatory esercise daily
and tkae wolk using human guide technique or
roaletest-.
The GreaterPiroborgh Guild for the Blind began,
under contract,a prgrm in the technique of mobility and
ien4ttion of blind people at Kane
Hospitaf.
Under the contact, the Guild prvides a coordinator of ensices
for blind patients for 30 hour
a mek, a mobility specialit for 20 hour a wee-k;
and specialits mho mill teach techniquesof daily
liing activies pgrorms and counseling.
Oriention and mobility prgrams of the Rehabilitatiun Seesicesinstroct the blind, handicapped_
elderly pients ina werthd of travl that is safeand
or independent as their physicaland mentt capa-

I

I

bil~iti pemmR.
ThBi.nsonction
incldes t-avewith

the hieseoid.
.
techniqnc; independent thI
(wah or without a canel in the patients' i-mediate
area such as the bathoms, dining rooms independent scaroIwith or without came)to cernin Iovatioe of prime interestto the patient - SnackBa,
Chapel,antherwing of thebuilding, hospital patios,
etc.; independent trvel with or without cane)in a
asterhome and its iwrediate outsideaea.
Modified coure in esercise,brille, techniques
of daily wing and mobility are offeed. As a result
of this trining. sevel aged blind patients bane
been able to leavethe hospitalsetting and havebeen
planed in foster home.
Recently a Licensed Pacticl No.re has been
added to the staf to speifically instrot the blind
in feeding techniq...
Some patients are blind and DEAF and these
patients are provIded a rehabilitation prgrm with
a teacher from the Pennsylvania
State Office for the
glind. Commonictien with the blind and deaf patient i done thwugh severalmethods Hospitatstff
andcolunteer spellout wordson his hand.There
patient alsoondertnd by meansof a specialglove
with the alphabetprinted on the hand.

fi
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* it SERVIC's
In cooperationwith theGCduae Schoolof Socil
Work, Uiversity of Pitsburgh, the Social Service
Departmentwas establishedto offer a conprehen
sinesocil work service to all chnically ill patieots
at Kane Hospiul.
The Socil Semtic Departmet is oriented ro the
problemr cod resourcs for ch.oic illSe care aod
is itohed it three main phasesof patient car
Admisuios: Incudes soca work asessenet of
the patient and his famihyand his esoumes.This is
an impotant phase beause many admissionsand
madmissionsare due to soci-l fact.or rther than
medial.
Resltoathve
Seedies:Though imrrdidualiaedcounsllingtechniquesand the utilization of group discussions for mutual suppo and encouragement
patients teacha Ieel of sell-esteemwith dignity and
self-rspect.

DfsdWr-3ePlnning and Folow-Up: Changecreates aesiety and distortions of reality to different
degres in everyone.Therefo, plcement of socerely handiapped adults in home of strangers
creates difficultie for both which at the outset
requiresconsideable discussionand clarification of
the purpose, right, and repofnsiliti.e of each.
The Social ServiceDepartment is able to arrange
the discharge of patients in the following ways:
1. Retum to their own famiies, 2. Dishtarge to other
chronic are facilities,3. Plcement in prinate family
bnading hoe, 4. Placement in group lining or
licensed bording home, S. Assignment o fester
home.

The Social ServiceDepatlment guides familes on
caring for the eIderlyin their home after discharge.

FOSTERHOME CARE
Kaoe Hospitalwasintendedto be used esufsmely
as a hspital wher macimumtreatmentand rehabilittion would lead to early dischrge of patienu and
to their retai to
-rmal community ining. Kane
Hospital was et to be a permanent residencefor
patients aher treatmenthad been completed.
Many patients could be discharged if suiable
supportice and home cae we aailable ir, Allegheny County.
It would appearthat thle oiginal goal-to utiie
the lohn 1. Kane Hospital solelyas a hospital-will
be achievedwhen adequateplacemen facilities ar
available.
A argepercentageof patient, trated a thteJobh
I Kane Hospital. ak home or relatiesf able to car
for them when dischargeis indicted. Therefore,the
hospisa is confonted with she arduous task of
finding suitable plcement Kane Hospital preseolly
sponsor a FosterHome PacementPrgram in which
patients -a pronided community wiing in pricate
residencesat Institution District an Departmentof
Welfar e se. The Kane Hospital is cumntly
advoating the useof public housing for the 2,01
patients in institutions in Allegheny County who
could and d-esve to be IMng nrmally outside
County an State Institutions.
Preently more than 10 patients are benefting
from foster Home Pbcement, but mo could be
included if greater recraitment of foster homes
would be effected.
A PATIENTELIGIBLEFOR FOSTERHOME CARE
is one who hasimproved so the eect that he no
longer rquirm hospital service ad wo, in the
opinion of the medical taff is soitable for Foster
Home Piacrment
Whtat a FosterHomef Isis a pmoatefamily-type
abde used as a residence by the owner or
-eate
wherein a patient of the)ohn I KaneHospitalmight

be plcd for board, om, pesonal needsand other
requirementsas designatedfor such care under rgultions as establishedby the Departmentof Welfar of the Commonwealth of Penesycania, the
AlleghenyCounty Health Department,and the Alle
gheny County Institution District Theseregua-ions
specfically define these homesas those limited to
the are of two persons not member of their immediate family.
Under the supervisionof the Socil Sevice DepatnmentKane Hospitalprovidesfoster homemakers
with 1158 per month for bard and wore plus 129
which the patientreceive for clothing and incidentals This moneyis madeanailablefrom tie patients
fundsand the Departmentof Public Assistance.
All medical, nuing and social work service ar
proided to help homemakerand patient establish
and maintaina comforiable association
Home where foeign lnguges are spoken ar
espeilly needed for the various nationality groups
who are found in AlleghenyCounty.
Registerednures nisit the patient in the foster
home.Trial visits for thre or four days are arranged
Erts Compatability of religion, social and cultnrl
backgrounds and personal interestsa carefully
weighed before placementsa made.
In additiin to supetvisingandobseving the homemaker, the R.N.is also responsiblefor teachingthe
homerakers specialnusing proceduressuch asginv
ing insulin, medicine, specil diets,etc. Patientsvisit
the Kane Hospital clinicafor egularcheckups
John 1. Kane Hospital is sriving to Utablishan
effectine discharge and placementprgrm which
will ssur aailbility of Kanefacilities to Ai chonially ill of AlleghenyCounty as a long-erm hospial
for treatment, researchand training in car of the
chrnicaly ill,
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JOHN J. KANE
HOSPITAL CARES
ABOUT EACH
PATIENT'S
SPIRITUAL LIFE

The bigget challenge lfacingshoe who care for
the chronically ill ond asing here at Joh f. Kane
Hospital is to pat new life and spint into their heans.
and to changednspair and apathyof rick old people
with limited funds into a new desire in liw healthy
lions again.
To went this challenge, a great deaf of attention
hasbeen givenIn hore thingsrhat nourish pople's
souls as well as their bodies. Eocellenrmedical care
alone will not offert recoceryof patents whose illnets and old age have causedthem so lore al desiie
to line.
RELIGIOUS
SERVICES
AND CHAPLAINCOUNSELINC ARERECOGNIZEDAS ESSENTIAL
TO THEREHABILITATIONOFPATIENTS,
Two full rime chaplainsaswell as panrtime clogi
cal personnel representingalt religious faiths, isit
each andnvery patientand offer spiritoolaid.
Worship serices are conducted regoarly by the
chaplainsin the hospital chapelwith patients, olontees, employees,and visiting cboirsassistingin presenting the programs.
Uniqu ebahot te Kane Hospital Chapel is the
icolming altar for Protestant, Catholic Eastern
Orthodox and Hehbewfaiths.The chapel accommodates 250and is designedfor ose by wheelchairand
litter patientsas well asambolatory patients.
A ProtesiantChaplainand a CatholicChaplain are
residentsat the hospital and areavailable 24 hoors a
day to assist patientsduring admissionand orienra
tion days, doring tines of illness, mecver or dirchargefrom the hospial;,orduring ies of 5redjsswent or placement in foster homes. Since many
patientsare admittedto KannHorpital terminally, tho
Choplainsare often callod upon ro minister to rth
comfort of the patient and his family at the rime of
death.
Eveningand SundayCatholic masse aresowed by
altar boys from the nariouscommonity chanhs
Specialprayer sowires,Rosary Devotiont, and Biblo
Study programsaro schodoled weekly.
Tho nomber of patients attending Massaod incoining Holy Communionhasdoubled, thanks to tho
hbndreds of hours donated by colun-eors from sorrounding communities who assist in t-ansponing
wheelchair patientsso the Chapel.
Partietsof the Earses Orhodoc religion and the
Hebrew faith are ministered by p0t-timo staff The
Eastehsrid..o Chaplainotrff liturgyin the chapel
and distributes Holy Communionon a regolarbasis
The Ladies Aid Society of the noighboring Eastern
Orthodox churchesact ascolunreors giving foerher
serice to the approci-ately 45 of the patientswho
are of the Orthodox faith.
Protestantchurchworshiprewire are held weekly
and Holy Communion is offered four timesa year so
all patiens, employeesand colontoers
Specialattention is ginee so rho ministry for the
deaf patients by chaplain aideswho are able to read
and speak in the sign langage. Protestansprayer
classs, Bibe stody, and hymn concens are hold by
otlunteerchurch grops.
Patientsare cisited daily and thote placed on the
critical list are visitod day andnight. Privateprayer
aind constration periods urn held for patients who
requnst this
The AmericanEible Societypronide patientswith
Bibes in both large and regolar print. Deotiona.
booklets are issuedregulrly.
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One of the most difficut problemsof a IonS teen
care hospital is the prevention of apathy and iac
tnity among the patients.
john 1. Kane Hospita maintainsan enrensicorecreational program in an attempt to minimize the
institutional problems of idleness loneliness and
wony. Recreationfor the ill the handicapped,and
agedi a comparat ely new servicein the history of
rohabiliaion in medical progrert.
Recreationis a cigrocn and direct atack on an
important aspect of mhabilitaion. Recraion for
rhabiliation is scheduled as pan of the overall pescdptioe for treatment and is determined by the
physician.All recreationalacvity is medically and
administrativelyapproed, since complete -osperatine of the hospial staff is essntial.
Rema-tion is ent an ovrra-cordcnlaracivity, but
a necessityfor imprve-ment of the heath oi the
patient. Deterioration akes place in inactive hopitalized patient. Inac-tiy leads to the developmeet of potential blood hypercagcabbility, with
th~mmhosis
and embolismala possibility.The basic
thesi is tht inacivity indolence and immobilizadlon do the hean action. Any pogrm of daily
recarien that of-enregularlyiecm-adheart aclion
will help prevent this.
Inactvity sulnt in muscle eknas, stiffness,
faise. heart inefficiency and mental detedor
In the chronically ill and aging thes paters are
often difficult to rener. To preveot rapiddeinrinr--

tion, acvity mastbe encourgedto the tolerance
point of the patient. The e-perienced staff at Kane
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Hospitaleffectively guides and encouragespatients
to be physically active.
Beside having a recreationalprogram medically
approved,each patient has a coice in his own reha.
bilitation Eachpatient's background is c-nsidemed.
He is asked his preferenceand interest and past
talents His age,physical condition, and languageis
taken into consideration To encourage patient
actiity, a Patient'sCouncil of 30 members meets
monthly to discusspatients needsand interests.The
goal of recreationisto keep patients activeand busy
through imagmatinerecreationalprogramsthat give
the patienta feeling of pride and self importance.
The recreationprogram as Kane Hospitalis operated daily and includes both individual acticity and
gmup participation.
Social recceationsuch as dances,paties, hobby
clubs,and special event partiesare enfoyablegroup
Regulrly scheduled programs include meekly
viewing of modern movies,stageproductions, concerts,musical revue and fashionshoms.
Monthly paries are held to celebrate birthdays
milh refreshmentsspecial entertainment,and decw
rations.No one's birthday is forgotten. Eachpatient,
on his birthday,receivesacard and a small gift from
the hospital
The financial costs of the secrealiondepartment
are met almost entirelyby the prhfit of the hospital
Snack Shoppewhich is partially staffed by volunA newspaper, published monthly, is written by
the patients about al hospital acticities. A recreational bulletin announcingal activitiesis published
by patients.
Television setsare maintainedby the gecreation
Departmentand are placed throughoutthe hospital.
Musical therapy easesemotional stressand restlfesss and is used enrenticely.Tapesand records
called "ecordings for Recovey" and strolling musicians are succssful toolksin rehabilitation.
An eotensiveArt Programis held live daysa meek
with morning and afternoonsessions.Paintingtechniques are discussed,demonstrated and practiced
in thevariousmediumsof charcoal ac ylics, oils and
pastels.Leciureswith slides illustrating the various
schools of paining, history of painters and style
technique concerning composition and draiing are
taught. Paintingis not confinedto the art viassalone
and every bed patient is encouragedin this therapy.
Kane Hospital audiorium seats 750 and is deSignednot only for ambulatorypatients Wheelchair
and litter patients attendmovies,lectures,and stage
psoductions Solasrumesam designed throughout
the hospital to accommodateclasses,shuffleboard
courts, and arts and crafts programs.
Outdoossummesfestivitiesinclude picnics, an an
nual Folk Festsafand Kane Karniva.,Hawaiianluau,
pop band convent,club meetingsand hobby shos.
Care is taken that the chronically ill young patient at KaneHospital is not overlookedin a hospital
where the averageag of the patient is 76.3 yea=
s
two percent of the hospital population is under 40
years of agel.
Local Pittsburgh college age students volueteer
their time meekly to bring fresh companionship to
the young ill and handicapped.
Weekly Current EventsCassesare staffed jointly
by the Occupational TherapyDepanment and -olcnters. This fills a need for the psycho-socil and
resociafinarionoutlets of young patient ranging it
age from 22 to 30.
The KaneHospital LIBRARYprovidesreading ra
terial for al patients.Reading material is especially
important to long termcare patientsbecauseit helps
to keep ther mentally alert abreastof world affairs
and alloVs them to utilize time wisely. Daily news-

papers, magaines and over 2500 books are avilable. Staff and volunteers take talking book machines to the bedsideof those who cannot tavel to
the library.
The talking books program providesuo-densed
book and magaainematerial on phonograph disc
and are acaiable to physically and visually handicapped patients. Earphonesare psovided so the
patients may listen individually without distractitr.
Tape recorder crsettes are especiallyadaptableto
the physically handicappedwith minimal m-scolar
control.
Through the Library of Congess, talking book
machinesand records are provided free of charge.
Patientsselect recordsfrom bi monthly reading lists
issuedfor the Library of Congressby the American
Foundationfor the Blind. Interestscover music,poetry pys, current eents, sports,and the spaceprram. Physicallyand visually handicappedpatient
are referred to the program by the medial saff and
the RehabilitationSericen department on the basis
of need and valueanticipated through this type of
therapy
Nurehord among lohn J. Kane Hospital'sgreatt
assetsare the hundreds of VOLUNTEERS
rob give
unstintingly of their time and energy to assist the
2,187 patients daily.
The companionship therpy' and seesice performed by the colonteers play an important ole in
the rehabilitation recovery and comfort of the
patient.
Since the averageag of the patient here is 76.3 f,
yeas many lck relativesand fends, and therefor 11
depend heaily on the volonteers for companionship. Severalthousand hours annually am donated
by the volunteersfor the welfare of patient.m
The volonteer program is designed to add stmulation and personalsemices to he patients. They
make purchasesfor the patlee, -nte leers, rad
so them, and keep them infomed o community
activities.
Volunteershelp operatethe snackshop and snack
carts.They circulate the library cat" which bings a11
the library sewicesto the bed patieet Theyperform
numerousduties in the recreation prgram- Under
the direction of Kane Hospitl personnel,voanteers
monk in the AdmissionDepatment, in the blied patrent programand occopationaltherapy workshops.
The junior aideswho monkin shesummermonths
are very ppoplar with the chronically ill aed ging.
Volunteer aides to the Protestant aed Catholic
Chaplainsdevote thousandsof hours annualy ministering to patients,helpingto feed thosewho need
this servme, and esconing wheelchair aed litter
patients to many functions.
The decisionto take the story of KaneHospitl to
the public resultedin the establishmentof the PUBLIC INFORMATIONOFFICEfor the pupose of doveloping a belter understandingand closer ossoviation berweenthe patients at Kane Hospitl and the
community.
News releasesconce.ing hospital actiies am
preparedregularlyfor daily and eekly newspapers;
relevisionand radio coverageof of eeno are encouraged;and a narrated color slide program describingall phasesof Kane Hospital,hasprved very
popular with focal choeh, cvic, ad social orgaizations
Throogh the assistanceof the OccupationalTherapy Department, public eshibits of the patient's am
work,; tapestry designs, and estuisrre handmade
Christmasomnaments
a held annually.
The rsu lts of such Programsare immeasurble
both to the public and the patient. As a beher onderstandinggows, hundreds of focal citizens come
to KaneHospitalyearlyto performcolunfeerse-vies.
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March 9, 1971
/
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Dear Sir:I mat take tiae out to 'thank you" and everyone

that took carc of my mother

Mrs. Helee.a Ertanj

At timen before taking my mother to
I

KasneHospital.

ould h.ar reports that thias were terrible th-re.

T-his is completely wrone as eacl and everytimae I
viited my Mother, I have yet to hear anyoye talk or
treat a patient unkindly.
Eveoyooe that I have seen or heard takin6 came of
patiente wan alwaye kid, pleanant, nd very patient,
so they hav, to be angela of Mercy, aS meet of the o.ee
that are there, especially io my Ilotker, cae, are
the hardast to take care of.
My mother .etered

October 19tk, 1970, mad pasaed

away February 18th, 1971. She lasted longer than
we had ever eupected.
So many many thank. to *veryoae that helped ia any
way, and mothi-e but good reporta will be coiag
from the f.sily of -Irs. Helemo

rtma.

Sin.e. rely

I
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THE JOHN I. KANE HOSPITAL
Vanadium Road
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15243
EDWARD R. DEVERSON, M.D.
Executive Director
Telephone: 412/923-2000
412/276-1600

EXECUTIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS:
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

Leonard C. Staisey,
Chairman

Iconua

William R.Hunt, M.D.

Thomas I. Foerster

ianns

MayJ.

1971

you to he .ooderfu
broPhAr. mill 1it-dIt i my. earnstish thati.
tiegs that are being acompliahed at John 1. Kane Hospiti.l I do not believe
that county government has a more essential duty than to care at the highest level
for our aged and chrooically ill titizens of Allegheny County.
Top rate medical services are provided hut more than that is the emphasis
that is pinned o the may in which they are admiistered. The medical -xecutive
d that in the carrying-nut
the
hnd i
director the tuief.
of their duties compassion for the patient must be the first order of everyday.
prescribing
tad
ting
in
te
etitg-diaeta
e.s.
are
=oderstordieg
and
Sympathy
for thet elder rome ad me who may -11l ha- a feeling that a..ciety hasfoAt John J. Kane Hospital. one of the finest of its kind in ls nation.
gotten them
these ptients are ot forgotten people.
I do hope youtaill find tIm to vist this outstanding institution ihich really
belogs to yea, the tupayer. I thikb you mnill find it -oothunhil a lamcetain

b.

S.nere

I. d

.::Il

Leonard C Staisey cbaCrm-,
Allegheny County Board of
Conim.isson...
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Senator SCHwEIKER. I would just like to take a moment to ask

Father McCormley, what in his judgment needs to be done to rectify
the situation?
In other words, what do we really have to do to get a fair shake
for the inpatients at the hospital, and what kind of changes do you
think it would take to rectify this condition?
Father MCCORMLEY. That is a loaded question. I think our first
move should be this: We should meet with the incoming county;
commissioners and give them the report. We can discuss the accuracy
of it and solicit from them their support, so that they will begin to
make changes whenever necessary. Thus, this will give the patients
the care and dignity they deserve.
Senator SCHWEIKER. I think that is a very constructive suggestion,
and I think that is a very valid point.
That is all I have.
Mr. HALAMANDARIs. Thank you very much.
Again, we appreciate your testimony.
Dr. Butler, I appreciate your accompanying us on that tour, and
for your comments here today. They have been very useful.
We dismiss you all now.
We now call Mr. James H. McLean, from the Allegheny County
Law Department.
A group of people have been invited here today, they have been
provided the opportunity to appear on behalf of the hospital, and
Senator Moss has sent a letter to them with the outline of the charges
presented here today and we talked several times on the phone with
hospital personnel.
I understand that thev did not wish to appear, but that Mr. McLean will appear on their behalf.
STATEMENT OF JAMES H. McLEAN, ALLIEGHENY COUNTY LAW
DEPARTMENT, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Mr. McLEAN. I would like to thank the committee for giving me a
chance to aDnear.
I would like to preface my short remarks with a statement that
the present county commissioners have not, to my knowledge, ever
been informed about the conditions that were testified to here today.
I think that is very important to understand.
If they are willing to give the benefit of their testimony as to the
conditions that were testified to here todav in the future, i think that
is a step in the right direction, but I think we have to understand
from the beginning that first, the present commissioners have not
heard of this.
I have been designated as spokesman for the other commissioners,
and authorized by the people at Kane Hospital to speak on their
behalf today.
The report to which vou referred to earlier, which is Kane Hospital, I first saw last night at 10 p.m. I received a copy this morning,
and I have not had an, opportunity to read it or to study it, therefore,
I would certainly appreciate an opportunity to study this report, and
to study the testimony that you have taken today before testifying.
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Certainly, I would like another committee meeting set up where
we may, at the appropriate time, respond to the things that were
presented here today.
I wish you would keep an open mind and not prejudge, and I ask
that a copy of the transcript be provided to my office.
Thank you very much.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Of course, we will do that. We will make a
transcript available to you, at the earliest possible opportunity,
along with all of the exhibits, and presumably, you have copies of
the inspection reports that have come from the State Health Department,* but we will take nothing for granted, and send you all of the
exhibits.
Mr. McLEAN. I appreciate that very much.
COMMISSIONERS

To

RESPOND TO CHARGES

Mr. HALAMANDARIS. And as I said awhile ago, we would be glad
to hear not only from the county commissioners, but other employees
of the facility. If you would give the committee a list of those that
you would like us to call, we would be very pleased to schedule a
hearing, and to make sure that they are heard.
Mr. McLEAN. We appreciate that opportunity.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Do I understand from what you just said,
that the new commissioners, as well as the incumbent commissioners,
would be very responsive to a meeting along the lines that Father
McCormley suggested-to sit down and try to work some of these
problems out?
Mr. McLEAN. Absolutely.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Is that the import of what you are telling us?
Mr. McLEAN. Absolutely.
We will make every person available at the meeting, to try to
eliminate the conflicts that apparently have existed.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Thank you for coming here to testify before
the subcommittee. We will probably see you again in the near future.
Mr. McLEAN. I appreciate your courtesy.
Mr. HALAMANDARTS. Thank you.
Senator PERCY. The subcommittee is adjourned subject to the call
of the Chair.
[Whereupon, the subcommittee was adjourned at 6:15 p.m.]
*See p. 3471.
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